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influence on deceased to have the will made
Mr. McDonald said:
1 first became acquainted with Mrs. Dodgi
riie State of Washin the fall of 1894. I met her at the Duva
: ports..The
Feeble
Hotel and at church also. Mrs. Dodge toot
l iterary News and
great interest in the church work and was
minty Correspond- one of the few who could be depended upon
Market Births
V.i mport's Young in the erection of the uew edifice after the
Death .Will be
old church was destroyed by fire. She was
the leader and promoter in this work; she
secured a large number of subscriptions
and contributed largely herself.
HE CHURCHES.
Asked in regard to Mrs. Dodge’s visits,
witness said: “Why 1 don’t know thal
and Unitarian tlie
Mrs. Dodge ever visited me before my mar■
grams announc- riage, but alter I was married she very fre'd nil \ carried out
quently visited my family.
lie saw her
Dodge) very frequently
v
very
interesting at the Windsor(Mrs.
Hotel, but not nearly as fret-sper service was j quently as he saw her at tueir home. When
:
church Sunday he lived at the parsonage with bis family he
said that he very seldom went to the Windan and Universalsor Hotel because Mrs. Dodge was all the
music and an at- time
running into their house, and whenever
solos by Clarence Mrs. Dodge was sick Mrs. McDonald made
the visits. He recalled but one visit he
ims were printed on
made to Mrs. Dodge when she was sick in
amented with a
bed. It was before the fire, the time when
Admiral Dewey was here, perhaps in 1900.
Mrs. Dodge was confined to her room; she
sent
for him and he called on her; his wife
tile following pro‘i mjii
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The witness saw Mrs. Dodge in the sumof 1902 at Bath, Me., at his father’s
home; she was there about ten days, and
witness’ family was there, too. She was in
about the same physical condition as she
had always been—feeble, but not too much
so to be about.
Mrs. Dodge told him she was going to
make a new will, saying that “things looked
altogether different to her at that time from
they that did when she made her former
will,” and talked over the subject of relatives closely with witness. A lengthy statement was made about the w ill.
The first knowledge the witness had that
he would be the residuary legatee in the
will was the day upon which the will was
executed in Attorney Rhinehart’s office,
when Mrs. Dodge and Mr. MacDonald both
read it over.
“In reference to rav excluding people
from the sick room of Mrs. Dodge when Dr.
Liell was there I eonsidered.it was under
the doctor’s charge.” Mr. MacDonald then
told of a conversation between Dr. Liell and
himself on this subject. Regarding Dr. Liell’s bill for services: “I said it was apparently large but it would be paid.”
Told about the $5,000 Mrs. Dodge wanted
him to write a check for in favor of Dr. Liell and how Dr. Liell in a patronizing wayasked the sick woman to repeat the conversation to Mr. MacDonald when the latter
came in the room.
Also referred to Dr. Liell’s reluctance to tell witness how he 'Liell)
was going to testify until the bill of the doctor and the $5,000 were arranged.
mer

B0WDOIN COLLEGE HEWS.
The second annual college rally will be
held in the gymnasium sometime about the
middle of the winter term.
The fall term at Bowdoiu College closed
Friday and the winter vacation of two weeks
began. The winter term will open Jan. 3 at

8.20

a. m.

The handsome new Theta Delta Cbi chaphouse on the corner of Main aud McKeen streets is now nearly ready for occupancy and with the opening of the next
college term will be occupied by the members of the fraternity.
ter

With the opening of the next term work
in the gymnasium will begin in earnest.
The mats have all been repaired and overhauled for the winter’s work and will add
much to the efficiency of the gymnasium.
The following students will assist Dr.
Frank N. Whittier, the gymnasium instructor, as instructors for the various classes:
Seniors, William T. Rowe, '04, Med. ’07, instructor; Harry C. Saunders, '04, Med. ’07,
Paul G. Robbins, ’03, assistants. Juniors,
William T. Rowe, ’04, instructor; Paul G.
Robbins, ’05, Walton T. Henderson, '05, assistants. Sophomores, William T. Rowe,
’04, instructor; William F. Finn, Jr., ’05,
Paul G. Robbins, ’05, William H. Stone, ’0G,
assistants.
Freshmen, William T. Rowe,
’04, instructor; George H. Stone, ’05, Archibald T. Storey, ’05, John H. Brett,’05, Ralph
G. Webber, ’06, George Parcher, ’06, assistants.
Maine Farm Notes.
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Several counties

slight increase in the oat-hay crop.
The principal reasons assigned tot the
of
decline
the sheep husbandry in Maine are
the low price of wool, the depredations ol
dogs, the cost of fencing and the greater interest and profit in dairying. The number
of dairy cows is not materially increasing
in most parts of the State. A few counties
The
report a considerable increase.
a

amount of hay shipped this year will be
somewhat less than that shipped in 1903.
In most sections potatoes are keeping
about as well as last year. Over 23 per cent
of the potato crop has been sold. Spraying
for rust and blight has been a success in
almost every instance when thorough!)
and repeatedly done.

-A

A gloom has been cast over the ooicmuuity of North Searsport by the death of Alice
M. Dow Pitcher, who died quite suddenly
in Worcester, Mass. The funeral was held
at the church in North Searsport and she
was laid to rest in the cemetery beside
those she loved who had gone on before.
She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman J. Dow of Camden, Me., formerly of
North Searsport. Less than two years ago
she married Fred Pitcher of Northport and
went to Worcester, Mass., to reside. The
call came quite suddenly yet Alice was prepared to go, and her request was to be laid
to rest in the churchyard near her old home
among those with whom she had associated
in her childhood days. It was a sad day
for those who loved her as they stood
around the open grave to take the last farewell.
The funeral was conducted by A.
Stinson, and the bearers were her schoolmates, F. E. Stinson, Frank and Ilollis
Black and Chester Trundy; Carrie Belle
Stinson, Winifred Matthews, Hattie May
Hartshorn, Hattie Black and Mrs. Gussie
Cunningham. The floral offerings spoke
volumes to her memory and to know Alice
was to respect her, to form an intimate acquaintance was to love her. Always with
a smile on her face and witn kind words on
her lips she made friends wherever she
went. She taught many schools in this vicinity and her pupils all loved and respected her. The sympathy of the community
is extended to the bereaved husband who
thus early in life must walk alone and to
the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dow, who for the
second time are called to mourn the loss of
a good and true daughter.
John Bucklin died Dec. l7th at the home
of his son, Herbert L. Bucklin, 21 Spring
street, Belfast, at the advanced age of 82
years. He had been in failing health for
the past few years and owing to that and
his advanced age he came to Belfast to
spend the winter with his son. He was
born in the town of Knox and passed the
whole of his long and useful life there. He
was born in a log cabin, and then there
were no roads, only foot paths, and travelers were obliged to get their bearings by
spotted trees. While still a young man he
bought the house where he has since lived,
not a stone’s throw from his birthplace.
He was a farmer by occupation and carried
on his farm until his health failed.
In
winter he used to make three and four trips
per week with lumber, bark and produce
from his town to Citypoint, Belfast. He
was the last of his father’s family of eight,

“When you visited her in her room did
you hold any sort of religious exercises?”
was asked.
“I only know of once when, at
her request, I offered prayer, this was when
she was sick in 1900.”
After that there was never any religious
exercises held between them.
The witness said that when he was breaking up housekeeping Mrs. Dodge wanted
him to take a room at the hotel, stating that
they had plenty of room at that time, and
could give him very reasonable rates. Witness did not want to accept the proffer, but
she insisted, aud he finally consented. Mrs.
Dodge said she would take their (McDonald
and family) parlor furniture aud rugs and
apply them ou account of room and board
at hotel. In this arrangement witness owed
Mrs. Dodge a balance of $15, which he offered to pay, but she would take no pay
from him.
When the witness told Mrs. Dodge about
having tendered his resignation as pastor
of the Congregational Church she tried to
persuade him to change his mind. She told
him that she would build him a house, aud
that he could own it. Finally witness explained the situation, aud she expressed
herself as being satisfied that he was doing
the right thing in resigning. It was at this
time that Mrs. Dodge handed him a package
containing some deeds to lands she owned
in Florida, California and Mexico.
She
wanted him to examine them, with other
Witness did not inquire of
papers (also.
her about a will she had, but she had
spoken to him about it. The first conversation ou this subject was before the fire—
perhaps in 1900 or the winter of 1901. She
stated then that she and Frank Cullens
were thinking of putting a favoring clause
in their respective wills favoring one or the
other in case of death of one or the other of
them, so there would be no trouble about
the continuance and management of the
hotel. Mrs. Dodge referred to the fact (to
the witness) at that time that she had made
a will.
She told the witness that he was
the executor of that will. He said he did
not press her concerning the details as to
the contents of the will or testamentary intentions at any time—not then nor subse-

quently thereto".

Letter From Washington.

OBITUARY.

Testimony of Rev. A. M. McDonald.
In the oase of Charles H. Sweetser ant 1
others vs. A. M. McDonald and others, ii 1
the contested will case now before the eonr
in Jacksonville,Florida,Rev. A.M. McDonah
has testified at some length. He is the respond
ent and principal legatee of the late Mrs. A
R. Dodge, who died in Jacksonville Iasi
March, and is also the sole executor of thi
estate of deceased. This is an action brougb
by the relatives of deceased to revoke thi

brother of the late James Bucklin of the
Head of the Tide. He was a loving busband, a kind and affectionate father, a man
who never made an enemy, and was loved
and respected by all who knew him. He
leaves to mourn their loss a wife and own
son, Herbert L. Bucklin of this city, and a
His
Stepson, Gabriel Brown of Brooks.
funeral was held Dec. 19th at the church in
Knox, where he was taken for burial. The
services were conducted by Rev. Humphrey
Small of Brooks.
a

j
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Samuel Otis Eiwell died at his home in
Brooks Dec. 9th of heart failure. His sudden death came as a great shock to his family and friends. He was born March 3, i84d,
in the town of Brooks and had lived the
greater part of his life on the old home
place. He was a son of the late Ebeu and
Achsah Eiwell. March 27, 1875, he married
Miss Emma L. l'eavey of Swanville, who
with two daughters—Mrs. Lavinia E. Whitman of Boston and Mrs. Kate M., wife of
Jetsou M. I’attee of Belfast—survive him.
Of his father’s family the following remain: Charles 11. of Burnham, Lorenzo
E. of Ificeville, Iowa, Horatio L. of Brooks,'
Frank B. of North Paris, Me., and Samuel
M. of Boston. He was a veteran of the
civil war, serving nuder Captain Charles
Baker of Belfast in Company A of the
Coast Guards. He was a kind-hearted, honorable man and respected by all who knew
bim. The tuneral was held at his late home
Dec. 13th, Rev. E. E. Colburn officiating,
The male quartette of Brooks sang some
choice selections, including a favorite hymu
of the deceased, “In the Sweet Bye and
Bye.” The floral offerings were rich and
beautiful.

A team from the

Belfast High school
practice game of basket ball with
the East Belfast boys in the Opera House
ou Thursday evening.
The score was 2 to 1
in favor of the High school.

played

a

Friday night theTaconnet team of Waterville and the Belfast Blacks played a rather
one-sided game in Opera House, the score
standing 45 to 9 in favor of the visitors.
The score and; line-up of the game was as
follows:
BLACKS

TACONNET

Carter, r. f.
Holmes, r. f.

Whitehead,

J. Hurd,
1. f.

r.

f.

R. Libby 1. f.

Black, c.
Bird, c.
Poor, 1. g.
Curtis, r. g.

Grindle,

c.

S. Hurd, 1. g.
J. Murry, 1. g.
sub., Murrel.
Goals thrown from field, Black, 1; J.
Hurd, 4; P. Libbj’, 1; Grindle, 4; S. Hurd,
4; J. Murry, 3. Goals thrown from fouls,

Carter, 4: Whitehead, l; Curtis, 1; Holmes,
1;S. Hurd, 13. Fouls were called on Carter, 6; Whitehead, 7; Black, 3; Poor,3; Curtis, 5; Bird, 4; J. Hurd, 3; P. Libby, 5;
Grindle, 3; S. Hurd, 3; J. Murry, 5. RefWarren
of
Waterville:
Umpire,
Holmes of Belfast. Time-keeper, Hayford.
Scorer, McMahan.
The young ladies of the Belfast High
school will play in the Opera House this,
Thursday, evening. Miss Roes is coaching
the teams.
The Rockport Y. M. C. A, basket bal
team will play the Belfast Blacks at the
Opera House Friday evening, Dee. 30th.
This is sure to be a very*fast game as the
eree,

teams

are

evenly matched.

Transfers in

Seal Estate.

The following transfers in real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending Dec. 27, 1904:
Otis T. Hamlin, Brooks, to Annie V. Stacy,
do. gland and buildings in Brooks. Otis
Cummings, Northport, to Warren A. Reed,
Philadelphia; land in Northport. Annie
M. Knowlton, Belfast, to Geo. A. Gilchrest;
land in Northport. Regina J. Boardman,
Islesboro, to John E. Kealy, Belfast; land
in Islesboro. Wm. A. Dunton, Searsmont,
to Andrew K. Fowles, Lincolnville; land in
Linoolnville. Albert R. Crosby, Stockton
Springs, to Bion B. Sanborn, do.; laud in
Stockton
Springs. Edward E. Dodge,
Islesboro, to Hobart A. Dodge, do.; land
and buildings in Islesboro.
Chas. W.
Brackett, California, to Rbodnah L. Haswell, Monroe; land in Monroe. Emma J.
Howard, Washington, to Geo. F. Thurston
et al.; land in Palermo.

of

The

Capitol.
Journal.]

Washington,

D. C., Deo. 26. With the
prospective recommendations of the Marine Commission of Congress for the enlistment of naval militia on board of merchantmen receiving subsidies from the Government, it is believed there will be better
openings for the young men along the
Maine coast who prefer a seafaring life.
It is not very generally known yet that the
commission proposes to allow seamen who
serve twelve months of a year upon an

WEDDING BELLS.
Parker-Patterson.

vice aboard all ships, including sailing vessels, but the payment from the government
would be a bonus. The government could
afford to pay the sum of $25 annually, because it is proposed that these men should
have some training as naval militiamen
and become qualified for service on warships and cruisers in time of hostilities.
This would, undoubtedly, as viewed here
at Washington, be attractive to young men
along the Maine coast; but another proposition, to be embodied in the bill which
Congress will be asked to pass, if not at
this session at the next, gives additional
compensation to men who act as masters of
these steam or sailing vessels engaged in
foreign trade. The federal compensation
to masters will, of course, be larger than to
seamen and would accordingly be more attractive to a large class along the Maine
coast, because they are unusually intelligent in the management of ships, especially sailing vessels, and are entirely competent to act as masters. The federal pay to
masters, as proposed, will be graduated according to the tonnage of the ship. It will
also be graduated in the case of both seamen and masters who serve on vessels engaged in the foreign trade for only parts of
each year. Maine being quite as largely interested in sailing vessels as any State in
the Union, Congress would look to it for
large enlistments, in which event the naval
militia of Maine would loom up in comparioiiimai
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coast States.
In a private letter to his mother-in-law,
Mrs. Frank Milliken, iu this city, Capt.
Samuel C. Lemly, United States Navy, retired, writes that his wife has been exceed-

ingly ill. Since Capt. Leinly retired from
his post as judge advocate general of the
Navy he and his family have been residing
abroad most of the time. Mrs. Milliken has
been back here only a few weeks since her
visit to her old home iu llelfast and to other
points in New England.
Senator Hale and Representative Allen
the only members of the Maine delegation that are staying here durrig the holi-

rre

iays. The Senator has been going to his
office at the Capitol almost daily to look
ifter his mail and take up matters of legislation with which he has to deal during the
remainder of the session.
Many things
rtfecting the administration of the navy, and
which require legislation by Congress, come
under the Senator’s eye, as he is chairman
of the Committee on Naval Affairs that
considers the annual appropriation bill for
[he navy. The Senator has some very decided views about the construction of warships, and about other matters affecting our
naval fleets, which he will express before
this session of Congress is over.
Senator Hale will visit Augusta about the
[imeof his re-election, but, undue the visits
of many other senators who are soon to go
home on the occasion of their re-election,
he will make but a brief staj. His position
is one of the leading men in the Senate
makes it imperative that he should be back
here soon after Congress re-assembles on
i
January 4th. In a few States Senators are
having a tight for re-election and remain at
home for a month or so directing the fight.
Their absence makes the attendance in the
Senate leaner than usual during the month
of January every two years. This, however, is rarely the case with the Senators
from the far western .states, who generally
prefer to leave their campaigns for re-election to their friends. Senator Perkins of guests of Mr. Estabrooks father, Mr. E. J.
Estabrooks of that city. Mr. Estabrooks is
California, a native of Kenhehunkport, Me.,
of the Foster Estabrooks Co.,
manager
went through a hard tight for re-election a
manufacturers of this city, and
clothing
couple of years ago as an absentee. He reMrs. Estabrooks was formerly of Stockton
mained here all of the time. His colleague,
but for some years has been emSenator Hard, is pursuing the same policy Springs,
with the company of which Mr.
this winter. But it is a very general rule ployed
Estabrooks is manager.
They have the
that Senators who live not more than two
best wishes of many friends.
or three days journey from Washington go
home to visit the legislatures on the occa11 owe-Higgins. Albert E. Howe of Belsion of their re-election and often make a : fast ami Grace M. Higgins of Camden were
brief speech, expressing thanks for the united in marriage Christmas eve at the
honor conferred.
As Washington has a Congregational parsonage by Rev. David L.
|
lively interest in the personnel of the Senate Wilson. Mrs. Howe is one of Camden’s
the action of legislatures in choosing Sena [ most popular young ladies, the daughter of
:
tors is always closely followed here.
the late William Higgins. Mr. Howe is the
Gov. Burleigh is gaining a reputation here only son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Howe of
for closely scanning legislation, with the ! Cainden, but has been a resident of Belfast
framing of which he has to do. The preva- two years, as an employee of the Duplex
lence of loosely drawn measures in the Roller Bushing Co. Mr. and Mrs. Howe
Senate and House is not to his liking and have taken rooms and board at the Revere
whenever any committee of which he is a House. Camden Herald please copy.
member has bills to frame the governor
buckles down to work and does his best to
Heath-Hubbard. A very pretty wedhave the language carefully guarded. He ding occurred on Saturday evening, Dec.
in Verona at the residence of Capt.
also, as a thorough going business man, 24th,
Francis N. Hubbard, the father of tne
realizes the importance of having close at bride, when Miss Blanche Hubbard was
hand all the available information about a united in marriage to John F. Heath. The
ceremony was performed in a very impresgiven measure, so that the House, or any- sive
manner by Rev. William Forsythe, in
body with authority to inquire, can know the presence of the relatives and intimate
of the bride and groom. Mr. and
the
friends
reasons
for
promptly
any provision
Mrs. Melvin Heath acted as matron of honCongress is asked to enact.
or and best man.
After the ceremony a
This is especially necessary in public delicious
supper was served to the guests,
buildiug bills, such as the governor’s com- who departed at a late hours, wishing them
mittee has been considering, in the hope a long and happy life.
that there will be a public buildings bill
The home of
Anderson-Bbidges.
later on in the session. There are at least 200
Stephen D. Bridges in Verona was the
public building bills now pending before scene of a very happy gathering Saturday,
the House. All of these are dumped into Dec. 24th, when his daughter Gertrude M.
Bridges, was united in marriage to Charles
the committee on public buildings.
It is G.
P. Anderson. The wedding took place
impossible for the chairman, Mr. Gillet, to at 5 o’clock. Rev. J. M. Tranmer performcarefully scan even a quarter of them, and ing the ceremony. Only the relatives and
intimate friends of the couple were preshe depends very largely upon Gov, Burent. After the ceremony a wiuntiful supleigh, who is chairman of the leading sub- per was served to the guests. Mr. and Mrs.
committee, to examine into the bills for a Anderson are both residents of Verona and
have a large circle of friends who extend
large section of the country. This iuvolves best
wish for a happy and prosperous life.
a lot of work and much inquiry from the
PostofHce Department and the Treasury
CONGRATULATIONS!
Department for reliable information about
the needs of the government at different Governor and Mrs. HUI Have a
Daughter.
localities.
Augusta, Me., Dec. 23. Early this morna
The big committee of sixty that has ing
daughter was born to Mrs. John F.
wife of the governor. The baby weighs
charge of the inaugural preparations for Hill,
7J pounds and is the third child in tne faminext March is holding frequent meetings
ly, both having grown up sons by former

i

|

right through the holidays.

NUMBER 52
Walter Poor came home from Boston to
spend Christmas.

PERSONAL.

Mrs. W. G. Pearson left recently for visits
Richard Noyes is visiting friends in Ban- in Boston and Brockton, Mass.

gor.

Freeman M. Wood was in Camden last
week on business.
Miss Inez Carter came home from Hallowell to spend Christmas.
Miss M. Helen Bird spent
with relatives in Rockland.

Christmas

Mrs. Mary Cheever has gone to New York
to join her daughter, Miss Goldie Cleveland.

Ralph Lord of Bangor, U. of M., '05, is
the gnest of Alphonso Wood.
Miss Ada Marriner returned Monday
from a visit in Northampton, Mass.
Mrs. Ralph Whitten and little son of Boston are visiting Mr. and Mrs. John W. Nash.
Mrs. A. S. Cunninghim will leave today
for Boston to visit her niece, Mrs. George H.

Grueby.

Mrs. F. L. Robertson returned last week
from extended visits in Portland and Auburn.

Hugh D. McLellan, Esq. of Boston spent
Christinas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. McLellan.

William
Christmas

Portland spent
Mrs. W. H.

Mr. Janies MaeDonald of West Medford,
y to visit the family
of W. K. Keene.

Harold T. Sibley of Boston spent Christwith his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley.

Mrs. Charles E. Sherman spent Christmas
with relatives and fr ends in Bangor, re-

Quimby Foster of
with

Mr.

and

Quimby.
mas

Mass., arrived Saturdr

turning Tuesday.
was becomingly gowned in a brown travelMisses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn, who are
Jeff. Alexander, superintendent of the
ing suit. They were unattended and only
spending the winter in Boston, came home Belfast Gas and Electric Co., spent Christthe Brooks family were’ present.
Mrs.
for Christmas.
mas at his home in
Brooks served a wedding dinner to her
Eastport.
Frank Colby, a brakemau on the B. A M.,
guests. They spent a few-days in BrookMrs. Caroline Crosby and Miss Anne C.
lyn and later visited in Boston and Port- and receutly on the uoston-Lawrence run, Crosby arrived Saturday from Boston and
are guests of Miss Frances Chase.
land, arriving home by train Friday even- is at home on a vacation.
ing. On Christmas day a very enjoyable
Miss Edith F. liuuton, Holyoke, ’05, and
Byron H. Mayo, sheriff-elect of Hancock
family gathering was held at the home of Miss Florence E. Dunton, ’06, are at home county, has appointed as one of his depuMr. and Mrs. S. A. Parker, as a wedding for their Christmas vacation.
ties Rev. S. L. Hanscom of Bar Harbor.
reception to Mr. Parker’s brother and his
Miss Nina F. Poor of Peacedale, R. I.,
Miss Charlotte B. Frost, who is engaged
bride. The mother of thegroom, Mrs. S. B. and Miss Alice P.
Poor, Wellesley, ’08, came in teaching in Sanford, Me., is spending the
Parker, the brother, S. A. Parker, Mrs. home Friday night for the
holidays.
holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Parker and little Carroll Snow Parker, his
Miss Edith Crockett, stenographer in the Edwin Frost.
aunt, Mrs. Annie M. Dow, the parents of
office of Vickery & Hill, Augusta, is spendWilliam A. Faunceof New York arrived
the bride, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Pattering the holidays at her home in Winterport. Saturday night, to spend Christmas with
her
son,
sister, Miss Helen, and the bride
Ralph B. Young, Colby, ’07, is spending his sisters, 'Mrs. Wm B. Swan and Miss
and groom, were present. A fine
turkey
dinner was served and appropriate toasts the holidays with his uncle and aunt, Mr. Mary E. Faunce.
drank to bride and groom, S. A. Parker and Mrs. G. W. Young on Lincolnville
Mrs. Francene Richards, the matron of
the Phi Kappa Sigma house of the U. of M.,
acting as toastmaster, and a day of enjoy- avenue.
ment was spent by all. Mr. Parker is in
Miss Lida Shute, clerk in the office of the is spending the holidays with her sister,
the employ of the Eastern Steamship Co., Knox county registry of deeds, Rockland, Miss Hattie P. White.
on the boats of
the Bangor Division as spent Christmas at her home in Stockton
Miss Rena Black, who is taking a kinderclerk in summer and in the Boston office in Springs.
garten course in Boston, is spending the
winter. His bride is book-keeper and typeMr. and Mrs. aamuel
B. Furbish of holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
writer for the insurance firm of Field & Brunswick arrived last
Friday to spend Roscoe Black of East Relfast.
Quimby, and is a graduate of the Belfast Christmas with Freeman M. Wood and
High school and an active worker in the family.
U. OF M. NEWS.
Baptist cliurcb, Christian Endeavor and
Miss May Maxfield and W. H. Bray of
Sunday school. They have a large circle of
The following 18 students from Waldo
Waterville arrived Friday to spend Christfriends whose best wishes will follow them
mas with Mr. Bray’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. county are in attendance at the University
through the journey of life. They received
of Maine this year: Clare J. Moody, 1905,
Chas. H. Bray.
many handsome and valuable presents. Mr.
Miss Evelyn P. Morisou, who is at home Winterport; Alphonso Wood, 1905, llelfast;
Parker will return to Boston today and his
Lincoln K. Colcord, 1900, Searsport; John
bride has resumed her duties in the office. from the Museum Art school, Boston, for P.
Simmons, 1906,Belfast; Anion B. Brown,
the holidays, entert ained a few friends
1907, Liucolnville; Joanna C. Colcord, 1907,
Ellis-Deckeb.
Martell E. Ellis and Christmas night.
Searsport; Frank P. Holbrook, 1907, Brooks;
Mrs. Celia M. Decker were united in marFrank W. Twombly arrived Saturday
Frederick H. Simmons, 1907, Morrill; Alriage Thursday evening, Dec. 22d, by Rev. from Ellsworth, where he had been with the bert W.
Stevens, 1907, Belfast; Frank WE. S. Philbrook at his home, 74 Church U. of M. Glee Club, to
spend the Christmas Twombly, 1907, Belfast; Benj. F. Williams,
The
street.
couple were attended by Mr. vacation at home.
1907, North Islesboro; Walter L. Black,
and Mrs. Eugene Ellis.
After the cereMiss Elizabeth Kelley returned last week 1908, Sandypoint; Wm. A. Hill, 1908, Winmony the party drove to the home of the from a visit of several months with Mr. and
terport ; Maude B. Colcord, Special, .Searsgroom’s brother, Mr. Wallace M. Ellis of Mrs. Walter B. Kelley, at St. Anthony port; John B.
Mclntire, Special, Belfast;
East Belfast, where the happy couple re- Park near
Marguerite D. Pilsbury, Special, Belfast;
Minneapolis.
ceived the hearty greetings and congratuAlbert W. Stevens, U. of M., '07, arrived Percy A. Hasty, Law, 1900, Brooks ; Harry
lations of about one hundred relatives,
Saturday
evening to spend Christmas, re- F. Bangs, Law, 1907, Freedom.
neighbors and friends assembled to do them
turning Tuesday to his responsible position
honor. During the evening refreshments
The annual catalogue of the University of
at the Stillwater power station.
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis received
The many friends in this viciuity of Capt. 1 Maine for 1904 1905, which has just been
the following wedding presents: dining set
and Mrs. .1. P. Stowers will be interested in issued, is a volume «>f 174 pages. It shows
and rocker from neighbors and friends;
that the faculty numbers 0-, .,f ., i>.„n ;;q ar,,
clock from Sherman & Co. and employees; the account, on another page, of the launchprofessors, and the rest instructors, tutors
of
the
steamer
Ireat
ing
Itegina
Belfast,
silver ware from Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
and other assistants. The list of students
land.
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. Selwin Bowen and Mr
includes 554 names, an increase of 15 over
Fred G. White returned Saturday night
Roscoe Ellis and also from Mr. and Mrs.
last year.
The mateiial equipment has
from
where
he
on business !
went
towels
and
Ellis;
Portland
from
Mr. and
Eugene
soap
been enlarged during the year by the addiin
connection
with
the
of
steamer
libeling
Mrs. Roscoe Ellis and towels from Mr. and
tion of Lord Hall (the new building of the
Mrs. Frauk Davis; fruit plates from Mrs. Merryconeag. The steamer is to be sold by
mechanical and electrical engineering deLucy Halit vase from Mr. Robert Gross ;cup the U. S. Marshal at Bucksport Jan. 24th.
partments'*. Holmes Hall 1 for agricultural
and saucer from Mr. John Ellis ; glass berry
Mrs. Everett Dodge and daughters Vivian
nvesligation and instruction), and by the
dish and pepper and salt from Mr. and Mrs. and Kachel of Islesboro were guests last
erection of an infirmary and two fraternity
Andrew Ellis; china dishes from Mr. Frank week of Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Young in Camhouses, the latter affording accommodations
Smith and George Patterson; souvenir den. They will leave this week for Los
for some sixty students. By the making of
plate from Mrs. Eliza Piper; sofa pillows Angeles, Calif., where they will make their Greek
optional for the degree of Bachelor
from Miss Charlotte Staples and Mr. and future home.
of Arts the Lutin-Seieutilic course ceases to
Mrs. J. II. Stinson; china set from Misses
WTe have received a copy of the Monterey, exist; those students that take the required
Evelyn and Edna Pendleton; comforter Mexico, Sews of Dec. 19th, containing a re- amount of Latin, as well as those taking
irom Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ellis.
port of the arrival in the “Pittsburg of both Latin and Greek, receiving henceforth
Mexico” of the American Travelling Pas- that degree. In the detailed statement of
Estabrooks-Babbett. Mr. Edward R.
senger Agents, from F. W. Angler of Den- the courses of instruction the alphabetical
Estabrooks and Miss Edna Barrett of this
ver, Col., a member of the party.
arrangement has been adopted, a growing
city were united in marriage by the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. William Dobson of Troy custom in college catalogues,
important
Harry Lutz, Thursday, Dec. 22nd, at 12
new courses, or remodeled courses, appear
o’clock, noon. The wedding took place at had a wedding reception Saturday evening,
department of
the Unitarian parsonageand was witnessed Dee. 16th, at the home of the bride’s par- in the newly created
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Wright. There Mechanics and Drawing, and in Agriculonly by a few friends of the bride and
Dr. W. C. Libby and Miss Harriet was a large attendance and the couple re- ture, Bibliography, Biology, English, Gergroom.
man, Horticulture, Mechanical Engineering,
Bubar acted as best man and bridesmaid, ceived many useful and beautiful gifts.
Mr. J. S. Condon of Orland has received Military Science and Tactics(in which the
respectively. After the ceremony the bridal
work*now counts towards a degree), and
party lunched at Mrs. Fay’s, and Mr. and word that his sister, Miss Alice Condon,
The department of
Mrs. Estabrooks left on the afternoon boat who resides in Washington, D.C., has suffer- Romance Languages.
for a trip to New York and Boston. They ed a severe fracture of the hip by a fall on Forestry has been transferred to the College
will spend a wees in Newton, Mass., as the the ice. Miss Condon was removed at once of Technology. A feature of importance

is to encourage youug men to engage themselves as seamen. They would not only receive the usual compensation for such ser-

toivu

Thomas

Frank
Parker and Miss Josephine Evelyn Patterson were married Wednesday evening, Dec.
14th, at 7.30 o’clock at the residence of Robert J. Brooks in Brooklyn, N. Y. Rev. Dr.
Gardner Eldridge of the Methodist Summer
street ehurch was the officiating clergyman,
using the double ring service. The bride

American vessel engaged in the foreign
trade, $25 annually from the federal treasury. The bill, based on the commission’s
recommendations, will be introduced some
time in January, as soon as the commission’s report is presented. The idea of this
proposed plan, if enacted into legislation,

dwu

1904._

progress has been made towards caring for
the big crowds that are certain to come to
Washington. These inaugural preparations
absorb the attention of local business men
to a considerable extent every four years.
Congress is having a pretty little quarrel
about where the inaugural ball shall be,
but it is altogether probable that it will be
held in the big pension office building, as in
years gone by. As the pension office is a
public building the consent of both houses
of Congress must first beobtained, and that
is not always easy.

Men and Measures at the National

[Special Correspondence

29.

Excellent marriages.

the hospital, where she is tenderly cared "and great convenience to instructors and
students, as well as intending students, is
for.
the complete tabulated statement of the
A
Washington, I). C., correspondent
work of each term throughout the four
says: “Carter B. Keene of this city and
for each course in the Colleges of
years
is
an
Freedom, Me.,
aggressive candidate
and Pharmacy.
for election as potentate of Almas Temple Agriculture, Technology,
of the Mystic Shrine, comprising about 1,WHY FIREMEN SMASH GLASS.
300 nobles in this city.
He has held nearly
all the other important offices. His mother,
Critic of Custom Learns lieasoii Windows
Mrs. A. C. Keene, of Freedom, is here on a
Are Broken
visit to her son.”
“That is wanton destruction of property,”
J. B. Patterson of Boston, formerly of
said the man on the sidewalk, as a shower
Bucksport and for many years freight clerk of
glass fell from the windows of a burning
and purser on the Boston boats, is having a
building across the st reet.
cottage built at Alamoosook. It is of the
“It is apparent you know nothing about
bungalow style with two ells or wings. tire fighting,” challenged the man at his eiThe speaker had one aim in a sling,
bow.
The interior is divided iuto a spacious livand a few teet of adhesive plaster on his
ing room, which contains a large fire place, face aud forehead. He wore the uniform
a bath room, dining room, kitchen, three
of a fireman, and it needed no explanation
sleeping rooms and many conveniently to understand that he was laid up for repairs. He was determined not to see his
placed closets.
fellows assailed w ithout defending them.
“Now, my friend, since you have volunQuite a delegation of students came down
from the University of Maine Friday night teered to criticise, 1 am going to show you
where you are wrong. That is not wanton
for a ten days’ vacation.
They were destruction of property. In breaking that
Alphonso Wood, 05, J. Percy Simmons, 00, glass the men in that building are merely
John B. McIntyre and Marguerite D. Pils- protecting their lives. You see the smoke
pouring from the window’s? Well, that
bury, ’08, of Belfast; Maude B. Colcord, smoke is as thin, compared to what is inLincoln R. Colcord, ’06, and Joanna C. Col- side, as a light mist, is to a wateifali. The
eord, ’07, of Searsport; Frederick J. Sim- men working inside are breaking glass in
order to get air.
They are fighting their
mons, ’o7, of Morrill, and Franklin P. way to the fire instead of
waiting for the
fire to come to them. If they did not break
Holbrook, 07, of Brooks.
the windows they would suffocate.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Godfrey announce the
“Again, that smoke, if confined, would
engagement of their daughter Alice Amauda generate a deadly gas of such explosive
to Mr. Ralph Oliver Critchett of this city. strength that it would destroy the whole
The firemen know that, and you
Miss Godfrey is a native of New Haven, block.
do not. Remember, the fireman, w hen he
Conn., but is living in Abington, Mass., enters the service, takes an oath to protect
where she is very popular. They were both life and property. In this case he is doing
students of the Massachusetts College of both. Do not think because you see a fireman with a pike pole that he is going out to
Pharmacy, and Mr. Critchett is a graduate punch holes in plate glass just to practice
of Dean Academy in the class of 1902. Mr. marksmanship.”—Chicago Record-Herald
Critchett’s Belfast friends extend congratulations.
The Shoe Situation.

to

E. L. Bryant, formerly of Waldo, who
New England footwear factories have rein the employ of the city of Boston for ceived few new orders
during the past
several years in a public institution, has ac- week, the usual holiday dullness pervading
the
market.
The
encouraging feature is
cepted a position for the State of Massachu- the absence of w
eakness, no concession besetts .as master of one of the cottages of ing offered to stimulate trade.
Buyers limit
Chauncey Hall in the Lyman school for j orders, both because of the season and the
I recent advance in quotations, and salesmen
boys at Westboro. Mrs. Bryant has a posi- in the West secure few
supplementary case
tion as matron. There are about 400 boys contracts for
spring delivery, but the volin cottages of about 30 and they attend a ume of sample business is large. While
graded school in a building located cen- the sample orders are accepted at current
quotations, producers will not guarantee to
trally. Much attention is paid to manual deliver duplicate
case lots at the same figures.—Dun's Review, Dec. 24th.
training.
was

friend of |
mine, who lias resided here for some
months, told me last night that he hid
CAPT. RICHARDSON WRITES ON CONThe St. Louis Exposition. The Political never seen but two drunken men upon
DITIONS AT SEA, AND OF A TRIP
Overturn in Missouri. Memphis, Tenn.
A great many of the
the streets.
AROUND CUBA.
To the Editor of The Journal: stores are
on
Sunday,—
partially open
Cienfuegos, Dec. 16,1904. Man may
Since my last letter of several months almost all kinds of them. On Sunday
become so used to stormy conditions at
ago many things of great interest have morning I went to the Church of the
sea that he forgets to complain; but it
taken place in the section of the counStrangers, Congregational. I had heard
if there is one so watertry in which the writer lives. First of the pastor of the church, ltev. N. M. is doubtful
and
storm-hardened that he
soaked
all was the great fair at St. Louis. I
Long, D. D., preach- on several occaweather to
distinguish it as great, for so it appear- sions in Springfield, and had always does not prefer fairly good
that of another kind. He may desire
ed to be to me from every point of ob- been
elothe
profoundly impressed by
that the sea be just high enough at all
servation. It was great in extent, great
impressiveness and vigor of his times to make
quence,
things a bit strenuous,
in size of its buildings, great in its
I
whom
to
men
few
sermons. Very
force
of
the wind always such
and
the
exhibits.
Not
and
of
variety
quantity
have ever listened have impressed me
as
to
headway; for if the
give
good
on
much, however, need now be said
to so great an extent. I had wondered, weather
prevails too lazily fine, with a
the fair, for it is a thing of the past,
which
I
however, whether the sermons
sail craft, it becomes impossible to
and those who failed to visit it missed
had heard had not been somewhat exup with the mail; and the greatkeep
a good deal more than they will ever be
ceptional, and had asked the question est pleasure to be had from the life is in
and
to
realize.
likely
.The newspapers
whether or not his regular sermons holding up to a reasonable schedule of
several of the leading magazines have
could be equal to those 1 had heard. time, and a little ahead if that be posfurnished excellent descriptive articles
To my surprise, however, the sermon sible. There are men who
may prowhich will partially compensate the
which I heard him preach in his own fess no desire to show any special enermauy who failed to make a personal
church on Sunday morning was equal gy, and seem to think it undignified to
visit to the scene.
Contrary to my
serto, if it did not surpass, any other
do so; but that may sometimes be an
purposes and expectations I was privfor
mon which I had heard him preach,
over-modest pretense, rather than from
ileged to spend only three days upon
eloquence, logic, illumination, thought the heart.
the grounds, but those were days into
was
theme
His
and impressiveness.
The inducements that lead one to do
which a great deal was crowded, every
building on Christ. I would like to see his best are various; the prime reason
hour being strenuously employed to
the sermon in print, but whether writbe the .one that most strongly
the attainment of the best results. It
was may
ten or not I do not know, for it
moves the energies of all creatures—
would require a very long letter briefly
delivered without the presence of a
personal gain. The next may be a comto catalogue the many things I saw and
a line of
scrap of paper to indicate
mendable pride in wishing to prove
heard, or even to describe those things
this
thought. For twenty-four years
himself alive and up to the requirein which I was most deeply interested.
the same
same man has ministered to
ments of a live world and a strenuous
The time and space at my command
in
that
congregation and I am amazed
then his future prospects,
would fail me to tell what I saw in the
is not age. And
a city of such a size the church
his continued or increasing chances of
the
Government building,
Fisheries,
that
or
standing
doors
crowded to the
all
the Varied Inaus-

Letter from the Southwest.

Transportation,

the

tries, the Agricultural. Horticultural,
Educational, Mining and Art exhibits.
1 lie

ouuaings uiemseives were wen
worth a trip to see. Then the grand il-

conduct

room

an

open

is not at a

bar; yet

a

premium.

Since writing
the pleasure of

A MARINE PHILOSOPHER.

depend
holding profitable positions,
upon his energy and ability to meet the
of the always ready and
evening expectations
discerning eye of employing commerce.

the above I have had

spending

an

with Dr. Long and learned a good many
about his life and work. Several

And.

things

the shows were well worth seeing, so I
had been told, but all I saw of them

Nearly everybody whom I have heard speak of the
fair, speaks of it in the highest terms!
practically the, only criticism I have
heard expressed was concerning the
The
the undertaking.
of
easiness
grouudsand exhibits were all too large.
The election in Missouri was a great
surprise to many of us, who for some
years had considered Missouri as safely
from the outside.

was

in the Democratic fold as Maine was in
the Republican. There was some little

talk In Republican meetings about the

"redemption

of

Missouri,”

but I for

cherished the faintest hope
that Roosevelt would carry the State,
and how it, all came about is a problem
When J. W.
not easy of solution.
one never

Bryan spoke

in

Springfield early

in the

for when a
a

religious

census was

Locally

the result of the elec-

tion was not a matter for

surprise,

as

Green county is supposed to be about
equally divided between the adherents

leading parties; yet even
here I doubt if many expected such a
tiling as a clean sweep, especially in
the presence of such persistent endeavtwo

of the

or to secure

the defeat of certain can-

didates

who were on the

ticket.

So far as I have heard

Republican
nobody

to have hoped for the success of
Republican candidate for Congress,

seems

the

but lie went in
even

reasons,

but not

least,

able, she may be ambitious and slightly impatient that the subject of all her

taken

few years since the adherents of the

Congregational polity numbered something less than three hundred. Another
thing somewhat unusual in the history

be at

And 1 would the more admire a man
who will value above other considerathat he may be able to
within the heart of one who

tions any

of the church is the fact that in its
are numbered not only

inspire

membership
Republicans

pride

knows him better and is by far more
vitally interested in his aims, achieve-

and Democrats, not only
Northern and Southern people, but exFederal and Confederate soldiers working and praying, believing and hoping
in apparent harmony. I did not learn
what the present status of the officers
of the church is politically, but several
and
years ago the Hoard of Trustees
the Board of Deacons both had ex-Fed-

not

always

swift,

to

the attentive leader who never grows
weary; to one who in making best use
of the passing winds can make truest

the battle

to the strong;

always

he

class, may have

no

settled convictions

in the matter and be open to unprejuIf
diced observation or arguments.
there can be an eternal deviation of

j

cii-

many was the fear of a change of
policy in its relation to business inter-

Mr. Folk’s election

e>ts.

as

Governor

worth, as well as to
the integrity of the people when their
loyalty to principle is put to the test.
(ire.it efforts were made by the Repub-

is

a

tnb ite to his

lican

party to

secure

VValbridge, but
publicans felt that it

Col.

the election of

many of the Rewould be a serious

mistake to throw overboard a man who
had made such a gallant fight for the
integrity of official life. The recent
election must not, however, be taken
as proof that Missouri is henceforth
securely anchored to the Republican

party.
MEMPHIS,

TENNESSEE.

Most of this letter is written while

tures, fruit, etc.;

does not storm, and others who seem
to sail along in paths of almost contin-

scapes, summer and winter. But his
strongest studies are those of the sea.
They are tremendous in their force and
remarkable in truth of outline and detail. One can almost sniff the salt in
the air and hear the lapping of little
waves at sunset or the thunder of the
surf in a storm. These were made, part
of them, on Matinicus island and along
the coast of Maine. But the majority
are from Nassau, N. P., where Mr.
Woodcock spent last winter. The high
color in this latitude gave the artist a
wonderful chance to prove his talent,
and prove it he did.
The strongest of all the pictures,
however, in action and power and care
of detail, is that of an Atlantic liner in
a storm.
The cumbersome black body
of the great ship is half blurred in Hying spray and from smoke which belches
Great
from her towering funnel.
green rollers surge up against her, and
the instance that the picture represents,
a comber has almost succeeded in getting over her bows and the drift is fly-

ual fair weather.

The weather is mild and all Mr. Woodcock made when he was last
kinds of outdoor work are in progress. abroad.
The city has a population of about one
hundred and thirty thousand, nearly
It
one-third of them being colored.
has thirteen railroads, centering here,
For Infanta and Children.
write.

CASTOR IA

indication,

of the

magni-

Ik KM Yn Han Ahnp

tude of its business interests. I have
not seen enough of its people or institutions to write the city up at length.
It is claimed for it, however, that it is
rapidly coming to the front as a city of
Half the ills that mao is heir to come from
enterprise and wealth. It is not a tem- indigestion. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthon every ens and tones the stomach; makes indigesabound
town.
Saloons
perance
tions impossible.
hand, and many of the grocery stores

It is true that

some

always counting the pulse and
searching the face of the heavens, the
earth, and the atmosphere, for signs of
bad weather, and one generally tinds
what he earnestly seeks for. Such an
unhappy person must be a very uncomfortable companion for himself. It
would be only ridiculous for one of a
lengthened experience to claim that he
has not met spells of very rough and
uncomfortable weather; but, upon the
whole, I can say that the sea has treated me about as well as one deserves,
and especially so for some time past. I
know nothing of shipwreck, nor have
men are

the writer is spending a few days in
Memphis lies 280
Memphis, Tenn.
over the bridge and upper works.
miles southeast of Springfield. It is ing
Another beautiful piece of work is a
near the middle of December, as I
copy of Cotts’ Venetian Dawn, which

which is an

Bears the

both

|

but once believed that we were doubtless in a considerable degree of unavoidable danger to lives. One may sometimes feel that he is taking some risk,
which might be avoided by turning
back, or by some other move, but that,
being controlable, is not the fault of
weather or sea.
Along our coast during the past fall
there have been at least four rather
sharp storms, each causing considerable
disaster. When the Straits of Florida
was sending out the flrst edition of
these, in the middle of September, we
were in a Southern port, nearly ready
for sea, and quite displeased over some
small delay in loading. The storm passed that port without sign, save the hurricane signals and newspaper warnings,
but thence onward it wildly swept the

It

and valuable

on

ex-masters,

board

an

good agents
general agetii

our

tors.

This may seem almost

by navigaburden-

§|

had when the

alone laid

work

courses

that

led

hours of darkness.
a

pass

the

safety

of

the weather

was

day.
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mountains in the distance upon the one
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all conditions were indeed as rare as a
day in June. There were deep blue,
level waters held back by these mountains grand, over which the gentle trade
winds passed so soft and warm, and all
things now so quiet and peaceful,
-where once our fierce, floating hounds
of war chased to their death the fleeing
fawns of Spain. These are indeed historic waters!—the place where the pow-

is

“the

for

the

month.

family,” says
It is without

I receive fresh

continually

of

one

the

million

who
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it every
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of the western shores.
xue wiuuwaru parxoi mesouui coast
of Cuba (the Santiago section) lies nearly straight for more than two hundred

Cape Cruz.
steep, hacked
by a continuous chain of mountains,
lofty and grand, forming a scene both
bold and attractive. The peak of Tarquino reaches up in right line to more
than a mile and three-fifths.
Along
to

The shores are clear and

the waist of these mountains often lie

belts of fleecy clouds, while

a high sun
softly on the heights above, and
shines brightly on the lower steeps.
But in early morning, before the sun

looks

in view to oue on the sea, she
may be brightly gilding the higher
lands while only shadows lie below.
Beyond Cape Cruz the lands for a
space are low and skirted far seaward
by modest cays and dangerous reefs, so

l
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arul deliver impart o f the ci
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interesting short stories in every number, continued stories, beautiful pictures in colors, and articles by such famous writers as Ida M.
Tarbell, Lincoln Steffens, Ray Stannard Raker, John La Farge,
William Allen White, and Charles Wagner.
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comes

the eye drops from things majestic only
upon tbe bumble line of sea levels.
But as we draw along towards our objective point, mountains again come to
view and we steer in for lands a mile
high, to an anchorage within their
sheltering lee, sixteen days along the
way and all is well.
Here, the island and its sunny hills
stand as a bulwark against ail bleak
winds from the north, which in passing
across are filtered of dampness or chill
and so refined that in reaching the
southern shores the air is sweet indeed
to the lungs of all life. And who could
fail to enjoy a tarry here in winter days
where the peaceful waters, and the
skies above are all so clear aud blue;
where the sun rules in splendor and glory
where all conditions of nature and clime
call for praise from the strong, and
seem to be purposely tempered to the
needs of the weak and the weary.
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to the wide

world, and where deeds were quickly
done that freed a restive people and
changed the political divisions on maps
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it is more
is the surest and safest worm remedy over compounded-fruf
than that. As a tonic and general corrective it is unexcelled.
the
enriches
and
cleanses
and
bowels,
stomach
tones
it
he veins.
hiood and sends renewed health tingling through t
£
Sold
Q r
For over 50 years the most popular home remedy.
on
booklet
for
free
JL
Write
-S5c.
at all druggists,
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“Children and Tiieir Diseases."
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soon be heiv.

Or. True's Elixir
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cooki

heaters,

Too often seemingly trilling complaints of children are
action
put off as things of no consequence. Every unnatural
is a symptom of disorder and deserving of careful investigation.
sickWorms more than anything else are the cause of childhood
effect of
ness.
Attacking, as they do, the stomach and bowels, the
made known
and
whole
the
system
felt
is
throughout
their presence
erratic appetite, weak
by nervousness, peevishness, disturbed sleep,
stomach and general lassitude.
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Produce* glossy plumage, tarings the pullets to early maturity, makes eggs plenty when prices are high.
One pkg.. 25c; live #i.w. I^trge 2 It*. can. ft.go; six
cmns,$5.t*>. Express paid, Sample poultry paper tree.
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When your liens are discouraged with moulting
and had weather, they need help.
Nothing will
give them the necessary stimulus to good work like

only (known) navigator on board was laid by with Chagres fever, in time of rough and squally
weather, when the vessel was hedged
once
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the passage which in itself
offered almost nothing to be thankful
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becomes

never

climate

at

home and abroad. We sailed from the
Delaware at an unpromising time—just
when a north wind had failed. After
some hours of calm a light wind came
from the south, soon checking to the
west, and we slanted away across the
Gulf Stream, into an atmosphere where
the winds were soft and mild. Thanksgiving day came and that was about the

only day
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The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.
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Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops aud Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
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Every
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through dangerous paths in safety.
who bears on too hard in trying to
written from Springfield since my reOh, those long, cruel nights!—when
“break records" may break other things
fever and delirium were intensified by
turn. As I write on the 16th of Deceminstead. The more profitable kind is
ber, the ground is covered with snow; one who makes
anxiety—they can never be forgotten.
and
general good speed
But let us attend to the present time
well, perhaps an inch and a half deep.
nearly-always comes in with no loss and
Is it good to see the snow? Yes and no.
press on towards Cuba. The weathand be ready to go out again without
er held fair but the winds were barely
Good to remind us of many happy days
reor
a
continual
repairs to the craft
of medium kindness. If King Edward
spent m Maine; good to see the young fitting.
but knew our needs he would build a
snow
folks taking advantage of the first
Successful men never believe in luck;
lighthouse on North Caicos. The most
of the season which may possibly dis- the
pre-eminently unsuccessful always
common route of sailing craft, from
appear in tlie presence of the morrow's do.
One who has failed of election to
our ports bound by the east end of
No. It is not good for us for the the first
sun.
class, but by hard work has
Cuba, is via Caicos Passage. There
most part for we are not prepared for
overcome his natural stupidity so far
are no lights, but so many dangerous
its coming. We have only a few sleighs
second
as to keep out of office in the
reefs and breakers that the
is safe

Springfield has made considerable progress during the past two years and with
|
the coming in of the Missouri Pacific
and efficient public servant.
1 the compass caused by the way the
an
asbe
now
seems
to
which
the
are
asking
question, Railroad,
Many people
| ship was heading while building, then
what was the cause of the change? sured thing, will rapidly push to the I
why may it not be possible that from
Some say one tiling: some say another. front. It is a delightful place in which an antecedent cause there may be some
Some charge wholesale bribery; others to reside—high anl dry, good schools, subtle influence continually following
|
Democratic indifference; othersieay it good churches, good society and good her paths or leading her on, for good or
w as designed by the Democrats as a
business. 1 do not wish to entice any- for
evil, to safety or to destruction? 1
western rebuke to eastern leadership. body away from the grand old State of do not
argue that it is so, nor deny the
One thing, I think, is sure, that the per- Maine, but if any of your Readers conI only know that some
possibility.
sonality of President Roosevelt was template a change to the Southwest let vessels are full of trouble and others
vastly stronger than the personality of me recommend them to take a look at have none, and the same fate applies to
Judge Parker. There was much in the this region of country and especially at mankind.
w. h. w.
personality and attitude of the former this city.
The Stoic Philosophers taught that
IU CA'Jltt;
Springfield, Mo.
thusiasm. while in the personality and
turned aside, and even in these days of
mr. wooacocK's raintmgs.
attitude of the latter there was little
independent thought and wisdom we
! am not by any means an
or nothing.
Hart L. Woodcock of this city had all believe that the most of their teachactive politician, but I know of some an exhibition of his oil and water color
ings were wondrously wise. By highdyed in the wool Democrats of South- paintings in Bangor last week. The er authority we are taught that the
ern birth and sympathies who voted
same kind of weather falls alike upon
Daily News said of them:
tor Roosevelt. Another factor which
They include all sorts of studies. He the just and the unjust; yet there are
had I think, great weight in the minds has two or three admirable “still” pic- men who must be lonesome when it
and a number of landot

fj?

GENUINE

1

CONDENSED

and has been made nnder his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

and the de-

greater,

grow

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has beat
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

himself

ed to be lost to iiim, though he is highly esteemed as having been an honest

anancu

to unwind!

respectfully can
( I'LINAKV Nl;< ,

change and govern
about with shoals and currents in the
accordingly; never, for sake of
western Caribbean.
But fortunately
until
the
tack
holding
wrong
comfort,
in that case there was one other who
daylight. But it sometimes seems that had
freely practiced work, under cover,
the more years one has studied the
from altitudes taken by another eye.
often
his
weather the more
judgment
In that time of crying need the weaker
may be at fault. If one had but the hand came
bravely to the rescue as
divine gift of always knowing just
both nurse and guide; working difwhat the wind and weather would be
ficult and uncommon problems, when
for one day in advance he could easily
meridian observation failed, and by her
is
Nor
world
this
beat the
at
game.
forecast of the next

eral and ex-Confederate soldiers among
its officers. The church has a fine organ
and a fine quartette and for twenty-four
years has stood loyally by its pastor, as
he has by the church. I was proposing
to make a hasty visit to my friend, Rev.
C. E. Libby at Holly Springs, Miss., but
upon inquiry learned that he had left

like all ttie rest, and" or sleds in town and as a whole we are
not prepared to enjoy so nice a blessing.

auu

mands for it

tape

miles of red

We

some for one modest vessel, but might
ments, and welfare, than are all others
prove a convenience in case of any fatal
combined.
and is quite in contrast, of
In making sea-passages the race is epidemic;
to an experience that I
possibilities,
but rather to
the

Senator CockriU's seat is conced-

(tuuiiuvuuu

Oh, the
have helped

air.

EcononJ

appointed
from the south with
places on expected dates, and manfully for—rain-squalls
intermittent streaks of calm—hence but
meet all obligations due to his position,
little possible headway.
almost regardless of winds or tides.
trials and woes shall

fall the crowds were immense and the
enthusiasm unbounded. Folk had good
audiences. Secretary Shaw and Senamuch to
tor Fairbanks spok& at different time, there two or three years ago,
school and its friends.
but so-far as I could see there was the regret of the
nothing to indicate the overturning of
The latter part of this letter has been
the Democratic table in the State at

large.

bevond these

may be a thought for the general
manager of the home. Though reason-

luminations. and the famous Pike, with
before there were as many
its endless variety of attractions. 1 years ago,
churches as there are now in the same
on
the
one
hours
several
night
spent
the church was always full,
outside of these varied scenes, among locality,
at the night service. Memthe crowds,without losing my head, my particularly
is not a Congregational stronghold,
phis
of
money or my reputation. Several

coast bom the CaroHnas to Maine,
causing tragedies and destruction along
its path. And so with the other gales
irhich followed at intervals: we were
either just ready to go out or had safely
arrived in some port when the storms
passed by; while all the trips were made
over placid seas and under sunny skies.
This might well be called good luck, for
certainly human management had no
part in it. But whatever the guiding
hand it should be appreciated. I tell
the story only to show that the sea may
not be an unceasing chapter of storm,
nor the calling a continuous battle for
life, as some landspeople seem to think.
And yet one should not depend too
much upon no change from good usage,
nor think too lightly or defiantly upon
the possibilities of the future.
Believing that there might be something uncomfortable yet left in reserve
for us, we were glad to be off on a trip
around Cuba—that familiar land which
I have so long known, and seen under
three flags—and the world has no fairer
clime than that to be found along the
hills and valleys of the south coast of
Cuba in winter time. Soon after the
middle of November we cleared from
Philadelphia for Trinidad and Cienfuegos with six manifests, two bills of
health and a pair of crew lists, all expensively certified by a dapper Cuban
Consul with raven locks and a military
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«i its beginning,
since Brazil former open to the
Vet to this day
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The Secret of

shuts off everything beyond our deck.
Soon as the sun jumps up again—
“with no rosy blush of morn to herald
the coming of the new-born day”—we
are again afloat, steaming slowly between numerous islands of all shapes
and sizes, which remind us of a portion
of the St. Lawrence.
Some of the
channels dividing the islands by which
the immense breadth of the Amazon is
broken are themselves like ample rivers
A
and are ioeally named as such.
second stop is made at the village of
Tajaparoe, on the channel or “river” of
the same name, wiiich, though containing hardly a dozen huts, is of importance as being one of the chief centers
of the rubber trade.
Here we find
another crowd of nearly naked blacks
with the same monkeys, parrots and
pottery to sell, or more just like them;
and it may be as well to say right here
that this part of the scene is duplicated
at every stopping place along the river’s
entire length, with this difference only,
that farther up the venders are mostly
and children, who appear to
women
devote their lives to catching such
beasts, birds and reptiles as passing
travelers are likely to buy, while the
men are off in the woods rubber hunt-

i

ho was then

Long Life ut

SCHOOLS AHD COLLEGES.

How to Overcome Waste.
To "Know ihyw{f” is to take advantage
life’* accrete and equip cue’s self with
which will successfully reaiat the
attack or disease iu
the battle of life.
The old idea of feta
or "kismet,” and
that a person always dies when his
time comes, is now

The first appearanoe of the Colby Glee
and Mandolin-GUitar Clubs took plaoe in

ft

Messalonskee Hall,Oak land, Saturday even-

m armor

ing,

Deo. 17th.

The members of the Bowdoin ehapter of
the Alpha Delta Phi gave a dance at Pythian Hall Friday night, Deo. 16th. A number
of alumni were present beside the undergraduates. The hall was prettily decorated
with Alpha Delta and Bowdoin banners and
sofa pillows.

exploded.
Bvery
mechanism, wheth-

made by God or
man, has a definite
amount
of wear
and its life can be
er

lengthened

A BUCKSPORT BOOM.

The Bowdoin College students interested Much Work
in chess have formed a chess club.

The dates of the Bowdoin College teas
the last faculty meete, 23, Feb. 20, March
6 and 20. The plan that was carried out
last year in extending invitations will be
observed this year. Those who will reoeive
invitations will be residents of Brunswick,
Lewiston, Auburn, Farmington, and Portland alumni and families.
were decided upon at
ing as follows: Jan.

or

shortened according to the care that
fe given it If ac*
cident or carelessness destroys the
works of the watch
or the human mechanism an end comes
to its usefulness, but it has not actually
•worn out.”
Man’s system at times gets
rusty like the wheels of the watch and
only needs a little cleaning and oiling to
put it in shape for life’s battles.
An imitation of nature’s method of restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of the blood and nervous force is
used when you take an altaratlve extract
of herbs and roots, without the use of alcohol, like Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. This vegetable medicine coaxes
the digestive functions and helps in the
assimilation of food, or rather enables the
organs to take from the food just the
nutriment the blood requires.
Prof. J. K Tauguay. of 61 St. Peter Street, Quebec. writes: I had been ill for some time with La
Grippe and did not regain my strength. With-

After several months of negotiation the

Bowdoin Delta

Upsilon Chapter House

Association has bought the residence of the
late Beniamin Greeue, at the corner of
Mam and Cumberland streets, and in the
spring will move it to the lot south of the
Delta Kappa Epsilon chapter house on
Main street. The house is reported to have
oost Mr. Greene more than $30,000.
The
paid by the students is $2,800. The
ouse will be occupied at once
by the

Erice

fraternity.

At a special meeting of the trustees of
Fryeburg Academy, held recently, it was
voted to proceed at once to raise the necessary $35,000 for a new school building and
$5,000 for a new gymnasium; and also secure, as needed, one or more houses, near
the academy, for new dormitories. Dr. Seth
C. Gordon of Portland, Prof. George T. Files
of Brunswick and Walter A. Robinson of
Boston with Calvin Austin of noston, gen-

Tin for the Coming Tear
is
Bucksport
looking forward to i
boom next year. As it is now under
stood the Maine Central will expend t
considerable sum of money there in the
construction of a new station, wharf
and coal pockets. It is said that in all
the railroad is to put out in the neighborhood of $100,000 in this work, while
there is talk of other large jobs of work
which are to be done in the next twelve
months by other interests.
About six weeks ago the railroad
company bought what is known as the
steamboat wharf, where the boats ol
the Eastern Steamship Co. now land.
It is understood that the company is to
greatly alter this wharf aud that thej
will put in wharves and pockets suit
able for discharging the largest coal
barges and schooners which bring coal
to the river for them. At the present
time these crafts are discharged at
Bangor, but the conveniences foi
handling them are not sufficient. In
other words, it is impossible, with the
present wharf facilities there to handle
the vessels as fast as they should be
cared for. The result of this is that
the demurrage bills which the road has
to pay in the course of a summer, by
reason of vessels kept waiting longer
than their charter calls for, is very
la

large.

Another

in favor of being able
discharge
Bucksport is that it
can be done during the winter, which
is, of course, impossible at Bangor. It
is not understood that the road contemplates doing away with its present
at Bangor, but that it is
eral manager of the Eastern Steamship arrangements
to make the Bucksport facilities supCompany, as treasurer, were made a committee to secure the funds for these much plementary, so that there will be no
needed additions. There are now 104 pu- need of vessels having long waits before
discharging, except in very exceptional
pils in the school.
to

reason

Going

to

Housekeeping?
If mo, oonto In
and look at tha

Bay State
Range
H Saves Coal f
It Saves Time I
H Saves Labor I

m

JOHN (B. STICKMEY, Agent,
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coal at

A steamboat
expense by the ing.
For days and days we steam slow'ly in a week after
inl to Peru. But
using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery, 1 was able to be around again,
ml jealousy, not along between flat and mostly marshy
and I found that my system was
entirely free
t lcular to keep
banks, generally alligator-infested, and from any of the bad effects of La Grippe I
BOW keep a bottle of the Golden Medical Disof
a
dense
wall
verbacked
by
ed so many ob- always
covery on hand and. when I catch cold, take a
few dotes which
me in perfect health.
N'ortli Ameri- dure aflame with gorgeous flowers. As a builder up ■"keeps
lost strength and vitality I
do not believe yewr
of
Post
Amazonian
travelers
complain
‘Discovery’ has an equal.”
vessel was comcases.
In an article on
Accept no substitute for”Golden Medical
the monotony of a long voyage, but it
“Prosperous Ilartland"
a long time afIt is also understood that the Eastern
Discovery.” There is nothing "just as
The Pittsfield Advertiser has the following:
cmilication to a has never become so to us. Were there good for diseases of the stomach.
One of the time honored institutions of Steamship Co. is to construct a new
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets, the beat
to look at but the splendid
llaitland is the Academy, which was found- wharf at Bucksport, and that the
ding before the nothing
laxative for old people. They cure coned in 1823, and has been in almost continual McKay & Dix Co., which owns the
palms it would be enough to keep us stipation and biliousness.
session ever since.
The State of Maine shipyard where the new Arctic explorgave a grant of land at the beginning, and ing vessel of Lieut.
Among the
iveler upon the profoundly interested.
Peary is being built,
this
was
the
basis
of
its
endowment. Many are to build a
THE LAW COURT.
large marine railway at
after leaving thousand varieties of those monarchs
great men were ouce students at the old the
next summer. This company
academy, and, in the early part of this cen- ownsyard
wild, limitless, of the tropical forests the assai palm is
Action on Waldo County Cases.
a large number of vessels, the
tury, to attend it was considered a very fine
nil region, to most prominent,wi th its crown of
and
fashionable thing, indeed. Among its repairing upon which is done at New
At the session of the Law Court in
bunches
famous graduates are Congressmen Llewel- York now-, but they feel that with a
-i d term
“prime- plume-like leaves and pendant
Augusta, Dec. 21st, the cases of Waldo lyn Powers, Judge Frederick Powers, Ex- railway at this point it can be done
of berry-like fruit.
unable. Having
Gov. Connor, Oscar Uolway, Rodney Swift, more
county were considered. Only three and
cheaply and just as well at BucksFannie B. Ward.
Bartlett Tripp. Many of the old teachedits directly on
port.
were offered for oral argument, and the
ers, too, afterward gained great fame in the
he hamlets scat- LAUNCH OF A STEAMER FOR CUBA.
arguments in these cases occupied the profession.
removes me micro Lies wmcn impoverish
:s area known as
ne eignty-hi tn annual catalogue of
entire day. The Waldo county cases
Colby the blood and circulation. Stops all trouble
Built at Belfast, Ireland, and Christened by
hundreds of
College, for 1904-1905, bag just been issued. that interferes with nutrition. That’s what
were disposed of as follows:
Mrs. J. P. Stowers of Sandy point, Me.
In general appearanoe it closely resembles Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 36
tributary streams
Brown
vs. Tyron, motion over-ruled its immediate predecessor,
except that it cents. Tea or tablet form. R. G. Moody.
An interesting launch took place yeshas grown somewhat in size and contains
merous iquanipes,
for want of prosecution.
from Messrs. Workman,
six
morning
more
terday
than last year’s catalogue,
pages
Emmett vs. Perry, argued.
steamers of any
Morrill vs. Milliken, previously ar- making a total of one hundred and two
Clark & Co.'s north shipbuilding yard.
-i' id
as far as Mapages. The list of members of the faculty
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J. Franklin Harris,
EYESIGHT * SPECIALIST.
I shall start in the new
year CPFrTAn FC an/I FVFCI ACCFC and to advertise my tmslwith an entire NEW STOCK of •jFLvJ
I AljLLo d(l(l L I LULAooLo ness shall sell
my regular
*5 00 Gold How Spectacles or Eye Glasses,
the very best quality lens ground to lit your eyes
for only $3.00; also my regular $3.00 Glassesincluding
for only $l.0(*.
Now please bear m mind that these are
not cheap ready-made glasses but the
very best that is manufactured, both in style and quality.
Every pair fully warranted.
A practical examination will be given every one and
perfect
satisfaction.

ARTIFICIAL EYES FITTER.

Guaranteed eyes examined same as in hospital.
Now if your vision blues; if you see double obif you have headaches; if you are
nervous, don’t fail to call at my office and have your eyes
examined by the latest method. Fifteen
years experience.
Office Over Poor’s Drug Store,
BELFAST, MAINE.
Office Hours 8.30 to 11.30 A.
M. I to 5.30 P. M. Open
Wednesday and Saturday Evenings.
P. 8. During the four months that I have been here I
have fitted more than two mind red people.
Every one perfectly satisfied. REMEMBER—These prices are for 30 days only,■commencing
Jan. i.
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and Most Practical Farm and Family
Pauer Publish***

Groceries.
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For

IMPORTERS OF SALT.
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Only $2.00

Believing that every one of our readers should
have at least one good farm ami family journal
have perfected arrangements whereby we can
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
and Home, in connection with The Republican Journal for only *2.00. the price of Thk
Republican Journal alone. We are unable
to give but a briel description of the contents of
Farm and Home, which is unequaled for variety
and excellence. Prominent among its many departments may be mentioned the
we
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quality or
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Blacksmith
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PROMPTLY FILLED

Belfast, Main*

3, 35, 37 Front St.,
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Farm and Garden
Fruit Culture

Market

Fancy Work.

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss.

Belfast, December 19,1904.

We. the undersigned, having been duly appointed by the Honorable Judge of Probate, within
and for said county, commissioners to receive
and decide upon the claims of the creditors ol
Charles B. Gilmore, late of Burnham, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been rcpre
sented insolvent, hereby give public notice agree
ably to the order of the said Judge of Probate
that six months from and after December 13th
1904, have been allowed to said creditors to pre
sent and prove their claims, and that we will at
tend to the duty assigned us at th^ office of Wil
liam P. Thompson, room 3, Odd Fellows’ build
ing, Belfast. Maine, at ten o’clock in the fore
noon of the 5th day of January, 1905, and the I4tf
day of June, 1905.
W. P. THOMPSON,
i BANK P. W ILSON.
Commissioners.
3w51
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Breeding

Day

Household Feature*
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Poultry Yard
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Reports

Mechanical Device*
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Feeding and
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■
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Clubbing Offer

Question Box

The Veterinary
Sheep and Swine

Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscription making a volume of over »>oo pages, teeming
with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can supply. No betcan be ottered than its
ter proof of its
enormous circulation, which extends into every
State, each number being read by no less than a
million readers.
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address
all orders to

popularity

The

Republican Journal

Pub. Co., Belfast.

F. G. SPINNEY,
LOCAL AGENT

FOR THE

FURS! FURS! FURS! Metropolitan Life Insurance Go.,
1HHAT ABOUT THEM?

D’C
Well, it lias been decided that Mil I
is the place to buy vonr furs. ‘TIILil'L' 11 *Whj ? because his prices are the lowest and tht
furs the best. When you are looking for any
thin* In fur keep right on till you reach Miller’s
first store south of Masonic Temple, F. H. Blael
& Co. Gentlemen’s fur coats and cap9, Ladies
fur garments and caps at bottom prices. I don’
know what it is to De undersold. No one has :
license to do that. Goode sent on approval t<
44tf
any part of the country.

p

I.

V. MILLER.

Has been promoted to assistant superintendent and will have charge ot the branch office to
be located in the new Mixer block. Mr. Spinney
will give up his tailoring business and devote his
entire attention to the increasing business of the
3m40
company in this section.
CHAS. E. SHERMAN will succeed him
agein.

as

Tenement to Let.
Enquire of Geo. T. Read
Geo. E. Johnson.

or
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Republican

read with
W. Howe,

editor of that unique daily newspaper
the Atchison, Kansas, Globe. The acquaintance began with reading his first
novel, “The Story of a Country Town,”
and that and the three succeeding

BELFAST, THURSDAY, DECEMBER 99,1904.
Published Every Thursday Morning hy the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

novels from his pen grace our
C'HAKLI S A. PILSRURY,

8i

j

pusjness

Manager.

ription Terms: In advance, #2.00 a year;
$1.00 for six months; 50centsfortliree months.

r.s<

Ai'\

krtisixc

Tkkms: For

one

square,

one

inch

length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

There

were

twelve million paid ad-

missions to the St. Louis

library

favored with
an exchange and have read In the Globe
the reports of the Atchison Corn Carnivals, suggested and promoted by Mr.
Howe, his notes on visits to the Paris
and St. Louis Expositions and on his
trips across country, the lucubrations
of the Band Editor and the Grumble
Papers, in which “Drake Watson” discusses the follies and foibles of mankind and womankind. In a recent issue Mr. Howe writes “On Beginning
my 28th Year as Editor of The Globe.”
Then

shelves.

Exposition.

The most frank and tiuent man Republicanism ever put into the presidency is the most silent Executive that
ever was, touching a faction fight in

were

we

We quote the following paragraphs:
With this issue, X begin my twentyquote from a long editorial in the
as editor of The Atchison
Brooklyn Eagle on the unavailing ef- eighth year
I began at twenty-three: I
Globe.
forts to bring the President into the
my fiftieth birthday last May.
contest for the U. S. Senatorship from
fear that during these twenty-seven
New York. Yet before the election years I have offended a good many
President Roosevelt was represented people. As a rule, particularly during
the past fifteen years, this has been unby the Pemoeratic press as hunting for intentional. Every day, of late, X “kill”
trouble, at home and abroad, and as paragraphs that I fear may make other
I am not
eager for a light as the typical Irish- people feel uncomfortable.
man at a county fair.
Since the elec- afraid to denounce that which is probably wrong, but I am sensitive about
tion the opinion seems to be pretty
wounding the feelings of worthy people.
near y unanimous that he does the right When I do it, it is not intended; it is
thing at the right time, and that his because I do not know any better,
have a hard time getting along,
discretion is equal to his valor. To l’eople
at best; X do not wish to add to their
this the President’s mauy admirers burdens.
I believe in encouraging
good people and good institutions.
may will retort, “1 told you so.”
New York.
tVe

?assed

It looks as

I suppose that twenty years ago, like
most men of thirty, I thought I knew
it all, but I do not think so now. X
fear that years ago, X cut and slashed a
good deal, but it was due to a lack of
judgment, and not to viciousness. Certainly 1 do not wish to harm any living
creature now, and certainly I bear no
resentments. If I have wronged anyone, I sincerely regret it.

the eastern section

though

ot t'ne State is to have a very substantial boom the coming year. The extension of the B. & A. railroad to Stockton
Springs, Searsport and Belfast is as-

sured and means the expenditure of a
million or more for terminal facilities,
What Mr. Howe savs of
etc., in Waldo county. At Bucksport
the Maine Central is to expend $100.- ! believe to be true of tbe
ooo in improving their wharf property country editors today; and
and providing additional facilities for | class id which Mr. Howe

|

himself

we

majority of
that is the

Among the first to recognize the possibilities and to urge tbe development
of the Aroostook region was Hon. Fred
Atwood of Winterport; and some years
ago the writer was one of a party he
led into the wilderness to gaze with
wonder upon the vast potato fields and
other evidences of prosperity in the
Garden of Maine. Mr. Atwood recently sent us a copy of the Massachusetts
Ploughman bearing date of March 19,
1887, and containing, as he wrote, “the
beginning of the B. & A.”—the great
railroad that is soon to bring our city in
touch with Northern Maine. The paper
contains a full report of a meeting of
farmers held in the Ploughman Building, Boston, to discuss the agricultural
advantages of Aroostook county. Mr.
Atwood presided, and addresses were
made by Governor Bodwell of Maine;
Hon. Z. A. Gilbert, Secretary of the
Maine.Board of Agriculture, Hon. William Dickey of Fort Kent, Hon. Francis
Barnes of the Maine Board of Agriculture, Prof. Charles F. Fernald of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College,
Hon. Charles B. Pratt, Mr. A. Stockin,
Col. Z. A. Smith, Rev. W. T. Sleeper
and others. Letters were read from U.
S. Senators Frye and Hale, Congressmen Milliken, Boutelle and Reed, Hall
C. Burleigh and other prominent gentlemen—all speaking in high terms
of Aroostook.
In his address Mr. Gilbert said of
Aroostook: “It is similar to the rolling
prairies of the West, though the
sloughs, if you will permit the expression, the undrained unproductive portions of these sections, are left out,
leaving it all arable land after being
cleared.”....“A large part of its area
comprises fine fields that have already
Lonn nlnnrnrl

011^

ntAof

Af

f bum

n

ho

worked by machinery as the prairies of
the West can be so worked. Yet beyond that portion there are still vast
forests where almost the State of Massachusetts could be dropped and hide

places himhandling freight and for transporting self, although he publishes a daily
The young man usually
passengers by rail and steamer. The newspaper.
Eastern steamship Co. is to build a knows it all, and the young editor itself out of sight, still unbroken only
by the lumberman’s axe.” Although
new wharf, and it is reported that Mc- capable of saying sharp tilings indulges
I that propensity, not with malice but the cultivated area has been greatly exl)ix
of
New
Vork
are
to
have
a
A
Kay
words were spoken,
marine railway in connection with their because lie enjoys saying them. When tended since these
17
or so he berepresent the
lie
the
of
ago,
they
fairly
reaches
years
age
fifty
at
and
their
Verona,
repair
shipyard
in
Aroostook
situation
like
today.
and
comes
more
considerate,
Mr.,
vessels there. Then there is talk of a
!
Prof. Fernald began by saying that it
new hotel and steamboat landing at Howe will be “sensitive about woundBar Harbor, callingfor the expenditure ing the feelings of worthy people.’’ If was his firm conviction that Aroostook
of one million dollars
Aside from the genera! public could know the in- county had not been properly adverthese great enterprises the outlook is side workings of a newspaper office— tised, aud it is of interest to recall here
promising for continued prosperity, and we refer to the country newspaper— the difficulties in the wray of reaching
Belfast will come in for her share.
they would better realize the difficul- that region in the old days as compared
ties the editor has to contend with. with the facilities now offered by the
The movement for establishing an in- Occasional errors there must be, despite B. & A. At the close of the Rebellion
stitution for the care and instruction of earnest' endeavors to prevent them; Prof. Fernald resigned bis position in
the feeble-minded in this State is meet- and sometimes it is necessary to print, the Navy and was in charge of the
ing with general approval. The Narra- in the interest of the many, details that academy at Litchfield when called at
an advanced salary to take an academy
guagus Times in endorsing the project may be unpleasing to the few. But the
“We must have it. These communities of feeble-minded must be
wiped out and the propagation of tlie
The census
feeble-minded checked.”
of 1890 stiows that the number of
feeble minded then in the public institutions of this State numbered 1591
says:

! 100 in Waldo county) and the addition
of -quo obtained in school census to the
That was fifcensus total makes g,01<5.

teen years ago and the number has no
doubt increased considerably since then.

liftures do not include the many
private families, who are never
counted. The State now appropriates
These

\

country editor who would not prefer to

j

Waldo county has 29 Granges with a
membership of 3,002, and the gain for the
year ending Sept. 30tli, ’Of, was 27.
Comet Grange, Swanville, had a Christmas tree.
It was prettily decorated with
candles and pop corn. A tine program was
carried out, and a pleasant time was enjoyed by all
Santa claus pleased the children
very much.

institution,

with a farm
these unfortunates

ve:

auce.

kept

under surj

|
Bangor, Portland and Rockland
city charters, abol•rh.t'ig the the common council. Mayor
Bt al of Bangor lias drafted a charter
doing away with the common council
and establishing a board of twenty-one
In

there is talk oi new

the

Mystic Grange,

Mayor

and a Board of

direction,

but it is the

subject

of newspaper discussion. The Opinion
says that in 1S02 the proposition was

submitted to

1905

as

1

PROHIBITION POINTS.

the

in this

for

Following are the officers of TranquilityArno
Grange, Lincolnville, for 1905:
Kniglit, master; A. W. Knight, overseer;
Sadie Knight, lecturer; Fred Hardy, steward; L. S. Kuss, assistant steward ; Francis
Churchill, chaplain; I). H. Heal, treasurer;
.1. S. Mullen, secretary; W. H. Knight,
gatekeeper; Ella Young,ceres; Abbie Kolerson, pomona; Stella Young, flora; Bernice
I Miller, lady assistant steward; Clair MoCobb, organist; A. L. Young, chorister;
Nina Jones, assistant chorister.

Aldermen,

board to consist of is members.
We do not understand that in Rockland any official action lias been taken

Belmont,

has elected
follows;
Edmund
Brewster, master; Scott Foss, overseer;
Nettie Marriner, lecturer; Eddie Ileal,
steward; Willard Morse,assistant steward;
Helen Foss, chaplain; Fred Batchelder,
treasurer; Lizzie S. Crockett, secretary ;
Gilbert Cobb, gatekeeper ; Sadie Brewster,
ceres; Addie Elms, pomona; Nettie Morse,
flora; Nora Greer, lady assistant steward,
officers

aldermen, three from each ward. The
first year seven aldermen would be
elected for three years, seven for two
years and seven for one year. Iri Portland a commission appointed by Mayor
Baxter to prepare a draft for a new
city charter has reported, and its most
important recommendation is that the
common council be abolished and that
the city government be comprised of

was

woods,

and stage it the rest of the
way. It was with misgivings that I
begau the journey. I went to Bangor,
and took tire railroad, and then rode
over the Veazie railroad as far as Old
Town. They had a stage for us that
went along beside the Penobscot river
as far as Mattawamkeag. All that time
wife
1 had misgivings, which
my
shared, in regard to the unknown land
in the far North.”
the

feast Dec. liith.

the "tate, and it would be true economy,
as well as a prudential measure to es-

be cared for and

village

_

ed. which goes to the maintenance of a
limited number in institutions out of

can

could get of that

j

$.{,000 for the relief of the feeble-mind-

tablish a home

The best information he

that it
say pleasant and encouraging things,
was a small hamlet of log houses, and
; rather than the reverse, if he exists at
as to accepting
I all, would be a marked exception. To he had many misgivings
every newspaper office comes news and the position. How to get there was
gossip ttiat never gets into print, be- the next question. He said:
I enquired which was the best way
cause its publication might offend or be
to
there. 1 found that I could go
predjudicial to the best interests of the to get
Bangor and take the stage from
community.
there, or from Old Town, or 1 could go
i
to Portland and take the Boston boat
and go to Eastport, and from there to
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
St. John and take the New Brunswick
Seven Star Grange, Troy, had a harvest railroad up to some unnamed town in

in

and school, where

in Houlton.

progressed on his journey,
however, he was impressed with the
fine farming land, “the beautiful village
of Linneus” and, “After we had left
that nine miles, we came into one of
the finest villages, one of the most enterprising villages, that it has ever been
my good fortune to visit in the State of
He stayed
Maine,—into Houlton.”
As

lie

there five years, and was ever after an
enthusiast with regard to Aroostook,

Augusta.
Liquor
Augusta, Me., Dec. 25. The city marshal, assisted by a large part of the police
force, raided the Loudon house, run. by
John Cormier, last night, and made one of
the largest seizures in the last two years,
securing 2li pint bottles of whisky, 7(> halfpints; 11 quarts of Scotch whisky, 11 quarts
of gin and a case of other liquor. They
a'so seized a quantity at the saloon of Fred
llaid in

hear of 300 and 400 acres

potatoes
per

acre.

testified

yielding 300 to
Mayor Dickey of

and

to

400 barrels
Fort Kent

to the healthfulness of

the

people and it was
overwhelmingly defeated. In Belfast
the matter has been discussed for some Hopkins.
years, unofficially, and many have exliaugor Liquor Healers Stampeded.
pressed themselves in favor of abolishBangor, Me., Dec. 25. There was m
ing the common council and electing unprecedented rush of business in the
office of S. B. McCausland, deputy collector
two aldermen from each ward; the first
of U. S. internal revenues, on Saturday,
year electing one from each ward for when more than 100 liquor dealers crowded
two years and one for one year, and the office to lile applications for the canceling of their revenue stamps. So great was
thereafter one from each ward for one the rush that only about half could he

forty years before when his life was
despaired of from trouble with his
lungs, but had attained the age of
seventy-seven and was then in the enjoyment of good health and the vigor of
youth. Hon. Francis Barnes gave some
facts concerning the young men of
Aroostook and the success they had
met with in farming, and in summing

year. This would make the board practically continuous, five members hold-

as

the

attended to.
The cause of the stampede was the
report that it would take a week to get the
stamps canceled, and as County Attorneying over each year, and would no elect
II. 11. Patten will take his office on
doubt facilitate the transaction of the Jan. 1, with the announced intention of
indictments on all holders of
city’s business. If the right men could asking for
stamps, the report caused the panic.
be secured for the board the change
The stamp holders were told that apwould certainly be desirable. The prin- plications up to Wednesday would be acted
upon
by Jan. 1.
cipal objection is that it would make
From present indications the city will be
it much easier for a ring to obtain and very dry after Jan. 1. Some dealers will
retain control of the city affairs. We keep on at the risk of prosecution by the
U. S. government. Most of the saloons of
have seen two city governments nomi- the city will close.
There never was such a time when the
nated and elected with a view to punliquor dealers were between the two tires
ishing certain citizens by taxing them of a jail sentence if they have U. S. stamps
and as it
and and government prosecution if they have

unduly,

proved illegally,

to carry out schemes that would have
involved uncalled for and unnecessary

the common
expense;
council the ends in view might have
been attained. In these as in some
other instances the common council has
justified its existence and its continii1
But
anee would seem to be necessary.
ten practical men, free from partisanship and from selfish motives, and
and

none.

#

Tuesday’s storm,

a

gentle

one

here,

having

gone there

up the matter quoted from Whittier,
follows:
“Keep who will the city’s alleys,
Take the smooth shorn plain,—
Give to us the cedar valleys.
Rocks and hills of Maine!
In our Northland, wild and woody.
Let us have a part;
Rugged nurse and mother sturdy,
Hold us to thy heart 1

Lo, the day breaks! Old Katahdin’s
Pine trees show its fires,
While from these dim forest gardens
Rise their blackened spires.
Up, my comrades I Up and doing!
Manhood’s rugged play
Still renewing, bravely newing
Through the world our way.”
Hews From Down River.

The Worst of the Season.

without

with an eye single to the public good,
and with a man of like stamp in the
mayor's chair, would of course make an
ideal city government.

Aroostook climate,

was

elsewhere.
Snow, rain and wind
tied up traffic and travel in the eastern and
middle States, while in the west a blizzard
raged, with a heavy snow fall and the mercury at or below zero. A cold wave is now
about due here.
severe

A Guaranteed Cure For Piles.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protruding
Piles. Druggists refund money ,if PAZO

OINTMENT fails to cure any case, no matter of how long standing, in 6 to 14 days.
First application gives ease and rest. 50c
If your druggist hasn’t it send 50c. in
stamps and it will be forwarded postpaid.

The Rockland Star of last Friday says:
Yesterday it was stated upon reliable authority that a passenger station for the new
Northern Seaport Railway would be built
in Belfast ana that the ground had already
been looked over there in view of building
the proposed station. It was also stated
that a freight station for this road was to be
built at Searsport and the freight handled
from that point. Plans are reported to be
on foot in regard to the road which will be
of the greatest benefit to the entire Penobscot river region.

chilblains or frozen limbs, bathe
freely with Brown’s Instant Relief, night
For

and morning.

Report.

BROWN’S 11

Jas. H. Hovel

INSTANT RELIEF

CURES

A

ProspenJ

Happy and

NEW YEAR

1

TO ONE AND ALL.

I

—.

pi*acli next Sunday evening.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
service at 10.45 a. m. with preaching by the
pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz; subject, “Turning a Leaf.” Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
Union service at the Methodist church in
the evening. All are welcome.

work.

|
coats!

Read all Tins.

SUITS,

e

You Never Know the Moment When This
Information May Prove of Infinite Value.

merit:
L. C.

Pravpr

n, AAt

i

nA

ut

Mia Xnrt.h f li 11 rn.h this

Thursday, eveningat 7.00, topic,
the year meant to you?”

“What has

Sunday services:

The sacramentof the Lord’s supper will be observed.
Sunday school at noon ; consecration meeting of the C. E. Society at 6.30 p. in.; topic,
“Our goals for 1905,” Phil. 3: 12-16; address by the pastor at 7.30 p. in.

Morning worship

at 10.45

a. m.

The monthly covenant meeting of the
Baptist church will be held this, Thursday,
evening at 7.30. The Sunday services will
be as follows: preaching service at 10.45a.
in., in which the pastor, Rev. E. S. Philbrook, will deliver the second sermon of
the series on Powerful Incentives to Godliness, the topic of this discourse being “The

Putnam, poultry farmer, living two miles
Searsport A ve.t Belfast, Me., near the
Stock Farm, says: 44As I said in a testimonial
given in 1898, Doan’s Ointment did more for me
than any preparation of the kind I had previously used. I had been annoyed with itching hemorrhoids for years and had experimented with
out

ou

Modern

The First Congregational Sunday school
has elected the following officers for the ensuing year: II. M. Prentiss, superintendent; J. R. Dunton, assistant superintendent ; Maud K. Russell, secretary and treasurer; Louisa H. Ferguson, librarian; executive committee, H. M. Prentiss, Rev. D.
L. Wilson, Louisa II. Ferguson, Mrs. C. M.
Craig, Margaret N. Ilazeltine; library committee, Louisa II. Ferguson, Rev. D. L.
Wilson, Miss C. M. Cutter; committee on
supplies, H. M. Prentiss, Caroline W.
Field, Avis M. Morison.

Banking Methods
Are of

great advantage

May

Universalist church.

to

on

WATCH

■-

James H.

We paid to depositors in this department, subject to cheek, last year

$3,029.50
DEPOSITS SOLICITED.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦* ♦

|

Rev. D. L. Wilson.
Over the Stars,
Franz Abt
Misses Chamberlain and Savery.

Selected,

ROBES and

Miss Helen Dunton.
Come Unto Me,
Willen Coeven
Miss Cleora Haney.

Solo,
Sermon,

Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
Behold What Love,
A. Beirly
Methodist church choir.

Anthem,

Benediction,
Postlude,

Rev. A. A. Smith.

Selected,

BURIAL GOODS.
Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING and FUNERAL WORK.
ly7,
Connected by telephone both day and night.

Miss Helen Dunton.

Special revival services to continue several weeks will begin in the M. E. church with
a watch-night service at 8.30 next Saturday

have nice, easy shoes. I
would like a pair.

♦

♦
♦

CICTFP
1 LI\.
OIO

♦
♦

RPOTHFP
DI\vIllL(IVt

#•
♦

RARV
D/\li I

I

Mr. BelConstruction and Equipment.”
mont is President of this company and Mr.
John Peirce is a director. Mr. Belmont is
also President of the Rapid Transit Subway Construction Co., and Mr. Peirce a
director. The building and successful operation of this underground railway is one
of the greatest engineering feats of the day
and the illustrations and letter press in this
book present the work in all its details.
The work itself is valuable both as to its
contents and as a specimen of the typo-

graphic art.
Sch. Watchman Damaged.

!

SH0ES for Dress-streel
Business, Dancing and all

*

|

Baby—SOE T KID si'

N. C. MATTHEW
94 Main Street.

♦
♦

j
J

Belfast National Ban!
ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL B-v

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liabi

72 Main Straat, Ballast.
DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

NOTICE.

Subway.

We have received, with the compliments
of Mr. August Belmont, a very handsome
illustrated book entitled “Interborough
Rapid Transit. The New York Subway, its

PATENT LEATHER and KID SLIP!
Trimmed Juliets. Lots of “lovelx

Don’t forget the
many colors.

•

*

FELT SEiPPE?<s dntl COMIt>
for house wear. An extra
DRESS or STREET SHOES

M OT H F P

JTIAJ 1

evening.
The New York

!

CASKETS,

Response,
Offertory,

*♦♦♦

Buy him a pair of SLIPPI
v\j|| keep him at home and hap

FATHFP
I IlLIv.
Trl

J

5

R.H. Coombs & Son,

I

Holiday Hints

♦
♦
♦

C. E. KNOW ETON, President,
Next Sunday morning worship at the
C. O. POOR, Vice President,
Methodist church with a love feast at 9.30;
F. R. WIGGIN, Treasurer.
sermon by the pastor at 10.45, to be followDIRECTORS—J. Manchester Haynes, Aued by the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.
gusta; Edward Johnson, Belfast; Edwin C.
At noon there will be a rally day Sunday
Burleigh, Augusta ; Clarence O. Poor, Belschool concert. A new course of study for fast ; Fields S. Pendleton, New York Cltyl;
all the classes has been adopted. The school Charles E. Knowlton, Arthur I. Brown, Tilwill be carefully graded and a well equipped eston Wadlin, William A. Mason, James C.
kindergarten department will be establish- Durham, Robert P. Chase, Belfast; Albert
ed. The young people’s meeting at 6.50 p. Peirce, Frankfort; George E. Macomber,
Williamson, Byron Boyd, August*
m. will be led by the pastor.
At 7.30 p. m. Joesph
a union service of all the churches will be
held, with the following order of service:

UNDERTAKERS.

Hovel

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Mrine

♦

Sermon by

B

j

added to your monthly balcompounded every' month. It

gain to you and costs you nothing.

I
r.fl

BEFORE STOCK TAKING,

all amounts

WALDO TRUST CO.,

7.

Rev. J. W. Hatch.

I

FOR OUR CLEARANCE SAI

JANUAR
Mail orders receive prompt and careful attention

depositors.

REMEMBER

is

ft

without regard to cost.

three huudred dollars, and

Union Meetings. Beginning with Sunit is
day, Jan. 1st, the five Protestant churches that
in the city will hold a union service on the
ance, and
first Sunday evening of each month. Themes

1

of

—

We pay 2 per cent,
over

They will be disposed

no

All-Seeing Eye.” Sunday school at noon ;
men’s open meeting at 3.30 p. m.; union
service at the Methodist church at 7.30 p. m.

of vital interest to the individual and the
city will be discussed, and it is expected
the meetings will be largely attended and
of great value to our city. The services
will be held in the following order:
Jan. 1. Methodist Episcopal church. Sermon by Rev. E. S. Philbrook.
Feb. 5. Congregational church. Sermon
by Rev. Harry Lutz.
March 5.
Baptist church. Sermon by
Rev. A. A. Smith.
April 2. Unitarian church. Sermon by
Rev. D. L. Wilson.

SKIRT'I

remedies but whatever relief 1 found

only short and temporary. It was a different
case with Doan’s Ointment, however.
The first
application relieved me and a short treatment
no
a
I
have
had
return
cure.
brought complete
of my old trouble for six years past, and must
give Doan’s Ointment all the credit for my cure.’»
Price 50 cents a box.
For sale by al! dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
was

for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take
substitute.

I

WAISTS,

the

numerous

I

Sale

Special

Auxiliary Mission near the foot of Main
It is worth considerable to any citizen of Belstreet, Rev. Mrs. Annie Johnson in charge. fast to know how to be cured of painful, annoyMeetings Tuesday, Friday and Sunday even- ing and itching piles. Know then that Doan’s
ings at 7.30. The Mission will be open morn- Ointment is a permanent cure for all itcliiness of
ings to receive cast-off clothing of all kinds the skin, for piles, eczema, etc. One application
for distribution. Please help in this good relieves and soothes. Read this testimony of its

OVVU

planted

General’s

Hon. George M. Seiders of Portland, attorney general, in his annual report just
submitted to tbe governor, advocates provision for an assistant attorney general in
case the office is put on a salary basis, as he
says the business has grown to a point
where it taxes tbe time and strength of one
man.
He also recommeuds that all the legal
business of the various State departments
be placed exclusively in the hands of the
attorney general. He thinks the laws defining the duties of the attorney general are
very lax and ought to be remodeled.
It can be depended upon to promptly
Mr. Seiders says the incorporation fees
relieve indigestion, colic, colds, coughs,
cuts, burns, bruises, chilblains, etc.
paid to the State treasurer in 1903 were $86,All dealers. 25c.
075 and and in 1904 up to Dec. 1st, $55,092.
The franchise taxes paid by corporations
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.
in 1903 were $61,585, and for 1904, $49,400.
I_
Mr. Seider warns the legislature against
making any radical changes in this office,
as the corporation business is too good to
THE CHURCHES.
lose.
In relation to corporations which have
it is recomThe services at the Universalist church not paid their taxes for 1903
mended that a law be passed declaring their
next Suuilay will be as follows: at 10.45 a. charter forfeited as the
speedist alld most
in., regular service; at 12 n)., Sunday school. satisfactory way of disposing of them.
All are cordially invited.
Zion’s Advocate.
Services at the Unitarian church next
The executive committee of the Maine
Sunday at 10.45 o’clock; preaching by the
convention met in Waterville Dec.
Sunday school Baptist
pastor, Kev. llarry Lutz.
20th to decide on some action relative to the
at 12 o’clock. All are cordially invited.
continuation of the publication of Zion’s AdChristian Science services are held at J. vocate, the State paper of the denomination
now owned by Eev. Henry S. Burrage, who
F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
has recently been appointed chaplain of the
Sunday morning at eleven o’clock, and Togus Home for Soldiers. It was voted to
of the paper and
Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all continue the publication
that a stock company be organized for tbe
are cordially welcome.
will take a maThe
convention
purpose.
There will be meetings at the Gospel Mis- jority of the stock and the editor and manaw
Eev. Dr. J. K.
ill
be
Advocate
of
the
sion, 58 High street, every Saturday, Sun- ger
Wilson at present pastor of the Free street
day and Wednesday evenings at 7.30 o’clock Baptist church in Portland.
The paper
and Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock. Bible will be published in Portland as heretofore.
W.
Hanunons
will
Rev.
L.
at
1.30.
study

its fertile soil, its wonderful lakes, and
its enterprising people. “I left this
county,” said Prof. Fernald, “with this
impression in my mind, that there is a
great region here yet to be developed.”
Hon. Harrison Hume, one of the
Organ prelude.
Berceuse,
Spinney
speakers at this meeting, in referring
Miss Helen Dunton.
A. Beirly
to a visit to Aroostook, mentioned one Anthem,
farm where he saw “twenty-six acres Scripture lesson.
Kev. Harry Lutz.
He might,
of potatoes in one lot.”
Ilymn, My Faith Looks Up to Thee,
tlKVU
UJUVU
Cf VU
caw
V1IUV)
Congregational.
larger areas of potatoes; and now we Prayer,
lll»T V

A

Attorney

The

AROQSTOOK.

THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK, located at Belfast, in the State of Maine, is closing its
affairs. All note holders and other creditors of
the association, are therefore hereby notified to
present the notes and other claims for payment.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.
Dated Belfast, October 18,1904.

FOR SALE
The desirable property of the late Dr. Ellingwood situated on High street, consisting of twostory house and ell, ten rooms, furnace, cemented
cellar, all modern improvements, a large roomy
stable, two stalls and large box stall, land enough
for garden. This is a good opportunity to get a
to
home right in the heart of the

ctt^Ag^g
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Every courtesy and advantage consistent with conservative banking exten

SIVJNSI

DEPARTMENT.

Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from
TIONS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be subje
INTEREST

PAID

AT

3

PER

CENT

DOG LOST I

SEMM'M'11

CATES

goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if
OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank, are pb
SURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per year.
nest construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

FORSALE^ Water Color

Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 26. The sch.
Watchman, Capt. Welch, is at this port for
repairs on account of damage suffered in
the northwest gale of last Thursday evening. The vessel was on her way from Belfast, Me., to Quincy, Mass., with a cargo of
A black dachshund strayed or was stolen from
hay. The wind forced the schooner 60 his home Dec. 20th. The
finder will be suitably
miles from her course, carried away part of rewarded by returning him to
her
main
and
crossher deck load of hay
A. B. STANTIAL,
62
Waldo Ave., Belfast, Me.
trees, and broke her foreboom.

COMPOUNDED

Money deposited

Real Estate Agent. Belfast, Me.

House No. 23, corner of Cedar and Pearl 8ts.,
known as the Dickerson place. A very desirable
property. For particulars enquire of
52
F. 8. HOLMES.

SOLICITED

Paintings

-AT-

SANBORN’S STUDIO.
FRAMED or U31 FRAMED, Embracing Local Marine Vlew9, Landscapes,
Wood Scenes, Flowers, Fruit, etc.

VVISITORS WELCOME.
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BELFAST NATIONAL
The annual meeting of the
Belfast National Bank for tii*
and the transaction of any
may legally come belore 11
their banking rooms Tuesd.i
at 10 o’clock a. m.
C. W. "
Belfast, Dec. 8.1904.—4w49
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A
*
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Tax Collectors si®1
A discount of 2 per cent ""
1904 taxes paid before dauuat >
MAUKICK W 1 “1
”3w

r
1

IffwSOF
®oo!|rtr.{ric lights. factory

|

BELFAST

the rooms of the
Jjgj is Wiling
union in this city
Workers’
s)|1„>

i;

|

—-c--——— -Seaside Hose company ball, set for Jan.
12th, has been postponed nntll some future
The Belfast Blacks (basket ball team) date on account of the serious
illness or the
are not so black as they were painted by
foreman, AsaSholes.
out-of-town papers.
The name refers to
James If. IIowos, John W. Jones, K. T.
the color of the uniforms; the players are
Konkin and C. A. McKinley have been
“as white as they make ’em.”
drawn as traverse jurors for the
January
Miss Carrie E. Gilmore resigned her po- term
of the S. J. Court.
to
sition in the office of Leonard & Barrows
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wyman publish a
accept another position, and was succeeded
card in the Kockiand papers in relation to
there by Miss Annie Kittredge, Miss Sarah
the death and funeral of John S. Thumbs,
Mason taking the latter’s place in the office
in which they particularly thank Palestine
of the Belfast Gas & Electric Co.
Commandery, K. T., of Belfast.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the BelThe members of Seaside Chautauqua Cirfast post office for the week ending Dec. 24:
cle will meet Monday afternoon, January
Mrs. Lydia Densmore, Miss E. E. Little2d, with Mrs. A. C. Webber, Union street.
field, Miss Helen Whitney, Ernest R. AlStudy topic, chapter eleven of the French
ford, George A. Clark, W. F. Peterson, T. Revolution” and Social
Progess in Europe
H. Gray, Lew. Hess, Fred Moore.
from the December magazine. Quotations
Fire Alarms. The alarm of fire last on the New Year.
Saturday about 6.30 p. m. was from a burnIn The Journal of December 8th we gave
ing chimney in Mrs. Carrie Black’s house an illustration and description of a buildon Union street. No damage resulted. Suning now in the market that is admirably
day night at 10 o’clock an alarm was sound- adapted to fill a long felt want as a summer
ed from box 15, corner of Union and Com- hotel or first-class boarding house. To the
mercial street. The fire department turned right person this offers an opportunity for a
out and were met on High street by a man profitable business. We have since learned
who said there was no fire, and just then that this building, with the changes needed
the all-out signal was sounded. But before to fit it for hotel
purposes, can be had on a
the firemen reached their headquarters the five
years’ lease. A copy of The Journal of
alarm was again sounded and they retraced Dec. 8th will be sent to
any one interested \
their steps to find that a fire was raging in in this
proposition and further particulars
the McCarty house, 8 Bay View street,occumaybe had by addressing W. II. Quimby,
pied by Mr. McCarty and Ralph Darby. Belfast. The house should be in readiness
The fire apparently started about the centre for the
coming season, when there is every
of the house and before it was extinguished assurance of a liberal
patronage.
the building was pretty well gutted and
The “Beautiful Snow.” It has come
household
Few
of
the
with
water.
deluged
at last, “the snow, the snow, the beautiful
effects were saved, but the loss on these
snow”—enough to make sleighing,and some
and on the house is fully covered by insur- to spare. There had been sleighing north
of us and south of us—in Washington, D.
ance.
C., and Baltimore, the latter city reporting
XI
TIT
II
D.,n/1nl»h
drifts five and six feet deep some two weeks
of Yale University arrived last Thursday ago. A few miles out in the country sleighs
and sleds have been in evidence for some
evening to spend his holiday vacation, ami time, while here it was neither good
sleighis the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Francis A, ing nor good wheeling. But Tuesday mornGilbretli_Harold E. Bailey, who has a ing the snow began to fall as if it meant
not in the big sticky Hakes that
position with the Thomas G. Plant Com- business;
indicate a brief storm but in the small dry
pany, Boston, arrived home Saturday tc particles that promise a continuance. Later
spend Christmas with his parents, Mr. and in the day the snow changed to sleet, and
The
He returned to Boston yesterday morning it was raining.
Mrs. II. C. Bailey.
snow fall had been quite heavy, however,
Monday.Helen Browu arrived home and all night long was heard
the thunder
from Boston last Saturday....Leona Buck- of heavy snow slides from the roofs of
lin went to Boston last Thursday to spend buildings. It made work for the snow shovelers and hard going for pedestrians, but at
the holidays_We are pleased to reporl this writing the indications are that we
that Mr. Eli C. Merriam is rapidly recover
shall have good sleighing for a time, at least.
-1
iug from a severe illness. About a montl: ■
ago he cut his hand slightly while at work
Next Sunday will be the first day of the
week, month and the year.

lS
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an

shut down

was

accident to the main
made and work

were

re-

sb*11 shurilay.

!

shall Relief Corps sewing
Memorial hall next FriA11 are requested to be

Mai

at

,;

tl‘

tisl

[

riiomas 11 Marshall Relief
at the regular meet-

,-tailed
,ila\
wra

Installing

afternoon.
Gilmore.

king of Belfast, aged 58 years,
burned Monday, while
taken lire, that she died in a
,i... left a husband aud four
,.,,-ieii Herald.
-take here. No one of the
ii
n es in Belfast and no one of
.1 here recently from burns
aiding a kitchen fire.

a

i
k

has orders for work in
line that will keep him
He is to build a 25ter.
Woot sail boat for the Folfoot yawl boat for the

.her
;.g

■

udleton Bros’ are to build
O.
n in their yard here.
aiding a 13J foot tender for

f;'

s;,tilia.

i

The schooner build-

u-a

Capt. A L. Kent of
.touched about the middle
a;,, will have a coal capacity
The vessel will probthe l’eter li. Crowell, for
f..r

j

i

f

XT_

the firm of Crowell &

ship brokers_Schs.
unkeag, Josie and Mary
■d up at Bridgeport, Conn.,

,-toil

!

e..

:...

.,,1

Memorial hall WednesUst, was largely attendwell as financial success,
ifternoon was well patron;is all that could be deitertainment was received
oionstrations of applause,
i-tor's Troubles,” recently
K. church, was repeated,
ues as the choir master in
ton VVadlin, who was unpart. During the evening
ections were given: Soleora llaney; violin solo,
selection, male quartet;
Miss Sabina Morey; soMeKenzie; tenor solo, 11.

|

;

1

n,

He was in

a

The Waldo Couniiitioii will meet in the
ih Searsport, Jan. 5th. If

j

or a

\
.I

up advt. of A. D. Chase & Son,
when you read the prices given you will no
It is the greatest sale thi
want to miss it.
firm has ever announced and will no doub
be a record breaker in other respects
James H. Howes wishes a happy and pros
perous New Year to one and all, and pro
poses to contribute to the general fund o f
happiness by a special sale'in which suits
coats, waists and skirts will be disposed o
..

ut, A. Stinson, secretary,
\

Rooster. A well know n
this city had a rooster in

without regard to cost—J. W. Fergusoi
& Co. announce a January bargain sale t
begin January 2d and continue for on
month. Goods will be soid at greatly rt
duced prices, and some of the bargains ar
enumerated in the advertisement. This i
strictly a cash sale.J. Franklin Harris
eyesight specialist, will begin the New Yea

the Christmas dinner table
ii many times daily with ap-opposed to be conducive to
succulence. .But one night
home he found the tail
iforesaid rooster sticking
;mir, while the rooster itself
\ report was then circulated
:
was so poor that it had
the key hole, leaving its
hind ; but the friends of the
at once surmized that this
ted by the thief to ward off

|

|

|

!

i

!

ve

a

Janies A. Nickerson celebrated their fi
teenth anniversary at their home in Ka: t
Belfast, Dec. 22nd, when about seventy-fiv 6
friends and relatives met to do honor to tb e
occasion. The esteem in which they ai e
held by their friends was manifested by tb
valuable presents they received. The evei
ing was spent socially, with music and 8
speech by James U. Harriman, Esq. It e
cream, cake and oranges were served and x
general good time enjoyed by all. Anion
those who brought presents were Mr. an *
Mrs. George W. Frisbee, silver pie knife I
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Shaw, silver met t
fork; Mrs. Della E. Judkins, Old Towi !
silver pie knife; Mrs. Lucy M. B. Pag:

A. L. Mitchell & Co.
contracted to entirely reCity of Rockland, which

last summer on
-e, and also to refit the City oi
t the two steamers will be exne
in their fittings-The
"lella and Delta are on the
for repairs. The Delta will
the Stella will be thoroughly
Hie Walter Ross is at Buckseceived a general overhaul
sinarck is receiving repair!

damaged

*

--Capt. Benj. R. Arey ol
it has bought an undivided
nnboat wharf at Sandypoinl
to buy the remaining half

I'-HTES,

J

other wharves on the Pe
and has built up a good busi
route between Bangor anc
•steamer Penobscot, Bucks
i. put into Portlaud
Tuesday
tlie storm was over. Those
who
desired
were
fur
igers

ansportation

to

~

Christmas.
Christina:
year extended well into Sat
md although early in the weel
,T“
plained of dull trade the sale:
L
av*Taged well up with forme
L J h‘“ display of poultry was not si
; a' Thanksgiving, but there wa
L
satisfy all demands. The pos ;
unusually busy in receiving am I
L "fl parcels and apparently dii I
r
in this line than usual. Aus
Seating, who assisted Agent Dun
L’ :,1“ American Express office, am I
L
performed the same duties a t
L "•' fl)i seventeen years past, says i t
busiest week he had ever known
L
F s 'Pimnits and deliveries were mad ;
L''' and at night there was nothin ;
L '1 -'t called for sharp work on th >
C '!11 the express employes and thei r
t,
appreciated by the public
E. T 'diias morning the mercury in
L 1 -eh,w zero, but it moderated dui
E'* "ay, and the sun shone so that i t
E**01 unpleasant out of doors. Th 3
in the churches were wel 1
puc,’ and the Christmas dinners wer
"'th
the knowledge that ther
Pei,,
li}(„ nusiness calls to attend to. Not
and the beginning of at
|tj, ‘cars,
a work.
"--ii

Ti nr

;i

Lj

I;,itJ

"•

^usiiiess

■

L,

Bc::uHl|t’rv'ce8

I

Old Town, Battenburg doiley; Mr. an 1
Mrs. Edwin Curtis, large jardiniere; M
and Mrs. D. J. Kimball, water bottle; M •.
and Mrs. G. L. Bean, pair large vases; M
and Mrs. Fred Crosby, cake plate; Mr. an
Mrs. A. G. Spencer, parlor lamp; Mr. an j
Mrs. Allie Howard, vase; Mrs. Mary Eli
ery, silk collar ; Mr. Thomas Kimball, fru t
dish; Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Bean, Mr. an (|
Mrs. A. G. Spencer, Mr. and Mrs. J. 1 I
Stinson, Mr. and Mrs. D. T. Guptill, M r
and Mrs. John Hogan, Mr. and Mrs. 1 *■
Myrick, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown, M r.
and Mrs. E. P. Michaels, Mr. and Mrs. ] j
W. Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. P. Staples, Mi: *
Marne Woodbury, Mrs. Abbie Nickerso i,
Mrs. Hattie Gross, Mr. G. E. Michaels, pa ■_
lor mirror; Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers For 1
fruit dish and large vase; Mr. and Mr *■
Hassell, glass berry dish; Mr. and Mrs. t.
E. Nickerson, silver butter knife; Mr j.
Mary Herrick, punch cups; Capt. and Mr *•
E. W. Curtis, Camden, silver berry spool i;
Mr. and Mrs. C. Knowltun, Mr. and Mr s.
H. M. Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. E. Frost, M
and Mrs. Fred N. Savery, Mr. and M(
Nahum Nickerson, Mr. and Mrs. N. S. I 1*
per, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Aohorn, Miss Sari ,h
Achorn, one-half dozen silver knives ai
forks and a dessert spoon; Miss Hasse
glass pickle dish; Mrs. C. A. David, Nor i!
Cambridge, Mass., linen table spread; Id rand Mrs. Fred R. Frisbee, pair of lar, ;e
vases; Mr. William Nickerson, cake plat 9i
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Curtis, berry dish ai id
pin tray; Mrs. Lena Barnwell, Sanco, V: l#1
aluminum calendar; Mr. an<j Mrs. Lela:
Piper, pair linen tray cloths; Mr. and Mi 8Andrew Ellis, glass berry dish. The guei ts
left at a late hour, wishing Mr. and Mi g
Nickerson many more happy years ot we
ed life.

j

Boston by

j

12.00
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10.00
9.00
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3.75
3.40
2.50
2.40

“

1

Coats~B

$7.00 COATS NOW $4.00

\

I
I

3.60

“

LADIES’ CAPES.

LADIES’ SUITS.

*

$10.00 CAPES
7.00

*

$25.00 TAILOR MADE SUITS FOR $18.50
15.00
22.00 TAILORED SUITS FOR
14.00
20.00
18.00
17.00
15.00
14.00

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

..

“

“

$9

$1.75

now

80c.

1.25

now

65c.

Isabella

2.50

now

$

$2.75,

\

now

“

|

3.90
3.50

I

LADIES’ DRESS SKIRTS.
$6.00 HEAVY SKIRTS NOW $4.75
“
“
4.50
3.30
4.50
3.25
4.00.
3.00

12.00
11.00
8.75
7.50

Sable Fox sold for $I2.0#,
now

NOW $6.50

6.50

“

“

now

$ 8.00

I5.00.

now

I6.00,

now

10.50
11.50

Opossum sold for $7.50.

now

*4.50

.I2.00.
.13.00.
.I5.M.

now
now

8.00
9.00

now

10.50

MINK MUFFS,

S

|

these furs we have in stock at the
present time do not delay in buying.

$1.67

We will send you
sample free.
fj

Be

sure

1

I

7 Shirt Waist Suits were

now

18 Fleeced Lined

Wrappers, 32
sold for

6

Chambray Wrappers,

46,

SI.25,

now

$1.00 each,
now

$1.75

11 Best

a

Wrappers, sizes 34, 40 and 44,
usually sold for $1.00, at this sale only 75c

label is on the wrapof every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

Scott & Bowne

I

Chemists
409 Pearl Street
New York

Lockwood A 40 inch Cotton,
Lockwood B 36 inch Cotton,
Wilton
40 inch Cotton,
Beechwood Sea Island Cotton,

druggists

_

NEWS ITEMS.

Rev. Frank W. Sanford lias ordered $1,000
worth of machinery for the shoe shop that
has been started on the Hill Top, Shiloh.
At present about 20 men and women are
of

cattle

have

orders of.the State board of cattie cominissioners on account of diseased conditions of

contagious

only

||
99c.

m

80c.

Percale Wrappers, Per-

Fruit of the Loom, whole pieces,
Fruit of the Loom, short lengths,
D. R. P. Flannel (very heavy),
Windsor and Sea Island Percales, 1
N. R. Percales, 1 yard wide,
12'c. Ginghams,
?0c. Undervests (small sizes) now

7c
0J<*
0»C
5<*

Fflinsp
CrLnpac FlannpU

34inches

2 Kimonos cost 67c.,

nature.

The harvest of the Maine ice wop for
began Dec. 26tti on the Kennebec river.
The ice is 12 inches thick, clear and free
from dirt. This is about the earliest beginning of the harvest known in the busi1905

ness.

Fred Green, son of George S. Green, a
Bridgton civil war veteran, was killed by
a fall down an elevator in the Portland petabiishmeut where he was employed, Dec.
21th
lie was a soldier o! the SpauiskAmerican war and unmarried.
A testimonial banquet will be teudered
Gov. llill at the Auausta House, Jan. 2.
It is expected that 100 will sit down to do
honor to the chief executive. Hon. F. E.
Tiinberlake, State bank examiner, will be
the toastmaster. The committee in charge
of the affair is Byron Boyd, S. W. Carr, L.
D. Carver, E. C. Milliken and Oramaudal
Smith.
Arthur R. Hopkins, 50 years old, a promiuent business man of Bangor, treasurer of
the A. R. Hopkins company, Hour and
grain dealers, died Dec. 25th, after an illness
of several months.
He survived his wife
but a few months. He leaves a son, Charles
and
a
S.,
daughter, Jliss Charlotte. His
mother and sister also survive him. The
funeral will be held Dec. 27th.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
At the recent annual election of officers of
Penobscot Encampment, 1. 0. 0. F., Henry
0. Dodge was elected High Priest for the
ensuing year.
Palestine Commandery will instal its officers at the next regular meeting. The installation will be public and a supper will
be served, followed by dancing and cards.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, I. 0. 0.
F., elected the following officers Tuesday,
Dec. 27th: N. G., Mrs. C. J. Pattee; V. G.,
Miss Eva B. Greenlaw; Recording Secy.,
Miss Bertha I. Bird; Financial Sec’y., Alma
Colby; Treasurer, Mrs. H. B. Cunningham ;
Trustees, John A. Fogg, Mrs. E. L. Cook,
Mrs. H. D. Clough. A picnic supper was
served.
The installation will take place
Tuesday, Jan. 10th, when a regular pionic
will
be served.
supper

IKJMUINU5>,

Two

II

2 Eider Down Sacks

$2.25,

now

■

I

otwbww

that

S1.87

ware

Fancy
2.SO,now $2

$1.75,
now SI-25

■

■Hiaiawiwow

ware

87c.,

awiijiii

i

■■ vwwu

82c.

no*

were

Two lottJi

15 Flannelette Kimonos cost

SI-CO, sold

60c.

Twenty-two very heavy Flannelette Night Robes, wall worth
75c.
$1.00, sacrificed at

3 Kimonos sold for 1.75,now 1.37
“
“
“
“
2
1.25
1.62,
were

soiling

Eider Down

Dressing Sacks

6 long Kimonos sold for $1.87,
now $1.50

Eider Down Seek

Figured

71c
7c
19c
yd. wide, 10c
0fc
lOc
25^

wide, sold for 17c.
4AU
At this great sale only Irf-iC

now for

DRESSING SACKS

been

destroyed during the past year under the
a

now

Quality

employed.

head

only

your choice for $1.25

Sensational sale of Ladies’ Imported White Vestings,
originally sold for $2 25 to $3.00 a pattern, 28 inches
wide and from 31 to 31 yards in a pattern, a large variety of patterns, for full pattern
89c>

_

475

now

t

per

About

$1.25,

sian trimmed, sold for $1.62,

7 Fleeced

a

sold at

I

27 Domestic Dark Print Wrappers, in
sizes from 32 to 46, usually sold at

99c.

32 and 34,

sold for $2.25,

1

selling

20 Percale Wrappers, sizes 32 to 40,

$1.25

usually
to

now

for $1.10

SIZES 32 TO 36

that this

MAINE

$3.00,

■

wrappers, sizes 32, 38 and

40, usually $1.37 each,

AND WRAPPERS

picture in the form of

50c. and$1, all

** •'•rcaie

SHIRT WAIST SUITS

system as cod liver oil in the
form of Scott’s Emulsion,
and that is the reason it is so
helpful in consumption where
its use must be continuous.

■

cause to mourn.

1

$18.00 GARMENTS FOR $13.s0

$3.75,

excepting butter, so easily
digested and absorbed by the

J

Mr. S. was told when he
fur it that a lady from the
declined to give her name,
With the chicken for his
ner
paid for and 67 cents
i. the owner of the departed

Children’s Long and Short

Sweeping Reduction Ladies’Coats

OPOSSUM MUFFS,

and tolerate it for a long
time. There is no oil, not

[’

card of thanks—Lov
ney’s chocolates, fresh candy and in nev >
handsome boxes at Carle & Jones, Mai
street_Mrs Almira Bucklin and Mr. an
MrS. H. L. Bucklin publish a card t f
thanks_F. S. Holmes, real estate agen
offers for sale two very desirable propertie 8
in Belfast, the Dr. Ellingwood house o 11
High street, and what is known as tli e
Dickerson place, corner of Cedar and Pea: 1
streets... A black dachshund dog, straye 1
Reward offered.
or stolen.

;•

apparent in these sacrifice prices.

BLACK HARES,

; EMULSION

an

l’attee publish

need is

Isabella Fox, $12,

SCOTT’S

:

[

■iwbile a subscription paper
Fogg & Brown’s market to
loss, the signers, 67 in mining one cent eacli toward
chicken and at the same
their sympathy with the
principled chicken thief. A
iition was, that having orfrom Fogg & Brown for his

I pective

I

*

entire new stock of spectacles an i
eye glasses, and to advertise his busii.es s
will sell them for 30 days only at very loi
prices. Artificial eyes fitted and eyes e>
amined as in a hospital. Office over Poor' s
drugstore_Mrs. Emma L. Elwell, Mri
Lavinia E. Whitman and Mrs. Jetson S
with

I

FURS.

From time immemorial the
doctors prescribed cod liver
oil for consumption. Of
course the patient could not
take it in its old form, hence
it did very little good. They
can take

am

ten

large crowd. All soldiers
served in the civil war are
mbership. All good people
old ling and this glorious
filially invited to take part
penial invitation is extended
'es of
Searsport village to
in North Searsport.—D. 0.

; a

[

■

Scott’s Emulsion will come
pretty near curing it, if there
is anything to build on. Millions of people throughout the
world are living and in good
health on one lung.

cold, blustering
will be postponed to Jan.
..ti rations of beans, bread
was successfully executed.
be furnished by the people
You canno
New Advertisements.
■■-port. Bring along your picladies.We are hoping for a well escape the large and attractively got
oiling,

The rarest value giving occasion of the season starts here to-day.
They were exceptional values before this price reduction. Now they
are incomparable. The wisdom of now supplying all present or pros-

no specific for
consumption. Fresh air, exercise, nourishing food and

mas tree and entertainment were held it
the church Christmas eve. The tree wa:
bountifully laden with gifts for young am
old, which were distributed by Fret
Holmes, personating Santa Claus. Tin
entertainment, consisting of chorus singing
solos, readings and singing by the children

itriNo.

FORTY-NINTH ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE 49"

•I There is

—

■

I

Consumption

critical condition for severa

days, but is now able to be about the housi
a portion of the time—E. W. Mason and
lady are spending a few days with his par
A Christ
euts, Mr. and Mrs. Ned Mason

,_;___

149

IX

in the woods. He got cold in it and blood
poison developed, causing intense suffering

mixed quartet.

i

now

wars

63c.,

now

38c.

Four Flannolettu Skirts sold for
J
5 3c.
87c., for this sola only

for 75c.

impress upon you too strongly the tremendous importance of this great sale. Absolutely no sale of ours
It is an unprecedented occaever compaied with this one in its astounding money saving opportunities.
sion, concerning which this store is particularly enthusiastic. Do your shopping here during this sale for we demonstrate
that money spent with us has a greater purchasing value than elsewhere.
We cannot
in the past has

^

^

B

B
B
B

B

A Letter and its Result.
“So that’s the way the land

lies,

Saves the
is

it?” asked Ivy Lyle.
The sensitive face

Dying

Doctors didn’t give Mrs. James long to
live—but Dr. Agnew's Cure for the
heart foiled them and cured her.

under the big,
rose-lined sunliat was very white. Her
Mrs. John A. James of WiarFor fifteen
lips quiveied a little. The bands that ton, Out., wasyears
a great sufferer from Heart Disheld the vagrant sheet trembled.
For days at a time she was confined to
ease
“1 thought,’’ said the girl to herself, bed, and it seemed as though every breath might
physicians said that she might
“I hadn’t begun to care—in that way. be her last. Her
“drop off” any minute. With woman’s tenacity
I was only becoming—attracted. But in suffering, and believing that “while there’s
life there’snope,” she started using Dr. Agnew’s
the shock—the disillusion—”
for tiie Heart. Three bottle cured her.
When she had started out an hour Cure
This remedy relieves in thirty minutes and
ago for her usual brisk morning walk cures every form of heart disease and nervous
26
along the crisp, shelving sands, she had ness.
been one of the most

Sold

indifferent, light-

by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.

Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills. 40 doses 10c.
She was done with
hearted of girls.
college and the two years of foreign
travel that had succeeded school as a
“Aunt Agatha and I do not wish to
sort of polishing process. She had perbe bothered with attentions,” she whispfect health, and misty di earns of all the
ered. “so we’ve been living incognito.
veiled future held in its keeping. She
I expected my father tonight and dresshad aesthetic tastes, and her skill in
ed to do him and you,” sweetly, “what
athletic sports was the admiration of
honor I could. You will pardon me,”
her less vigorous girl friends. She had
as she signed for a boy who had brought
been having a beautiful time down at
her a telegram, and "broke the seal of
this gay, unconventional resort on the
the
“Detained,” she read.
Michigan coast. And now—well, tem- “Willmessage.
be with you tomorrow.”
porarily it seemed that her pleasure
She handed Ardsley the yellow slip.
was spoiled.
It was signed “Jasper E. Chase,” and it
And in her heart she knew that she
was
addressed to “Miss Damaris
must have been beginning to think too
Chase!”
much of the man whose attention to
“That,” she said, “is my name.”
her had been so marked, or else this dis“Ivy!” lie gasped.
covery would not so affect her. Sitting
“Damaris Ivy Lyle Chase! you poor
to rest and watch the white-crested
boy! Come out on the balcony; they are
waves come curling up to break on the
at us.”
border of the lake like threads of rarest staring
“Come—you base deceiver!”—Kate
lace, her attention had been caught by M.
in San Francisco Call.”

small, white, whirling object that at
It
first sight she had taken for a bird.
Then it
whisked lower and nearer.
floated so close she could put out her
hand and grasp it, and she found it was
a sheet of note paper covered with diminutive chirography. it was written
on
the stationery of the fashionable
hotel looming up on the dunes behind
her. At first she had been about to
crumple it up and cast it aside. But in
the very act of doing so a name—her
own name—met her eye.
Even then she hesitated. But tiie
three words were so significant she
must know their writer’s full meaning.
The page was the continuation of a letter. And the first three words at the
top of the page were “—love Ivy Lyle!”
Impulsively, giving herself no chance
to weigh the niceties of honor in the
balance, she scanned the page.

Cleary,
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Beware of Couterfelts.

“DeWitt’s is the only genuine Witch Hazel Salve” writes J. L. Tucker of Centre,
Ala. “I have used it in my family for Piles,
Cuts and Hums for years and can recommend it to be the best Salve on the market.
Every family should keep it, as it is an invaluable household remedy, and should ai
ways be kept on hand for immediate use.”
Mrs. Samuel Gage of North Hush, N. Y.,
says: “I had a fever sore on my ankle for
twelve years that the doctors could not cure.
All salves and blood remedies proved worthless. I could not walk for over two years.
Finally I was persuaded to try DeWitt’s
Witch Haze'. Salve, which has completely
cured me. It is a wonderful relief.” DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve cures without
eaving a scar. Sold by R. H. Moody.

EXTRACTS FROM SHOW BOUND.
The ran that brief December day
Rose cheerless over hills of gray.

And, darkly circled, gave at noon
A sadder light tnan waning moon.
Slow tracing down the thickening sky,
Its mute and ominous prophecy,
A portent seeini g less than threat,
It sank from sight before it set.
A chill, no coat, however stout
01' homespun s uff could quite shut out,
A hard, dull bitterness uf cold,
That checked, mid vein, the circling race
Of life-blood in the sharpened face,
The coming of the snow-storm told.
The wind blew East; we heard the roar
Of Ocean on his wintry shore.
And felt the strong pulse throbbing there
Beat with low rhythm our inland air.
******

Unwarmed by any sunset light
The gray day darkened into night,
A night made hoary with the swarm,
And whirl-danceof the blinding storm,
As zigzag, wavering to and fro,
Crossed and re-crossed the winged snow;
And ere the early bedtime came
The white drift piled the window frame
And through the glass the clothes line post!
Looked in like tall and sheeted ghosts.
So all night long the storm roared on;
The morning broke without a sun;
In tiny spherule traced with lines
Of Nature’s geometric signs,
In starry flake, and pellicle,
All day the hoary meteor fell;
And, when the second morning shone,
We looked upon a world unknown,
Of nothing we could call our own.
Around the glistening wonder bent
The blue walls of the firmament,
No cloud above, no earth below,—
A universe of sky and snow!
The old familiar sights of ours
Took marvellous shapes; strange domes anr

towers,

Rose up where sty or corn-crib stood,
Or garden-wall, or belt of wood,
A smooth white mound the brush-pile show

ed,

A fenceless drift what once was road :
The bridle-post an old man sat
With loose-flung coat and high cocked hat;
The well-curb had a Chinese roof;
And even the long sweep, high aloof,
In its slant splendor, seemed to tell
Of I’isa’s leaning miracle.
******

All day the gusty North wind bore
The loosening drift its breath before;
Low circling round its Southern zone,
The sun through dazzling snow-mist shone
No church-bell lent its Christian tone
To the savage air, no social smoke
Curled over wood of snow-hung oak—
A solitude made more intense
uic<u

LOCAL HORSE NOTES.

[From Turf,

Farm and

Home.]

Mr. W. F. Ward of China has sold
his four year old colt by Haley, he by
Nelson, to Mr. Ambrose Withee of

it—for I can’t afford to marry her, as
you know. But she has rather swept
me off my feet, old chap! At first I was
Vassalboro. This makes seven colts
taken with her innocent beauty. There
that Mr. Ward has sold, two of them
was no one at this big hostelry to comfour mouths old.
only
I
let
with
her
for
looks.'
So
good
pare
I
a
1
1
she
was
drift.
just
myself
thought
It may not be wholly uninteresting
dear little country girl, and that it
for our readers to learii that the fast
would he easy to* say a sentimental
horse Joe Pointer, 2.05 1-4, will be
farewell when the summer was over.
i
the stallions that will stand for
You know what these warm-weathei among
service in Maine the season of 1905.
flirtations amount to. So I’ve been
This horse is the property of Mr. M. B.
going to see her steadily aud taking her Smith of Pearl Brook Farm, where it
and
We’ve
gone dancing
everywhere.
is expected lie will make the season in
swimmiug and boating and all the rest connection
with several other of Mr.
of it.
And- by Jove! for all she's
Smitii’s stallions.
mighty quiet, i’ve come to find out
she’s not the typical little country girl
The Board of lieviews has dismissed
at all. She's well read and traveled,
the case brought by Horace Chenery
though she seemed lather aghast when against the Central Maine Fair
Assoshe let that fact out. And she looks at
ciation. This was the case where the
a fellow in a cool, appraising sort of way 1
stallion Stiletto was given fourth posi
that makes him feel pretty cheap—if
tion in the third heat of a race that he
his spoken thoughts are not quite up to
won, at the July 20 21 meeting. Folher standard. But she's not really in
is the decision: Horace Chenery,
the social swim. She's a native, I take lowing
vs. Central Maine Fair
it.
It’s been hard to pin her down to Belfast, Me.,
Association, Waterville, Me. Appeal
any confidence about herself. She lives from a decision of the
Judges in the
with a very dragon of an aunt at a
2.22 class contested July 21, 1904. Disfarmhouse on the edge of town. She
missed.
and shade
wears her cotton dresses
hats in a way that takes the shine out
A. E. Chase, B rooks, has some good
of women up at the hotel, hut I’ve
horses in his stable.
A bay gelding
never setn her sport any of the swell
1050 pounds, 15 :1 hands, trotter, by Neiclothes taey wear to the hops here,
sonee, 2.29 1-2, trial, 2.18 1-2, dam by
till, confound it! What’s the use ot
Ledo, is a horse that can step down the
my moon ng away to you at this rate? street a 40
gait, and is a good kind of a
I’ve got to go away and try to forget
horse. The second is Brooks, a bay
her before it’s too late.
“Damaris Chase and her father are horse, 950 pounds, 15-2 hands, by Sultan
dam of Gen. Tiltaff, 2.10. This
to he here this week, they tell me. And Wilkes,
is a good acting horse and can step
she’s the girl the heads of both our
well. Then he has a good pair of bays,
houses expect rue to marry! She may
2.000 pounds, 15-2 bauds, good actors
have the good taste to refuse me—and
and safe for a lady io drive and a nice,
1 a'tnost hope she will. She's a great
on the road.
heiress, and the consolidation of the pleasant pair
business interests would he a capital
A CARD.
tiling; hut, oh, hang me if 1 thought it
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
would he so hard to get that little girl’s
sweet face out of my heart.
1 must do refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
the sensible thing, and go in for the Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
Lord! hilt to cure your cough or cold. W’e also guartwenty thousand a year.
I’m sorry for those poor devils of kings antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
who have to wed for reasons of state. or money refunded.
A. A. Howes & Co.
WT. O. Took & Son.
1 feel disgustingly like one of them. I’m
Sleepy, Good night-I'll finish this in
AN ATTRACTIVE OFFER.
Uie morning, Ten to one I dream of

vuiccu

cirmciu.'',

night drew on, and from the crest
Of wooded knolls that ridged the West,
The sun, a snow-blown traveller, sank
From sight, beneath the smothering bank,
We piled, with care our nightly stack
Of wood against the chimney-back,—
The oaken log, green, huge, and thick,
And on its top, the stout back stick ;
The knotty forestick laid apart
And filled between with curious art
The ragged brush; then, hovering near
We watched the first red blaze appear.
Heard the sharp crackle, caught the gleam
On whitewashed wall and sagging beam,
Until the old rude-furnished room
Burst, flower-like, into rosy bloom ;
While radiant with a mimic flame
Outside the sparkling drift became,
And through the hare I oughed lilac tree
Our own warm hearth seemed blazing free,
The crane and pendent trammels showed
The Turks’ heeds on the andirons glowed
While childish fancy prompt to tell
The meaning of the miracle,
Whispered the rhyme: “Under the tree,
When fire outdoors burns merrily
There the witches are making tea.”
18BG.
—Whittier.
As

Climbing

to Rest.

IStill must I climb, if 1 would rest,
The bird soars upward to his nest;
The young leaf on the treetop high
Cradles itself within the sky.
The streams that seem to hasten down,
Return in clouds the hill to crown ;
The plant arises from her root
To rock aloft her flower and fruit.
1 cannot in the valley stay;
The great horizons stretch away
The very cliffs that wall me round
Are ladders unto higher ground.
To work—to rest—for each a time;
I toil, but I must also climb,
What soul was ever quite at ease
Shut in by earthly boundaries ?
1 am not glad till i have known
Life that can lift me from my own ;
A loftier level must be won,
A mightier strength to lean upon.
And

Ivy

y

The shrieking of the mindless wind
The moaning tree-boughs swaying blind,
And on the glass the unmeaning beat
Of ghostly finger-tips of sleet,
Beyond the circle of our hearth
No welcome sound of toil or mirth
Unbound the spell, and testified
Of human life and thought outside.
We minded that the sharpest ear
The buried booklet could not hear,
The music of whose liquid lip
Had been to ns companionship,
And, in our lonely life, had grown
To have an almost human tone.

eaven

draws

near as

I ascend ;

The State of

FARMING, LUMBERING,

AND RELIGION.
To the Editor of The Journal: I
have before me a Journal in which is copied from the Piscataquis Observer a letter
telling of the damage done by June frosts
in Washington. The potato crop was nearly
destroyed in some localities and they are
about ten cents per bushel higher than
usual as the result of June frosts. Perhaps
Maine people do not often pick ripe strawberries from the vines in November, or often
take a thousand dollars worth of apples
from a single acre of land, as has been
done this seasou from many an acre between here and Mt. Hood.
Near the base of Mt. Adams is a cheese
factory and creamery, making cheese in
summer and butter in winter. The farm-

along the narrow White Salmon valleyraise clover for their cows by irrigation.
The valley is one or two miles wide, bounded on each side by quite high mountains.
About half way between the Columbia and
Mt. Adams is a logging camp, employing
forty men and about twenty horses. Their
expenses are about $100 per day. Most of
the farmers for several miles north of the
camp are logging. They get $3 per thousand
for Hr logs and $3.30 for pine. The logs are
floated down the river. A dam has been
built at a cost of $5,(XXI near the source of
ers

the river to furnish water to flood the channel once or twice a day. Another dam at a
cost of $10,000 has been built near the month
of the river to stop the logs. Then the mill
to saw the logs is just across the ColumbiaThe logs often clog in the river and the jam
is broken by dynamite. Men working on
the river get $4 per day and have meals
brought to them four times a day; but a
man is drowned in this river about every
year.
The slowness with which the forest is

no

signature.

The writer
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▲t a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
tbe County of Waldo on the second Tuesday
of December, ▲. D. 1904.

President of our State University say that
he always had read the Bible in school and

always would, although our highest educational authority has handed down the de-

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t«
all persons interested by causing a co| y of thil
order to be published three weeks successively ir
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publisher
a* Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to beheld at HeliaBt, within and for sale
County, on the 10th day of January, A. D. 1906
at ten of the clock before noon, and sh- w cause, ii
any they have, why the prayer of said petitionei
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

certain instrument purporting to be the last
will and testament of Isaac B. Seek ins, late
Swauville, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on tbe second Tuesday of January next at ten of tbe clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved and
allowed.
A

true'copy.

to be held at Belfast, within and for sair
on the 10th day of January, A. D. 1905
of the clock before noon, and show cause
it any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not be granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazei.tine, Register.

uiurtio

vuuii

iicm

at

Dedicated.

Good Will Faiois, Dec. 21. The
dedication of tbe Bancroft-Foote cottage at Good Will Farms took place
this forenoon at Good Will chapel,
There was a large number of
persons

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th dav of
December, A. D. 1904.
E. THOMPSON, widow of Albert Thump
son, late of Frankfort, in said County of

At a

At a

ABBIE

ALICE

tate of said deceased.

of the

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County,on the 10th day of January, A. D. 1905,
at teu of che clock before noon, and show
cause,
if any they have, why the prajer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give uotici
to all persons interested by causing a copy of thii
order to be published three weeks successively it
the Republican Journal, a newspaper publishet
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probati
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sait
County,on the 10th day of January, A. 1). 1905
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazeltine. Register.

to

Seven Doctors Failed
L. F.” Relieved Him

C0.I

H

estate

a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
December, A. D. 19i 4.

At

|

Belfast, within
on

sonal

estate

a

successively
publishet

newspaper

Ordered, That notice thtlftof be
three
weeks successively, ih The Republican Journal*
a newspaper published In Belfast, In said County,
that, ail persbhfe interested may attend at a Pro*
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th '.lay
bf January nekt, and show cause, if ai.y they
have* Why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A trutf copy—Attest:
Chas. p, Hazeltine, Register.

fcU’epi

IJ..1

w fast, on the 18th day of December, 1904.
J. G. Lambert, administrator on the estate of
Adelmon Lanpher, late of Stockton Springs. in
said County, deceased, having presented bis first
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.

w fast, on the 13th clay of December, 1904Maud E. Cornfortb and Isabel M. Kelley, executrices of the last will of Julia A. Bitlier, late of
Unity, in said County, deceased, having presented their first and final account of administration
of said estate for allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, iniThe Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of January next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said accouut should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The. Republican
Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
of
day
January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be
allowed.

NOTICE.
The subscriber herethat he has been duly apExecutor of the last will and testament

EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice

pointed

A true copy.

of

WILLIAM FLANDERS, late of Waldo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.

Haeeltine, Register.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13th day of December, 1904.
George C. Seavey, administrator on the estate of
Eben W. Seavey, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.

WALDO

DELBERT M. FLANDERS.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th
day of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
('has. P. Hazeltine. Register.

Waldo, Dec. 13, 1904.

a

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap
administratrix
of
the estate of
pointed
JONAS B. FERGUSON, late of Belfast,

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All arsons having de
mands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
MARTHA K. FERGUSON.
Belfast, Dec. 13, 1904.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 13th day of December, 1904.
E. A. Sproul, guardian of Nelson P. Gould of
Montville, in said County, having presented his
second and final account of guardianship for al
lowance.

WALDO

NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
ELIZA B. BENNER, late of Northport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
LEWIS W. BENNER.
Northport, Dec. 13,1904.

ADMINISTRATOR’S

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks
successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,

that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 10th day
of January next, and show cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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Ordered, that notice there*
weeks successively in Ihe R*\
newspaper published in Bella
that all persons interesten may
hate Court, to be held at Belfaof .1 iiiuary next, and shew
have, why the said account
lowed.
GEO. E. JO
A true cepy. Attest:
(Has. F. Hazi

j

j
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VtJ ALDO SS.— In Court ot Fr*
\\
fast, on the 13tli day
Hose F. Lancaster, administi
of James H. Lancaster, late
County, deceased, having pres.
*’t of administration of sa1
j

\
j

|
|
!

i;iiuw

ance

Or.tB.eii,

That

1

lotice there*

weeks successively, in he lie.
newspaper published in Bella-

|

&

j

that all persons interested n a
bate Court, to be held at Bellas?
of January next, and show
have, whv the said account she
GEO E.JOF
A true copy. Attest:
Chas, F. Haze

?

\\T ALDO KB —in Court of Fr*f
M
fast, on the 13th day
Janies Fattee, executor of the
in said
Staples, late of Belfast,
having presented his first at co
tion of said estate for alb-wan.

j

>

j

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively in The Rep1
newspaper published in Belfa-1
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,
of January next, an.' show <•;.
have, why the said ac< mint shoe.
GEO. E Jni!
A true copy. A ttest:
Chas. F. Ha/.ki *

)
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|
1

\
j
j

TIXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The
1'j gives notice that sue has t*c«
executrix of the last will ami te-

JOSEPH L. ELDRIDflE, late
County of Waldo, decea
having demands against the *
in the

*<

ceased are desired to present t1*
ment, and all in< ebted theret*
make payment immediately.
ELLEN M
Winterport, Dec. 13, 1904.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest:
Chas. P.

]

-*

j

the es
Knox,
in said
Couuty
Wa.ldb, deceased, having presented a petition pray ing for a license to sell at
private sale and fcunvey ail the right, title, and
interest of said deceased in and to certain real
estate described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all, b/ersons interested by causing a copy of thie
order to be published three weeks
successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of January, A. I). 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. Hazkltine, Register.

|
|

estate

t Fr
117ALDO SS.—In Court
M
fast, on the 13th day
James Libby, Jr., admiui.-ir.it.
Abby 1). Milliken, late of Bell
deceased, having present.*■** hicount ot administration ot

pORt

BROWN}, Jr, adlhinistiator of
H. BtteVehs, late of
Jw*6ph
or

D*

then-|

1

W.

I

Ordered, that notice
weeks successively, m 'I lie hm
newspaper published in
that all persons intet -sted may
bate Court, to
e held at Bei>
day of January next.and -Imw
have, whv tlie said account sh*•*■
G LO. E. JOHN
A true copy. Attest
( has. F Ha/»

clock before noon, and show cause
if an) they have, why the prayer of said petition
! er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
Cuas. P. H^zeltine, Register.

FRED

^

lit ALDO SB —In Court ot F*
\\ fast, on the 13th day m
Cera \V Spinney, admiuistratt*
Robert R. Spinney, late of I'ni:
deceased, having presented
administration *»t said estate I

!

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 13th day of December, 1904.
Hall, administrator on the estate of
Fred Ball, late of Unity, in said Count
deceased, having presented his first and final account of
administration of said estate for allowance*

*... 1

of administration of said

a

WALDO
fast,
Asher E

i

Ordered, that notice there*
weeks successively, in Ihe Rej
newspaper published in belfathat all persons interested may
bare Court, to be held at Bellas
of January next, and sliov
have, why the said account s‘i.
GEO. E. Jnl
A true copy.
Attest :
Chas. I’. Hazi

o

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within ami fot
the Couuty of Waldo, on the 13th day of December, A. D. 1904.

1

on tin
Hall,
Emery, late of Montville, in sa’
ed, having preset ted his first

that they may appear ai
Prcbatt
j at Belfast,
j Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sait
ou the 10th day of January, A. D. 1905
j County,
at ten of the

JOHNSON, Judge

D.Ah«»«

S3.—In Court of

WALDO
fast,on the 13th day of
E.
administrator

of said deceased.

published
Republican Journal,

j

son

I Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t»
persons interested by causing a copy 11 thi?
jI all
order to be
three weeks
it
The

j

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The Repul
newspaper published in Belfast
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to 1 e held at Belfast,
of January next, and show *-.i
have, whv the said account slum
GEO. E. JOH N
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1’. Ha/.ki. t

j 1T7ILLIAM H. CLIFFORD,widower of Amarillff
A. Clifford, late of Stockton Springs, in sait
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented *
j petition praying lor an allowance out of the per-

Hazeltine, Register.

Onllrt

j

ance.

am

the 13th dav

cause’, |

_In

I

In Court of l'i
ALDO SB.
fast, on the 13th day of
Harland 1*. Cross, executor *.f
Byron Cross, late of Knox, in
ceased, having presented his t
count of aumiuistratiou of said

of said deceased.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within am
for the County ot Waldo, on the 13th dav of De
I
cetuber, A. 1). 1904.
W. SPINNEY. widow of Robert R
Spin\J ney, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo
! deceased, having presented a petition
praying foi
an allowance out of the j eisonal estate if sail
j deceased.
Ordered, That tne said petitioner give notice ti
ance tax, the persons interested in the succession
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
thereto, and the amount of the tax thereon, may order t»> he published three weeks successively ii
be determined by the Judge of Probate.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishet
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
all persons interested by causing a copy of this | Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sait
on the 10th day of January, A. D. 1905.
order to be published three weeks
successively in County,
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published I at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, ii
i
any they have, wh> the prayer of said petitionei
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said should not granted.
I
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
LoiBltv, on the 10th day of January, A. L). 1905
A true copy—Attest :
at ten’ Of the ClojL be*ore ,,oon. and .-how
l**8- r. HABffiLtiftfc,
if any they have,why the |.r.a'ero^ said petition- I
Kegistef.
er should Pvt be granted,

no

ol
«.f

Ordered, that notice there*
weeks successively in The Hep*
newspaper published in Belfa.-;
that all persons interested may
bate Court, to be held at Belfast
of January next, and show
have, why the said account shun;
GEO. E. J<
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. F Hazfi

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and fo
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of Decern
her, A. D. 1904.
J. W. WALDRON, widow of Robert W
Waldron, late of Swanville, in said County
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition ! of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal ef- praying that she may lie appointed administrato

■* XT A

Pr-

ance.

HENRY

administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said pent ner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
>rder to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 10th day of January, A. I). 1905,
at ten of the clock before noon, and* show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition'
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

E.

5

count of admimstiatlon of sai"
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and foi
County ol Waldo, on the 13th day of De
ceuiber, A. D. 1904.
E. RANKIN, son of Martha E. Rankin
late of Lincoluville, in said Couuty of Waldeceased,
having presented a petition pray
do,
ing that he may be appointed administrator o
the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t<
all persons interested by causing a copy of thii
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal,a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probati
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sait
County, on the 10th day of January, A. D. 1905
at ten of the clock before noon and show cause
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
er should not he granted.
GEO. E JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltink. Register.

JULIA

Attest:
Chas. P.

i;
i.

TYfALDO S8.—In Court ol Pr
V» fast, on the 13ih day o'
George A. Quiuiby, executor
George 8. Chase, late of Bella*:
deceased, having pien nted hi-

the

the County of Waldo,
December, 4 D. 1904.
E. REYNOLDS, daughter of Isaac E.
Cooper, late of Burnham, in said County of
Waldo, detetsed, having presented a petition
praying that Llewellyn Parks may be appointed

A true copy.

rt*[.
%

Walter M. Cortrell, late of Bell,
ty, deceased having presented
account of administration **1
lowance.
Ordered, That notie** thereof
weeks successively, in The Pep;,
newspaper published in Bellathat all persons inten sted ma
bate Court to be held at Belfa-i,
of January next, and show r,
have, why the said account s1
lowed.
GEO. E. Joi*
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P.Ha/.i

At a

nt'iiaN, wiinin and
on the 13ih day of

JOHN

Cottage

urt ot

on

cision that the Bible can not be read in the
public schools of this State.
All educational and religious progress is
brought about by differences of opinion. I
saw something of this at the Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends, or Quakers, a few
The sermon was eloquent and
years ago.
impressive, but it exhibited the life and At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on ";he 13th day of
teachings of Jesus as the saving qualities
December, A. D. 1904.
which we should seek. When he .had finT AMES LIBBY, Jr., administrator of the estate
ished a preacher to whom ] had listened tl of Abby
D. Milliken, late of Belfast, in s;-.id
when 1 was a boy in Maine, got up and County of Waldo, deceased, having present* *1 a
that the court may determine
petition
praying
said that any attempt to weaken the blood who are entitled to the balance
<jf said estate now
of Christ weakens our religion. As man in his bands, their respective shares therein and
order the same distributed accordingly.
becomes more reasonable there seems to be
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
less demand for the shedding of blood to to all persons interested
by causing a c<»p\ of this
accomplish any needed reform. Our pres- older to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
ent liberties have cost the blood of many a at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
martyr and hero. But in the future it may Court, to be held at Belfast, v/ithin and for s. id
on the 10th day of Jmuaiy, A 1). 1905,
County,
j
be as easy to place man in communication at ten of the clock before
neon, and show cause,
;
with the Author of the Universe as it is to if any the? have, win the prajer of saiil petitioner should not be granted.
converse with a brother on the opposite
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy
side of our globe.
Attest:
Geo. M. Cole.
_Chas. P. Hazeltixe. Register.
Ilasum, Wash., Dec. l<>, liiot.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 13tii day of
December, A. D. 1904.
U-a.WTOJFHA,
B. NEALLEY, executor of the last will of
Boms the
/) Tha Kind Yon Have Always Bougtt
Maria B. Manter, late of Winterport, in said
County of Waldo, deceasec, having presented a
petition praying that the actual marker value of
the propeity of said deceased now in his hands,
subject to the payment of the collateral inherit
New

88.—In C<

the 13th day
WALDO
fast,
Lefia A. Cottrell, executrix

Probate Court held at Belfast, within ant
lor the County Waldo, on the !3th day of De
cember, A. D. 1904.
IVlLLIAvi H. WALTON, creditor of Georgic
V? H Carter, late of Waldo, in said County ol
Waldo, deceased. laving presented a petitior
praying that John R. Canton may lie appointee
administrator of the estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice tt
all persons interested by causing a copy of tliii
order to be published thiee weeks successively ii
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published a:
Belfast, that they may appear at a Prohate Court
to he held at Belfast, within and for said County
on the lOch day of January, A. D. 1905, at tei
of the cl.ick before noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why the the prayer of said petitionei
should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazelti.nk, Register.
At a

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy «>1 this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican
Jo.irna), published at Belfast, that they may ap
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on ihe second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock before
noon and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
■

__

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, in The I:
newspaper published in Bel fa
that all persons interested ma>
bate Court, to be held at Bella
of January next, and show <
have, why the said account shm.
GKO. E.JOM
A true copy
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazu

*'minty,

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Abbie L. Hurd, late
Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

?

tr

a

Ci urt,

A

V

■

at ten

of

w

88.—In Court of Probate
on the 13th day of |>_
Joseph 8. Mullin, administrator
Harah E. Lamb, late of Lincoln n,
ty, deceased, having presented
account ol administration of
lowance.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t<
all persons interested by causing a copy of thii
order to be published three weeks successively it
The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishet
a
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the secoud Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1904.

..t«

<•,

WALDO
fast,

estate of said deceased.

fmblished

a.

_-_

deceased, having presented a petition praying
that she may be appointed administrator of th«

A

„'r

to all persons interested by cai:,-u
order to l*e published three weekthe Republican Journal, a new
at Belfast, that they may ai i.
Court, to be held at Belfast, win
county, on the 10th day of Jrt;
at ten of the clock before noou
any they have, why the prayei
should not he granted.
GEO K.Johnhox
A true Copy—Attest:
CHAS. P. Ha/Ki.i ins p

MARY

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of December, A. D. 1904.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Joseph H. D?mnn, late
ol Unity, in said Cout t> of Waldo, ueceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
Interested by causing a copy of this order to he
three weeks successively in The Repub
ican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held a*t
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if auy they have, why
the same should not be pioved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Mllllra*:

cordingly.
Ordered, That the said petit i-

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and foi
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of De
cember, A. D. 1904.
C. BAKER, widow of Daniel W. Baker
late of Liberty, in said County of Waldo

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

lor

ganized tissue, the controlling power of the
Universe might be of the same nature on a
grander scale. 1 have met only one teacher in the State of Washington who advocated the above theory.
I once heard the

JJ

ASH

ceased.

A
of

re-

minds one of the slowness of the growth of
educational sentiments.
The framers of
our State constitution attempted to sever
the connection between education and religion by forbidding religious instruction in
tbe public schools; while most States merely forbid sectarian instruction. Our adopted physiology leaning in the same direction
teaches that the nervous tissue is the master tissue. This would seem to be an atheistic teaching, for if the controlling power
of the body is merely a more delicately or-

At a Probate Court held »t K*iraB!
the County of Wuldo.nn the la'th Tlr»Hh.
'nb
"»> of
cumber, A. D. 1904.
UR H. MAYO, executor „r
Martha J. Staple*, la e ,,f
*i::
County of Waldo, deceased, r,av'*■ m b
petition praying that the Conn o,
who are entitled to the balance
in his hands for distribution
shares ihereinand order the same
'"I*.-

WALTER

EDUCATION

*vum
The breeze invites, the stars befriend:
close watch on legislative proAll tiling; fire beckoning toward the
was easily recognized.
Mie crumpled
Lest;
present, including many representathe paper tightly in her hand and thrust ceedings during the coining winter, when
I climb to TLee, my God, for rest.
tives of the Baptist clergy.
The buildi; into the blouse of her gown as a rapid, i matters of sieat interest to the people of
—Lucy Larcom.
ing is the gift of Edwin Bancroft-Foote
heavy step came crouching down the the State will (Untie lip for consideration.
of New’ York.
It was completed a few
beach,
That step had become too The Kennebec Journal, Daily and Weekly,
AMERICAN SHIPS
weeks ago and is one of the handsomall of these proceedings with absoCould he have Covers
T-th-saniiy familiar.
est of the several now forming the
lute thoroughness.
As the official State To
Carry Freight to tlie Philippine*. Govknown the sheet had been whisked out ;
paper, it is the only paper in Maine to pub
group at Good Will Farms.
ernment Supplier* to lie Carried in Our
of liis room?
Had he seen it blown iish the complete official stenographic reThe building was presented by Rev.
Own Vessels.
I ports of proceedings, and these are suppleSown to the beach?
of the Good Will
George W.
He ! mented by the condensed and compreheuNew York, Dec. 20. A contract was Farms, andHinckley for the
“Good morning, Miss Lyle!”
accepted
trustees
of a corps of special reporters ]
signed today whereby
Hung himself db"'u beside bet'. U>s | sivts reportb
!;y Judge Nathaniel Hobbs of Bervvtck,
in keeping a close waicu Upon eomface
looked
engaged
strained
iandsohie, boyish
will, for the first time* Carty Unit1 Prayer Was offered by Pres, Charles L.
proceedings and general matters of ships
*andset, as though insomnia had claim- !I mittee
to the White of Colby college, and an address
Along with its magnificent re- ed States government supplies
ed him. “You're out early. Will you legislation.
ports of the proceedings of the Maine legis- Philippine Islands, such caches having given by Rev. Raymond Caulkins of
go rowing with me today up to Clear lature the Journal will carry the full ser- heretofore been conveyed from the Portland.
vice of the Associated Dress.
Springs?"
States in British bottoms.
“I—I can’t!” she faltered.
The Kennebec Journal will have, in
The United States government, acting
“And won’t you come up Black Kiver addition to the Associated Dress, reports on the bill passed last Congress, requirlt!S the little colds that grow into big
from
the
National
a
valuable
Capitol,
the big colds that end in consumption
today?” entreatingly, almost tenderly.
ing all supplies for the naval military colds;
news
service
from
one
of
special
the
leadand
death.
last
Watch the little -colds.
time!"
Or.
“It may be the
auxiliary in the Philippines being car- Wood’s Norway
newspaper workers of Washington.
Pine Syrup.
He was planning—planning. Oh, that ingWith
all these advantages to offer for ried by American ships, has already
But—the
cruel
last
letter!
cruel,
time, the winter, when the evenings are long and chartered one big steamer and three
he had said.
people have more time for reading than large sailing vessels, which will carry in
She Hung up her head and smiled at during any other portion of the year, the all about 20,000 tous of coal.
Journal makes the following extraordinarily
him.
The steamer Missouri, which was built
low offer.
The Daily Kennebec Journal
“Yes, I will go!” she said.
at the Camden, N. J., shipbuilding yards
will
be
to any address, uutil the close
sent
They were very gay that afternoon, of the legislative session, for $1.00; the of the New York Shipbuilding Com- “
almost recklessly so. They had luncheon
Weekly Kennebec Journal will be sent to pany, and is owned by the Atlantic
at the inn near the springs, and floated
any address, uutil the close of the legisla- transport line branch of the InternaWytopitlock, Me., Dec. as. 1903back between the wooded banks just as tive session for 25 cents. Can you afford to tional Mercantile Marine
Company (the Dear Sirs:—
the day was closing.
When they came lose this opportunity to secure a live, up-to- Morgan shipping combine), has been
to parting at the clump of lilac bushes date paper at a merely nominal price?
I feel it my duty to write you and tell
engaged to carry about 10,000 tons of
in the lane that led to the farmhouse Why not subscribe at once? Remittance coal in one
you that I think a great deal of “L. F.”
cargo.
be
made
by money order, registered
•I ack Ardsley leaped forward and looked may
Arthur Sewall & Co. of Maine have Atwood’s Bitters, as .1 was taken sick
letter, check, or in postage stamps, if more
into her eyes,
six years ago and was treated by seven
to Burleigh & Flynt, Publish- been awarded the contracts for the sailconvenient,
“Dear,” he said, “I love you! I love ers, Augusta, Maine.
different doctors.
Was also at the
ers. Three vessels have been chartered,
Eastern Maine General Hospital, at
you, and I can’t let you go out of my
the Edward Sewall, the Luzon and the
don’t
know
of
You
much
life—- ever!
big five-masted schooner, the Kineo. Bangor, and they told me I had a canA Pleasant Pill.
me. Ivy, but—will you be my wife?”
cer in my stomach.
Two of these ships will load right away.
“what
about
she
No
Pill
is
as
and
as
De
“What,”
faltered,
pleasant
positive
I did not work a day for three years,
will carry about 10,000 tons, all
Witt’s Little Early Risers. De Witt’s Lit- They
Damaris Chase?”
and now, after using “L. F\,” can do a
told.
lie took her shaking hands and held tle Early Risers are so mild and effective
The government will shortly contract hard day’s work.
that children, delicate ladies and weak peothem fast.
Yours truly,
enjoy their cleausiug effect, while for some 30,000 tons more of coal to be
“Who in the world has been telling ple
strong people say they are the best liver shipped to Manila.
WILLIAM SCOTT.
I’ve never seen her, but pills sold. Sold
you of her?
The contract with the Morgan shipby R. II. Moody.
our fathers have vast interestsnu comBlood Purifier.
the
“L.
F.”
is
a
natural
combine
is
at
while
$7
ping
per ton,
mon, and have been anxious to arrange
coal carried by the Sewall vessels will Brings relief at all seasons of the year.
Farm Telephones in New England.
1 don’t say 1 didn’t think of
a match.
be shipped at a freight rate of $6.50 pi i The True “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters, 35
being complaisant. Darling, sometime
The opinion entertained by some people ton.
cents at all good stores.
I may get up courage to tell you how that all the
A clause in the bill now in force perprogressive farmers in America
near I came to being a paltry coward- are to be found in the great, wide West, is
mits the government to charter foreign
how desperately I tried to make my- easily shown to be erroneous.
The fact vessels should American
shipping interself think I could do without you. But that the New England Telephone Company ests
attempt to inflict exhorbitant rates.
I cannot, and that is all there is to it. withiu ten months made 6000 contracts for The
Britishers, presuming that a high
farm telephones, is in itself an indication
If you can endure being poor with me
of the enterprise of Eastern agriculturists. rate would be suggested by the shipping
hard
at
I’ll
work
so
for a few years,
my
people on this side, put in a bid of but
profession to give you everything that
“1 had a running, itching sore on my leg. $4.12 for freight by steam. The average
I shall be sure to win.”
Suffered tortures.
Doan’s Ointment took price secured by the Britishers since
She had not been mistaken in letting
the burning and itching instantly, and the war has been about $5 per ton.
herself love him, then. For she did away
After July 1, 1006, every vessel carryquickly effected permanent cure.”—C. W.
love him—she did. And she had known Lenhart, Bowling Green, O.
ing any class of freight from the United
it all the while. She lifted her shy
States to the Philippine Islands will be
flushed face.
required to be American.
Blue Islands, III., Jan. 14,1901.
“I will be a good wife to you, dear!”
Messrs. Ely Bros. :—I have used your
she promised. And he kissed her on
Cream Balm in my family for nine years
OA0VORXA.
M
the lips.
Waist*, Direct from Loom to the
and it has become my family doctor for
.K
Wearer at First Cost.
y*The Kind You Nun Always Bought
That night when he sought her at the colds in the head. I use it freely on my Bmui the
9 Proa Samples on Application.
dance at the inn he stood amazed. That children. It is a Godsend to children.
9 Groat Bargains, Send for samples 9
J. Kimball.
Yours respectfully,
lovely lady in the snowy shimmering
■
today. We prepay Express.
Messrs. Ely Bros :—I suffered greatly
gown Ids demure little country lassie!
How superbly she carried herself. And with catarrh and tried different remedies
WOOLEN
■RIVERSIDE
Accidents come with distressing frequency
without effect. After using one bottle of
those diamonds around her white throat
MAINE.
Cream Balm I found relief and I can- on the farm. Cuts, bruises, stings, sprains,
your
PITTSFIELD,
smiled
She
worth
a
fortuue.
were
up not
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil relieves the pain
praise ton highly such a remedy.
athis amazed countenance.Miss Cora Willard, Albany, N. Y. instantly. Never safe without it.

It needed

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
the County of Waldo, on the 13th day ol
December, A. £>. 1904.
BARTLETT, guardian of Lucy J
Jack, widow of Alfred Jack, late of Mon
roe, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a pet ii ion praying that he may be ap
pointed administrator ol the estate ol said de<
At a
for

Washington.

|
jI
j

NOTICE. The-

EXECUTRIX’S
gives notice that she lias be*
tlie last will
executrix
of

\

and te*

BENJAMIN TIU MPSON, lain the County of Waldo, decea*
having demands against the e-

*

j
\

ceased art desired to present
tlement, ami all indebted there:
to make payment immediately
ARABELLA I
Winterport, Dec. 13, 15*0-4.
NOTICE.

!

Hu

iEXECUTOR’S
gives notice that lie has hee
last will

executor

of the

and

tt

s

H A ZEN N.

DENNIS, late
in the County of Waldo, deceasi
demands
having
against the «
ceased are desired to present tli*
ment, and all indebted thereto
make payment immediately.
AUSTIN
Liberty, Dec. 13, 1904.
NOTICE

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that
administrator ol the

appointed

HANNAH B. FORD, late

I
*

ol

|

in the County of Waldo, decea
bonds as the law directs. All pci
mands against the estate of sai
desired to present the sante foi
all indebted thereto are request*
ment immediately to Alexandei
Searsport, Me., my auth prized age

}

j
|

WlLLIA
Wakefield, Mass., Dec. 13, 1904

NOTICE.
The subscriber
NOTICE. The subscriber
NOTICE
ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he has been dulv ap- ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he h.
pointed administrator, with the will annexed, of appointed
with the will
administrator de bonis

administratrix,

the estate of

JAMES H. SMART, late of Thorndike,
in the Connty of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement* and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately.

|
JOSEPH L. PEABODY.

Thorndike, Dec. 13,1904.

annexed*,

of the estate of
OSCAR S. ER8KINE, late of Winterport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ISABEL ERSKINE.
Winterport, Dec. 13,1904.

|

pointed
annexed, of the estate of
OLIVER BOWEN, late of M
in the County of Waldo, deceabonds as the law directs. All pei
mands against the estate of said d
sired to present the same for set'
indebted thereto are requested t<
immediatelv.

JUDSCN
Uontville, Dec. 13,1904.

*•

»

problem most carefully do not hesitate
to say that the savings each year would

sMTf ORANGE REPORTS.
Worthy Master Gardner.
state Grange held its
Lewiston Dec. 20-22.
ss of Worthy Master
was, in part, as fol-

*

is how is this condition to be met
and overcome? 1 am convinced that in
a sparsely settled State like Maine with
its large area, the people of the State
are not in a position to enter largely
into the construction of good roads; and
why should not the Federal Government aid in doing this work? A government of the people, by the people
and for the people surely can as con-

isisteutly congratulate
ver in ttie history of
: been in a position to
interests of the great sistently and properly use money in
agriculture, which we constructing good roads to travel over,
at the present time. as to expend, as has been done by Cona as increased as fast
gress the past live years, $168,000,000
th sound, substantial improving rivers and harbors. The first
have
,nlmate granges
thing to do is to obtain Government
niily established in aid, and to do this I would advise and
own, and above all we urge every Subordinate Grange and
rted the ability of tire every Pomona Grange in Maine to take
in true to its principles
steps to convince our Representatives
in Congress that we ask their support
w11 field of work, witntod or entangled along for these measures; also that steps be
nit-red upon, must in- taken at this session along the same
line. We can get this aid if we work
iii disaster.
have passed and gone for it; if we do not, we are not entitled
■

in-come

to receive it. Another matter of great
present interest to everybody is the
establishment of a government parcel
post delivery, which can easily be done
through the machinery of rural delivWe regard these two
ery of mail.
movements of great importance to the

proverbial.

trust we will
heir good fellowship of
it both the city of Leworder will mutually reSince we
al benefit.
we not only notice ttie
opment of this city,
is in
like proportion
embership and influturn we

farmers of Maine, and they demand
your attention.”
Taxation and Legislation was the
next topic for consideration, and then
followed a few words as to agriculture
itself. lie closed with the following:
“I wish to take this opportunity to
thank you all for the uniform kindness
and courtesy extended to me by the
Patrons everywhere. The readiness and

fully of the condwelling at
Of
Pomona Grange.

-nore
G range,

heartiness with which you have assisted me in the high and responsible position that I have been placed in has

which does not allow them to grasp,
with anv degree of clearness or intelligence, the idea of social purity or the
>
and
assisted
while
lightened
range,
provided very materially
common laws of nature.
Grange, is really a my labors. Let us enter upon the labor
Within a few miles of a Maine city is
state Grange, and is of this session with a determination to a
colony of one family name. The memjurisdiction of the make 1005 the banner year in the grange bers of the cummunity, which is separathistory, both in increase of members ed from the real social centers, are
degree is one of the and results obtained.”
nearly always before the public eye by
all the degrees of our
reason of some misdemeanor, special
the
The report of
and complete rendiWorthy Lecturer, profligacy or disreputable incident. It
is given, with a comW. J. Thompson of South China, fol- is
charged that the members of the
ition of its lessons, and lowed, and we give the opening paracummunity referred to have married
mild remember that it graphs:
and intermarried; that some of the hust to abreviate the work
Worthy Master, Hrothers and Sisters. bands have dropped one wife for ana inis it a moral right
There is no proof of success like success. other without the usual form of marwho receive that de- The large and steady growth ot the orriage ceremony—the discarded wife beit is designed to der of P. of II. in the State of Maine
is
taken by another member ot the
ing
for the past few years, the new and community, endimr in several instances.
been
beautiful halls that have
built, it is alleged, in being the mistress ot
until now the property of the grange the former husband's father.
now ;!7<> in the State,
to
about
three
The
work
amounts
of
the
ondition.
State
The writer recalls a visit to the coln« was commended;
quarter of a million dollars, the organi- ony three years ago. The spectacle
and
lie
said:
zation
of
new
re-organizaetings
granges
which was presented was of the kind or
while held in every tion of old ones; the large and enthusi- sort that decent
people will not believe
ducted upon the plan astic meetings, the interesting pro- in a
story and must be witnessed to be
mties select the day grams, the confidence not only of the
|
fully understood and appreciated.
tke all necessary ar- ! members of the order but also those
Shacks of houses—some wood hovels
state <1 range furnish- ! who are not members in the purpose are better—clustered in a basin of
show
! and power of the order, all go to
worthless land, the stench arising to a
etings not only bring that in the main the policies pursued degree that can be determined from
ihe order together for and methods used are right.
afar; men and women dressed in scanty,
it ion and pleasure, hut
As the grange increases in number
tilthy, tattered garments; children halfmethods of showing to and influence, and as the several and naked in summer, but a little better at■■■•
already members of educational features are brought more tired in winter; faces so besmeared
mciples we inculcate of ! prominently to the front, the Lectur- with an accumulation of something
edition of the people of er’s responsibilities and duties natural- that w ater
might at one time have re■•ns, mentally, morally
ly become greater, and every effort moved, but to which water is and
and 1
would advise should be made to direct this great
possib'y always will be a stranger;
amount of energy so that the work greasy doors, horse stalls and sleeping
has its mission.
Its shall not only be made pleasant and rooms
opening to each other—in some
ked by the home. From enjoyable, but shall elevate, encourage, cases there
.being no doors on the hinges
•sts of the nation there strengthen and improve the members. betweeu the apartments; men and
the
marked
■dors or anarchists with
notice
to
are
We
pleased
women, coarse of feature, coarser of
I impossible reforms,
improvement in the character of the language, ill-natured, scowling, ugly,
the
one with all strength to
throughout
the
of
granges
program
insulting, obscene, and you have a coland to make better the State during the past year. There has
|
ony such as exists within a shadow of
aler which we live. The : been a decided increase in papers and a
city within almost signaling distance
is are in a
majority of i discussions on practical topics and poli- of the State
and one which the
art:

tical, social and educational reforms.

They represent property
illations of industry. In

We must advance still farther in this
of this class the coun- ! direction if the dignity, influence and
u-e for fear and much to
usefulness of our order are to be main•
perty is the object of tained. While field days and gala days
nperty owners are ttie and dress parades may be pleasant, and
licpiib'lic. It goes with- i perhaps necessary to demonstrate the
d ilie
grange will devote ! life of an institution like this, yet we
betterment of its mem- : must not forget that in the discipline
ady much benelit lias and every day work of the subordinate
umbers, but it lias not 1 grange lie the real power and usefulthe limit of its useful- ness of oui order.
anization owes someMate in the same sense
The report of the Worthy Treasurer,
dual does. The grange ; M. 15. Hunt of Belmont, showed that
d does, concern itself the State Grange is in good condition
m.-dions.
The citizen
financially, with a balance of s4.010.28
ng for the good ut the in the treasury.
-hip of the .State, is unenefits of good’ goveruThe report of Worthy Secretary I'..
iie long enjoy them if II.
Libby showed that the grange in
liferent. Now, you say, this State now has 45,40d members and
grange to go into poli- is rapidly increasing. There have been
-wer that is just wiiat it
4<i new granges organized the past year.
do politics for the good
others for the good
8C3J51UI1
I lit*
C1USU1&
many for t he good of
Grange was held in City Hall 1 hurs( lie hope of this Repub! day night and was largely attended.
c alio
go into politics for The
report of the committee on resoluNation and for the bettions was the most important business.
inanity everywhere. The The resolutions for an investigation if
>i go into
politics for the Shiloh, equal suffrage, and a communiare to be had.
There are
cation for resubmission of the prohibitoo many at ttiis already,
tory law were indefinitely postponed.
an go into politics, howResolutions recommending the teachit that those who have
ing of agriculture in the normal schools,
shall not forget tiiat they
for the improvement of the Maine highvauts and must render an
of autoways, restriction of the rights
and resolutions relative to the
mobiles
ilturists of the Nation are
Maine game laws were adopted.
to impress upon the parBy order of the master, the resoluland the great fact ttiat
tions relative to the recommendation
ii their hands the
making of an amendment to the game laws was
ig of
political parties, not
given out. The question of whether
in organization
always on or not
the latter resolutions should be
if patriotism, overlooking
was one of long and earnest
o doubts
that whatever adopted
be in power the people discussion.
At the conclusion of the business
u
the best service possible
in city hall all the members
The immortal wateh- meeting
to the Lewiston board of
al Vigilenceisthe price of adjourned
where an informal recepnot lose its meaning when trade rooms,
held and refreshments served.
'ver.
It is the watchword tion was
A vote of thanks was extended to the
well.”
hoard of trade for the excelnal Grange and the work Lewiston
lent entertainment tendered to the
were then discussed, and
State grange.
ere spoken of. Good roads
An invitation was received from the
of much interest to the
trade that the next
of these Mr. Gardner said Bangor board of
annual meeting of the State grange be
held in Bangor. No action was taken
is at hand when the farmon the matter.
•nutry should receive beneiportant work commensur■oi

|

I

I

■
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industry they represent,
levied on our people by

condition of tire common
we have to pay. Aciie best authorities obtains the
people of the United
year $300,000,000 more to
r surplus
products of the
rest to the shipping point
tal cost of transporting all
passengers, mail and exall the railroads of the
-lies.
While the $700,000,000
!'.v the railroads annually is
ar returned to the people in
i'loyment of labor, use of mataxes to the State, and in
e

OASTOniA.
The Kind You Have Always Bogl
Bears the

ugliest

v

•hv

$■„’
I,,
I,

:

invested capital, the $1,000,-

spent

in cost of trans'i,
the dirt roads is a total
being returned to the
|kvnecent
axes or as interest on investAdd the surplus produce
*i,in
" not be
t.
put upon the market
t,;;„ 1‘inper time, the extra cost of
U' '"ss of capital in vehicles, the
V I;"eand dissatisfied condition of
^ 8,l« in consequence of the liardmB 11 isolation of their lives, the
production, decrease of
t""*
and they are all sources of the
k
ions to the people. In this
age no one questions the
"lore
,ver

k;, 4

If'1''1

ill',11
Ii,*, t"ll"|i
I

iupendous advantages,which

toy]
!’llow a complete system of
v.'mads.
10se who have
investigated this

Women Master Mariners.

\

United States Steam Vessel Inspectors,

and they have granted her a master
mariner’s certificate, good for “all
oceans.” To get such a certificate, the
applicant must have sailed as a navigating officer on an ocean or coastwise
vessel. Miss Morgan has had such exHer
perience on her father’s yacht.
certificate as master mariner attests her
fitness to take command of any vessel.
According to Captain Patterson, of the

New York Nautical College, there are
only five female master mariners in the
world, besides Miss Morgan. One' of
these makes her living as a
Mississippi, another as a

If you haven’t time to prepare Hollister’s
Rocky Mountain Tea, it is now made in
tablet form also. Get a package already to
use.
Makes you well; keeps you well. 36
cents. R. H. Moody.

young a

man

as

Lawson’s story

Supt. O. M. Lord of this city says:
“There are probably 100 or more pupils
in the Portland schools who may properly be classed as defectives. They are
mentally incapable of doing the grade
work and are consequently kept back
from year to year.
They are with
classes of children from two to five
years younger than they.
Many of
them have some marked physical peculiarities which make them objects of
curiosity to the younger pupils.
“Their influence on the discipline of
a room is bad.
One defective in a room
will take more out of a teacher than 40
normal children
Defectives are often
vicious.
Young children are prone to
imitate older ones, and so these older
defectives have a strong influence for
evil.
Grade teachers have not the
special skill and training needed to
teach defectives, nor is the grade work
best adapted to their mental and moral

over.
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bargain.

Agent,

Belfast.
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Want your moustache

or

Ijj_

1 CT Keep

HI

DRY and FANCY GOODS,

1 he great rule of health—

the bowels regular,
And ,he Ereat medicine—

i

MILLINERY O iPARTN £«f

Ayer’s Pills.

beard

R||^iMN^iUAIVI,^ RYC

^rciIorBUJiSoV».,.!!L.X.sJ!AT

abeautiful brown or rich Mack ? Use

HEALTH

I ■■
II
llliflB ■

AND VITALITY
DR. MOTT’S

WERVBRXNE pills
The great iron and tonic pill and restorative formen
and women, produces
strength and vitality, builds up the system and renews the
normal vi^or
Bringing health and t.apmness. OOdosesina box.
r..
Forsalebyalldruggists’
"
,t(’
on
securely
of
wrapped,
*1
receipt
price, $1 .oo
USING. o
«V'e
box!
aricn uomo.
boxes formiS!
$5.00. Dr. Mott's Chemical Co., Cleveland,perOhio.
-—

AFTER

SOLD BY R. H. MOODY.

FRED

ATWOOD, wlS™aT' Insurance

and

Real Estate,

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and Inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators and TrusteessCorrespondence solicited. Heal estate bought and sold.

I

We sell SHIRT WAISTS and

-AND-

Comet
I ^¥*1^
I
1
■

I

■
■

1

...REPAIRING,,.

VA in the sky come*
X It 125 \\A\ the star of health
to the weak and
famous remedy \\ A
weary despon_
does for the stom- Uy\
dentdyspepttc,
ach that which it
curing all
la unable to do for V\U , , 0 m . 0 h
lf bu*
troubles and
J
slightly disordered V\VAv\ digestive
or overburdened. \\\\M
disorders.
—

Yy'X

I l*»e‘f’,even

|
j ■

j
|

I

j
|
!

i

I supplies

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I
I

ITAGAZINES, MUSIC
BOUND.
BOUND.

■

I

BELFAST.
A

does the work of the BuMSt
stomach, relaxing the
nervous tension, while
the Inflamed muscles l
and membranes of that I
organ are allowed to 1
rest and heal. It cures

ll\lf\\\\K»
ji®|l\\Sft

Rp*;lred.

Thorndike.. 8 00
...« 10
Burnham, arrive... 8 35

yihton.
*,enton.

JOHN S. FERNALD,
Belfast

dyspepsia and
all stomach troubles by Hlifllilu
cleansing, purifying and
strengthening the gland3,
nervous

Npy fd ryA*1

Your Dealer Can Supply You.
Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2% times

Wiring

of All Kinds.

the trial size, which sells for 50c.
Prepered by E. C. Do WITT 4 CO.. CBICA00.

R H. MUDDY, DRUGGIST

t6 25
_

6 30

Portland.....12 15

5 36
8 On

1 05
5 67
7 20

4 "0

05
BELFAST.
4

P M

Boston, 1*

"

Portland.

1* 45

Waterville.....

7 15
7 If,

Bangor.

A M

7 40

\\.
D

AM

9 00
8 30

1^5

Ton

m

952

_I

4 15
x 35
P

Benton.
‘.if7
f7 21
Clinton. t7 3«» Moon
h 50
Burnham, depart
mao
Unity. 0 08 In 55
Thorndike.
0 17
H) 2<
1135

0 4! 1
Brooks.
12 12
Waldo. *0 5n tl2 3n
Mono M2 45
City Point
Belfast, arrive
10 05
1 05

M

22
4 35
4 50
6 05
5 15

*4

1524
5
t5
16
6

40
5u
no
05

tFlag station.
f"r Boston are now sold at
^n.OO from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all r,»:ites. for sale hy L. W. Georob
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice President and General Manager,
E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
--

Electric, Gas Fixtures«Supplies,

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

FOR RENT.

R. H. MOODY.

UU A M T ET
_Men or women, local
WW fm ■— ■ LU
representatives for
nigh class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash
ngton Square, New York, N. Y.
8tf

tfiis

3 08

3 2..

Electric

1 62
*2 04
210
2 18
2 40

8 52
'-'02

a

Gas & Electric Liglif Co.

tl 41)

Waterville. II08
Boston, | g; “•..
MW. D..

|

PM

320
|3 28
(3 43
4 C8
t4 26
445
6 20
6 65

4 46

TO

BELFAST

PM

1 26
tl 3(1

Bangor.11 «0

1
J

M

715
.>7 2(1
Waldo.(7 30
Brooks. 7 42
.*7 54

Work beyond my skill will be sent to one of the
best binderies in Maine.
end me a postal and I win call for work. 26
Miller street. Side door.

IKotlol Dyspepsia Cure

1
I

FROM

Belfast, depart

PASSE-PARTOUT W ORK.

DAGUERREOTYPE CASES

UtWjiYn

membranes of the stomach and digestive organa.

& PAMPHLETS
DAMAGED BOOKS, AL-

BUMS, EIC., REPAIRED OR RE-

Juices of digestion and iffiMi

Indigestion, flatulence,
palpitation of the heart,

and after Oct. 10, 1904, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with
through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland
and
Boston, will run as follows:

at

\\\m

the natural

On

—---

IKodol li,
i

DRESS SKIRTS.

Everybody’s Maga-

Mothers, He Careful
of the health of your children. Look out
for Coughs, Colas, Croup and Whooping
Cough. Stop them in time—One Minute
Cough Cure is the best remedy. Harmless
and pleasant. Sold by R. H. Moody.

a

BROOKS, MAINE.

■—

4

its author.

l

Represented.

Marcellus J. Dow,

NOTICE^

Catarrh, Headache,

are

Real Estate

gestion

Foul Breath,

They

Enquire of R. F. RUSS,
Or F. S. HOLMES,

N. R.—ANDREW CARNEGIE uri!
“1 tklak THE WORLD’S WORK
naukakU.”

Searsport National Bank,

Moody.

as

Here is one of 60 acres, l£ story house and
ell, in good repair, 9 rooms, 2 barns, cuts 45
tons of hay, clay loam soil, 100 apple trees,
the best of water, 3$ miles out. Can be Dought

PREMIUMS;

When you feel like sighing -sing,
Sighing will never pleasure bring,
Learn to laugh, you can laugh and laugh
right
By taking Rocky Mountain Tea at night.

day. 35c.

■

A GOOD BARGAIN.

while the schools can do but little for
their improvement.”-Portland Express.

1

If you want a farm come and see me. I have
them all prices. Small farms anil farms of
hundreds of acres. Have got son© good bargains and easy terms. Handy to the city
schools and churches. Call in and talk it

zine promised strange disclosures of
SHERIFF’S SALE.
certain proceedings in a Delaware
Office Washington Street.
court-room, in which two dress-suit- STATE OF MAINE.
cases tilled with money changed hands
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
Telephone number, 44-2.
December ID, 1904.
under the judge’s eyes. This incident
this 19th day of December, A. D. 1904,
forms the climax of the January instal- onTaken
execution dated November 26. A. D. 1904, i
ment of “Frenzied Finance,” and is issued on a judgment rendered by the Superior NO GREAT! R
the closing scene of a tremendous light Court for the County of Kennebec, at a term
held at Watervtlle, in said County of Ken- MISTAKE CAN BE MADE
for the control of Bay State Gas. The thereof on
tlie second Tuesday of November A.
nebec,
unfortunate company is shown in the D. 1904, to wit; on the 19th day of November, a. Than imagining it is economy to buy the cheapest Harness and Saddlery Goods, because the
throes of a receivership, from .which it I D. 19(4. in favor of C. W. Hussey of said Water
Richardson and Jason Ri< hprice seems low.
is rescued after an incredible struggle. ville,against Clarissa
THE SHODDY
ardson, both of Fie* dom, in the County of Wal o,
The reader is introduced to three new for the sum of ninety five dollars and seventy-one
CHARACTER
damage, and will be sold at public auction
characters, and, in passing, learns that cenis,
OF CH EAR GOODS
at ihe office of
E. Johnson, in Belfast, in
the “System” spent
five-millions] of said County ofGeorge
Waldo, to the highest bidder, on Takes away all apparent saving and always condollars to change the votes of five the 21st day of January, A. D 1905,
at ten o’clock duces to dissatisfaction.
doubtful States in the '!)(! national elec- in tlie forenoon, the following described real es- j We make a
special point on the character of
tion. T le narrative, which is full of tate and all the right, title and interest which the our goods—We positively deal in goods of reliable
said Clarissa Richardson and Jason Richardson,
and
A
and
tumultuous
material.
exciting
episodes, or either of them, have and had in and to the workmanship
the LOWEST PRICES'consistent with a
same on the 8th day of September, A. D, 1904, at !
brings to a close the first part of Mr. ten
in the forenoon, the time when the high standard of excellence always obtained at
Lawson’s story.
In apologizing for sameo’clock
was attached on the writ in the same suit,
our place
the long delay in entering upon the to wit: A certain lot or parcel of real estate situw e
earnestly invite inspection of goods and
crimes of Amalgamated, he says that ate in said Freedom.bounded on the north by tow n prices
47
road leading from Hutchins’ 1*. O. in said FreeWe positively mean to do the best we can by
brutal as the incidents of Bay State dom to south Freedm; on the east by the town 1 our patrons.
Very
truly,
Gas may seem to men and women un- road leading iron) the old David Austin place to i
125 Main St.
versed in the methods of corporation North Palermo; on the south by land of Frank C E STEVE\S.
and Moses (Hidden, and on the west by
manipulators, they are mild in compari- teFuller
nd of F. K. Bradstreet; being tin* same now ocson with the
lawlessness and greed cupied by Jason Richardson and Clarissa Richthat will be revealed in the story to ardson. Also a certain other lot or parcel of real
estate situated in said Freedom, bounded and defollow.
scribed as follow-: Being a part of the David (i.
Austin farm and bounded easterly by land of
A good chance for a
No More Suffering.
working man to buy a nice
Elijah Kragdon, in September, 1902; southerly by [>-room
house on nay View street on the installIf you are troubled with indigestion get land of Frank Fuller; westerly by laud of said ment
Let
rent
plan.
your
go toward paying for
Fuller and F. H. Bradstreet in September, 1902;
a bottle of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and see
the house and in a short time own your home.
how quickly it will cure you. George A. northerly by land ot Nilas Ward in September, This is a fine place in good repair. Handy to
!
more
or
containing fifty acres,
less, and be- town. C ome in and talk it over.
Thomson of Spencer, la., says: “Have had 1902;tlie
same premises described in a mortgage \
ing
V. S/HOLMKS,
Dyspepsia for twenty years. My case was deed from Clarissa Richardson and Jason Rich- j 33tf
Heal Estate Agent, Belfast.
almost hopeless.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure ardson to C W. Hussey, dated September 5,1902, I
and recorded in Waldo County Registry ot Deeds
was recommended and I used a few bottles
of it and it is the only thing that has re- in '{ook 260, Page 476.
3w52
SAM UEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
SEVEN
lieved me. Would not be without it. Have
Six lliniiig Chairs ant! I
doctored with loeal physicians and also at
CilVfcN
Large Arm Rocker
)
Chicago, and even went to Norway with
with Sin assortment of our Snaps,
hopes of getting some relief, but Kodol DysExtracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
pepsia Cure is the only remedy that has
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standdone me any good, and I heartily recomSearsport, Maine.
ard groceries. Catalogue of
mend it. Every person suffering with lndi200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
The stockholders of this bank are hereby
or Dyspepsia should use it.”
Sold notified that their annual meeting, for the
elecHOME SUPPLY CO.,
tion of officers for the ensuing year, and for the
y K. II. Moody.
transaction of such other business as may legally
Ucpt 4, Augusta, Me.
come before them, will be held at their banking
Pease Claims Election.
rooms, i^earsuort, on Tuesday, January 10,1905,
at two o'clock P. M.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 21. Harry C.
A. H. NICHOLS, Casl ier.
Pease of Appleton, who was the Republilsq 4w
can candidate for registrar of probate in
Belfast, Maine, December 12, 19iV4.
Knox county, has filed a bill in equity and
C lerk’s Office Supreme Judicial Court :
HOLLISTER'S
will contest the commission issued to his
Notice is hereby given that Thursday, the 5th
Democratic opponent. Clarence D. Payson
day of January next, at 10 o’clock a. m., has been
of Thomaston. On the face of the clerks’
designated by order of Court as the time at which
A Buy Medioino for Buy People.
returns received by the secretary of State,
traverse iiirors diawn for service at the
Januaiy
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
°f
Mr. Payson had a plurality of 15.
Mr.
court, will be required to
al1*1* ^’■
A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
attend, instead of the first day of the term.
Pease claims that be will be able to more
and
Tins
does
Troubles,
not
to
Pimples, Eczema, Impure
apply
grand jurors, who will
Kidney
than offset this with a recount of ward 6 in
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
attend on the first day of tlie term, as usual.
Rockland and in some of the towns where
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in tabTILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
he has inspected the ballots. The hearing
let form, 35 cents a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
will probably take place Jan. 7.

alization.
It is
proposed that the
colonies be taken to some spot within
the borders of the State where the
members of the colonies can be kept
separate as in prison and there begin
the slow tedious, possibly unchristian
work of destroying the families by
natural process of nature.
Not to
abuse, to starve or kill the colonies,
but to prevent further increase of the
race, or, perhaps, to create a new form
of race extinction.

all. I was induced to try Dr.
ignew’s Catarrhal
Powder. I got relief instantly after first application. It cured me and l am free from all effects
of it.”
25
Sold by City Drug Store and A. A. Howes & Co.
Dr. Agnew’a Ointment relieves eczema in

Farms at all Prices.

New York

Arizona

in

H
H

DOUBLEDAY, PAOB A COMPANY

part of Stewart Edward
White’s serial,
“The Rawhide," is
found in McClure’s for January. It is
an extraordinary bit of literary work

Mr.

pilot on the
pilot on the Are banished by Dr. Agoew's Catarrhal
Ohio. Many yachtswomen are expert
Powder. It relieves In 10 Minutes.
navigators. On water or on land,
F. A. Bottom,
Cooksliire, Que., says:
women
are showing themselves the ‘‘tor 20 years Idruggist,
suffered from Catarrh.
My
equals of men.—“With the Procession,” breath was very offensive even to myself. I tried
which promised me a cure. In almost
everything
for
Everybody’s Magazine
January.
all instances I had to proclaim them no good at

articles•

terse

If you want a house of any inscription com©
to me. I have them at ail prices and in any
pan of the city and at very reasoi able prices,
and some can be bought on easy terms. Don’t
pay rent all >our life when you can buy a
home on the installment plan and in aifew
years own your own home.

Farms Just

There is the local color of the barbaric

have been in Waterville looking up
data ami arranging tor the proposed
campaign against threatened demor-

and

last

plains, pictured with the vivid
sympathy that marks all Mr. White’s
outdoor writings. There is the action
of the catastrophe, swift and awful,
brutal and tender, breathless in its interest.
But what makes the story
above all memorable is the piercing
analysis and lightning description of
elemental, racking soul-changes. The
art of this story shows that Mr. White’s
Capitol,
early promise is reaching its fulfilment.
purity-loving womeu of Maine are tryReal life is the keynote of the Nationing to destroy—one which the busy al Magazine, and
especially of the first
men of Maine find no time to consider
number for 1005. It rings true to Amerifrom any point of view’.
can experiences in all parts of our vast
Up in Somerset County, in a locality republic-empire, from the noisy jungles
similar to that so near Waterville, is of
New- York City to the silent sandy
still another colony, larger than the
spaces of Midway Island, our new cable
if
it
be
more
first, and,
possible,
filthy, station in mid-Pacific; from British Comore immoral and
more degenerate,
lumbia to Porto Rico. Mr. Chappie’s
There two fammore contaminating.
Washington letter carries a score of
ilies have married and intermarried,
new and striking portraits of interestwith the result that more than half a
ing men and women in public life. Alhundred miserable prodigates, half im- exander
Graham Bell tells his own
beciles, cankerous social lepers, have
story of how his sweetheart, later his
come into existence and are spreading
wife, helped him to get his first hearing
over the surrounding country.
This
for the newly invented “mechanical
colony became such a load to the town toy”—the telephone—at the Philadelwhere they lived for years that the
Centennial, and so hastened its
town charter was surrendered because phia
general adoption by twenty years. Dalof the expense of maintaining the paulas Lore Sharp, the naturalist; Charles
pers.
Warren Stoddard, the literary essayist;
The members of the colonies menEthel Armes, the keen student of chartioned work very little, beg a very great
acter; and J. F. Conrad, the new humordeal and steal more or less, interspersist from Iowa, contribute delightfully
ing the program with drunken de- amusing essay-sketches in their several
bauches superinduced by hard cider
fields. Two strong serial stories begin
and terminating in diluted alcohol in
in this number, and with several short
the form of “split,” making night hidstories well sustain the fiction standard
eous and day a fury.
of the National.
Within the past few days represenIhe sensational
to
foreword

-R. II.

■

highest priced
note-taking on
“Tm... t>............. ..-1.

for so

tells

the boorld

of
through boonderful pictures

■

Became President," of whom Frederic
Iriand writes in the January McClure’s.
The “reporter" was James Madison,
and his MS., for which the United
States, after his death, paid the sum of
830,000, contains the only account of
the speeches of the makers of our Constitution, at the Philadelphia conven- i
tion of 1787.
These speeches (not
meant for publication), are the most
important ever made upon our soil.
Many interesting facts, never before
printed, are told concerning the (MS. in
Mr. Irland’s article.
The

bo hieh

The magazine
the progress

I of

]

Ij

Houses for Sale and to Rent.

/world’s workV

I1

“The

BELFAST, MAINE.

THE

or worse, than its predecessor.
It is
evident that no backward step has
been taken, judging from the appearance of the January number for 1005.
The Booklovers Magazine has come to
stay, hut not to stay still. The most
striking paper in the January numbei
is X. T. Bacon’s predictions of the I
world-wide results likely to follow the 1
Russo Japanese war. It is a contribution to the permanent literature of the
war that
will
be welcomed
by a
thoughtful public, eager for information, but impatient of mere superficial
comment.

development.
“Briefly, the defectives are a great
Philadelphia positive detriment to the grade schools,

Miss Jane Morgan of
has passed an examination before the

F. S. HOLHES,
Real Estate Agent,

Another Maine man to blossom out
as a writer of short stories is G. Hugh
WOMAN’S
COUNCIL
MAKE
SOME
Peudexter who lias a good baseball
STARTLING STATEMENTS AS TO
yarn in the January Everybody’s. He
NEEDS OF THIS CLASS OF DELIN- is an Oxford county boy and for several years has been doing newspaper
QUENTS.
work in Rochester, X. Y.
The committee from the Woman’s
The
“Cosmopolitan” appears
sent
out
folders
Council have
which in a January of
new dress
type which is very atstate the startling fact that there are tractive.
This issue, first of all, has
2,000 feeble minded in Maine and that done a real service to the country by
the State provides for only nine at printing Mr. David Graham Phillips’
article “The Delusion of the RaceWaverley, Mass., and that 11 others are Track,” in which he gives a very real
The and forceful picture of the corruption
in different State institutions.
committee asks, “What about the re- and evil resulting to the young men of
America through patronage of the racemaining 1,980?” Certainly the facts track.
given might well bring horror to any
That interesting and delightful series
thinking person. The work of this of
cooking articles, “Florinda’s Dincommittee in trying to get an appro- ners,” is continued in the January
The
priation for a home for the feeble “Twentieth Century Home.”
minded is too well known to need es- magazine is just finishing the first year
of its existence. Its success has been
pecial comment. But the conditions phenomenal, for it has entered a field in
not
to
known
are
which there was a real want to be filled
throughout Maine
—a magazine for women with purposes
every one and the work of the folder is
in their lives.
to give facts and figures. The following
“The Cosmopolitan” is running a
will tell something of the condition of
series on the “Great Industries of fhe
these poor helpless human beings.
Some of the foremost women of the United States” which is arousing much
State have started out on a difficult interest. The January issue describes
proposition. Scattered over the State the manufacture of musical instruments, and most people will be surare small colonies of people from whom
decent, law abiding, intelligent folk prised to learn of the magnitude of this
shrink.
These colonies are growing important business in this country.
interesting pictures, especially
larger, and in several instances, it is Very
alleged, 'new colonies have sprung up taken for this article, accompany the
text.
in
new
from older ones and
places.
Families have been found colonized,
When The Booklovers Magazine
have
which
of
the members
entirely dis- issued its first number, two years ago,
the
laws
of
desocial
the
code,
regarded
it made no promise other than that
cencv, and have drifted into a condition each succeeding issue would be better,

|

day

not in annual session in
iston, yet we do not reangers, or in doubt as
.-option will be, as the
ihty of the citizens of

LITERARY NEWS AMD ROTES.

FEEBLE MINDED IN MAINE.

be sufficient to macadamize every rod
of road in the United States. The practical question whicli confronts us to-

A
on

nice
same

wanted.
quire of

up-stairs reut of 6 rooms and bath, all
floor, with use of one-half of stable if
Corner of Pearl and Cedar streets. InF ». HOLMES.
49t

EASTERN STEAMSHIP CO.
BAXUOR

DIxlSlON.

REDUCTION IN RATES.
TWO

TRIPS

A

W K

R

tv

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at about
f.30 i*. m., Mondays and Thursd tvs.
For Winterport, via way-landings, Wednrs.
lays and Saturdays at about s \. m.,Or upon arival of steamer from Boston.
KEITIINING
From Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at5 p. m
From Wiutuport at I-j m Bucksport at 1.30 1
it-, touching at way-landings. Mondays and

Thursdays

All cargo, exeej t live stock, is insured
ire and marine risk.

against

^RED W. POT.K. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN ACSTIN.
Vice President and Gen’l Manager, Boston.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
S 5 RA M K

PR>1

AQU11>

IN SKKVli K ON

3EN0BSC0T BAY AND

P1VER

Daily, Sundays ex epted and weather
permitting, as follows:
Leave Bucksport, 7.50 a. in or after arrival of
;rain leaving Bangor at 6.5o a. m.
Leave Castine, •9.05 a. in.
Leave Belfast, 10.05 a. in., or after arrival of

:rain due in Belfast at 10 05 a. in.
Leave Camden, 11.35 a. in.
Arrive Kocklaud. tl-'.go p. m.
Leave Rockland, 1.00 p. m.
Leave Camden, 1.45 p. m
lieave Belfast, 3.15 p. in., connection being made
dt Belfast with train leaviug at 3.20 p. m.
Leave Castine, 4.10 p. 111.
Arrive Bucksport, 5.45 p. m., connecting with
train leaving at 6.10 p. m. for Bangor, Portland
and Boston.
•Passengers can take train leaving Belfast at
1.25 i>. in. for Portland and Boston.
iTrain leaves Kocklai d at 1 40 p. in. for Bath,
Lewiston, Augusta. Portland and Boston.
F. E. BOOTH BY. Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agent
GEO. F. EVANS, Vice Pres. & Gen’l Manager
Portland, Dec. l. 1904. —tf46

FOR RENT.
The northerly half of the Ham-Condon house,
tutted at tlie junction of High and Church
reets 011 Northp »rt avenue
For terms apply
JKLFAST SAVINGS BANK.
Belfast, September 13, 1904.—37tf

Correspondence.

County
SEARSPORT

CENTRE MONTVILLK.
D. C. Cain and family will long remember
Christmas, 1904, as the chimney in the smitha
end of their house burned out and started
brisk blaze between the boarding and lathing. By the help of neighbors it was exby
tinguished, but mnoh damage was done the
water and the cutting of holes through
walls to get the water where it was needed.
The household effects were all moved outdoors, as it seemed at first as if the fire could
not be conquered..
Mrs. Sarah J. Sanford
of North Montville and Edwin Downer and
his mother of Unity were at R. P. Downer’s

SOUTH CHINA.

LOCALS.

Rev. Charles D. Crane, field secretary of
an interesting
Edward F. 1’orter is at home for a few the State C. E. Society, gifve
talk at the chapel Monday evening of last
days.
Whitehouse brothers will add
Miss Lewene Nichols arrived Saturday week_The
a grist mill to their saw mill this winter—
evening.
Mrs. Emma Plaisted, who has been criticalOur traders report unusually good1 Christ- ly ill, is slowly recovering—Pearl Austin
mas sales.
spent a week in Wiuthrop with friends—
Mr. and Mrs. 11. Whitehouse attended the
Charles Shute is the guest of his brother, funeral of his aunt
Sunday, Dec. 18th. She
Newell C. Shute.
was 86 years old—A big reception was
Buford
RAed.
Some 25 Erskine
Frank F. Crockett is visiting his mother, given by
students, also the neighbors, were invited.
Mrs. Melvenia Crockett.
Pop com and candy, ice cream and cake
Miss Ethelind Havener returned Tuesday were generously served. All bad an enjoyble time_The ice cut last week was of fine
morning to Kent’s Hill.
and 15 inches thick.James S.
Mrs. Josephine Webber returned Satur- quality
Burnes has three men chopping wood for
day from a visit in Boston.
him_Miss Nellie Clark was recently the
Mrs. George Dakin returned Thursday to guest of Miss Mattie Jones.
her home in Boston, Mass.
Miss Mary N. McClure has been elected
assistant in the High school.
Mrs. Amos Nichols entertained the Five
Hundred Club Tuesday evening.

Principal I. F. Burton of the High school
arrived by train Saturday night.
Misses Blanche, Henrietta and Martha
Ross are at home for the holidays.
Miss Frances Smith returned last week
from a visit with friends in Boston.
Mrs. C. E. Whitcomb is the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Putnam.
Frank Curtis left by train Monday for
New York to join steamer Oregonian.
Miss Jeanette liice of Chelsea, Mass., is
the guest of her mother, Mrs. C. E. P,ice.
Mr and Mrs. Hiram Bailey returned Saturday from a lew weeks visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Pike left by steamer
Monday lor a visit with friends in Ciiftondale.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson has shipped
ot hay to Bar Harbor by sch. Clara
ers.

a cargo
E. Rog-

Miss Ethel Dodge returned Saturday
from a visit with friends in New York and
Boston.
Rev. and Mrs. K. A. Myers of Thorndike
spent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. a. L.
Jjl Uslllnli.

Miss Katherine and Ila! Kneeland are

visiting the.r parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 11.
Kneeland.

Miss Kdith Williams and Thomas Williams came home from Freedom Academy
for Christmas.
Miss Gertrude Bowen has
Castine Normal School after
leave of two days.

returned to
a Christmas

I’rof. F. R. Sweetser of New London,
Conn., spent the holidays with his mother,
Mrs. S. L. Sweetser.
Frank and Harry Gross, who are employed with R. B. Dunning Co. in Bangor, were
at home for Christmas.
The monthly contribution for parish expenses will be taken at the Cong'l church
next

Sunday morning.

The annual parish meeting of the Cong’l
society will be held in the conference room
at 2 p. in., Saturday, Dec. 31st.
Miss Irene Sullivan, who is attending the
convent in Wellesley, Mass., is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Robert Sullivan.
At a special meeting of Mariner’s Lodge,
F. and A. M. next Tuesday evening work
in tlie E. A. degree will be exemplified.

Misses Maude and Joanna Coleord and
Lincoln li. Coleord are at home from the
University of Maine for a short vacation.

Capt. Pliiueas Pendleton and the Misses
Pendleton entertained a large dinner party
Monday Among the guests was ex-May or
Poor of Belfast.

Ralph Wliarfifof South Brewer, Me., and
were
Edward Vtharff of Syracuse, N. Y

tlie guests for Christmas of their parents,
Rev. and Mrs. 1 II \\ Whaiff.

Arrangements for the meeting of the
Wa .dn County Veteran Association at
X ,itii Sear;pmt had so far piogressed that
ii was impossible to change the meeting to

Searsport.

M. L. Parker has been drawn as juryman
for the January term and w ill be obliged to
close his barber shop here during the session of the court, but it will be open to patinas

evei

y

evening.

\V. Wallace will reI; v and Mrs. (
ceive Monday. Jan. 2d, at tlie parsonage,
Kim stieet, from 2 to 4 p. in. This is in no
sense a

church affair ami (his notice bears

general invitation to all.
The ladies of the Congregational parish
interested in the work of the guild are requested to report at the social rooms of the
society Thursday afternoon, Jan. nth. It is
hoped as many as possible w ill assist in this
a

work.

The High schoolroom has been thoroughly renovated and has a new hard |))ne floor
and new seats and desks. These 'improvements have been needed for some time and
will he greatly appreciated by both teacher
and pupils.
It is feared tlie brnwntail moth has reachthis vicinity. A noteof warning has been
issued by the experiment station at the U.
of M. Our citizens should realize that our
town, as a summer resort, is endangered.
The ii sect not only destroys the fruit and
shade trees, but ruins our hard wood forests
as well.
ed

Mr. Leon I’. Dutch, who is well known to
The younger people of this town, was married Christmas eve to Miss Ilallie Jennings
Mr. Dutch has
of New Ilaven, Conn.
chaige of several departments in the dry
goods house of the llowe-Stetson Co. one of
the largest department stores in New England. Mr. and Mrs. Dutch will reside in
New Haven, where they will be at home tc
their friends after March 1st.
The officers and members of the Ladies’
AidjM the M. E. church are feeling well
pleased over the success of their Christmas
sale and supper. Very few articles were
left unsold and the supper was well patronized. They desire through The Journal to
express their appreciation of the assistance
they have hail from a large number of people.’ 1 he generosity of the people in cooking for the supper is worthy of special mention. If by any oversight dishes have not
been returned to the owners, enquiry ol
any one of the officers of the society is all
that will be needed to adjust such matters,
The officers are: Mrs. Kunnells, president
Mrs. liichborn, secretary, and Mrs. Hun
ter, treasurer.

There is
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as
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so

great,

Royal Baking

Powder*

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW VORK.
BMW
The friends of Miss Gertrude Kelley
have received invitations to her wedding CENTER LINCOLN V1LLE.
reception at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Andrew Heal and Charlie Mosmon o'f
G. N. Stevens, Saturday evening, Dec. 31st,
Boston are in town on vacations. Mr. Heal
The groom is Mr. George
at eight o’clock.
a horse for his father, James
Mr. Charles brought down
Tindall of Edinburg, N. J
J. Ross, principal of the High school, spent Heal_Mrs. Eleanor Moody has returned
Mrs.
Christmas week in Boston and iu New home from Rockland and Camden.
Hampshire.Harry A. Brown, Dist. Moody spent Christmas with Dr. and Mrs.
N.
U., spent
Supt. in Salem and Hudson,
Christmas week at his home here—The Richan_Mrs. Dora Moody spent ChristRockport with her sister, Mrs.
Reading Club according to its usual custom mas in Holt_Mr.
and Mrs. Willis E.
will watch the Old Year out and the New Stella
the
Year in_The Christmas trees Friday Hamilton of Belfast will preach at
New
Year’s morning at
church
on
afternoon iu the Primary room and in the Baptist
is now improving
school in the lower village, by their re- 11 a. m.Arnie Knight
Miss .Stella Young lias
from a sick spell.
spective teachers, Miss Brown and Sirs. been
teacher in the
as
his
taking
place
A>er, were much enjoyed by the children Racklitf district-One
day last week Fred
aiid their parents and friends. Both rooms
rabbits
in four hours.
nine
shot
were
filled to their utmost capacity— Leadbetter
to learn of the
Friends of Miss Nellie R. Carroll of South- _Frieuds were pained
Fernaldatthe Beach.
west Harbor, a former teacher iu this place, death of Mrs. Timothy
a
will be interested to know of her approach- _The Methodist society will have
future-The
in
the
near
sociable
ing marriage to Mr. J. 11. Thornton, Regis- w ill have a dance on New Year’s eve.grange
ter of Probate in Houlton, Me. The marriage w ill take place Dec. 28th.
—

CAMDEN.

Miss Emma Harrington, formerly teacher
ol the Millville school has been appointed
She will
assistant in the Grammer school.
begin her duties the coining term, which
opens Jan. 2, 1905....Mr. and Mrs. James
Mnldoon of Eastport are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Currier... Miss Maude Messer of Boston is the guest of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Messer-H'here was
a Christmas tree Saturday night at St.
Thomas’ Episcopal church; also at the
Baptist, Methodist and Congregational
churches_Frank Gilkey returned Monday to Boston after spending Christmas in
town_Miss Lillian Bixby is
visiting
Miss Slary Hopkins
friends in Bangor
from
Newton, Mass.,
arrived Monday night
and is the guest of E. E. Hosmer— Sir. and
Sirs. William McAuley spent Christmas
relatives in
with
Bucksport—Walter
Messer of Portland is the guest of his
parents, Mr. and Sirs. Charles Messer.

MONROE.
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their installation at the next meeting—
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Boyd of Searsport
visited at Jackson Curtis’ one day last
week....The W. C. T. U. will hold the
next meeting with their president, Mrs.
L. VV. Woodman_An entertainment and
Christmas tree were held last Saturdayevening at the schoolhouse at North Monroe
by the Sunday school and day school. A
tine program was carried out, including
music, recitations, etc. Santa Claus appeared on the scene and helped distribute
the presents on the tree—Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Jenkens had a tine baby girl for a
Christmas present_Mr. Edwin Jenkins,
master of Morning Light Grange, attended
the State Grange in Lewiston last week
Mrs. J. 11. Lufkin has gone to Boston to
visit her daughter, Mrs. Frank Henderson,
Miss Mary Plummer of
few weeks.
a
Searsport is stopping with her daughter
Nora during her absence-Miss Maud
Knights has been quite sick with the
grip.The Grange sociables and the
whist parties given by the Rebekahs every
two weeks, with other entertainments,
keep things lively this cold weather.
—

TROY’.

The High school, taught by F. W. Bisbee,
opened Tuesday at Troy Corner... A little
daughter arrived at the home of R. P. Gould

SWANV1LI.K CENTRE.

Dec. 16th_Miss Vergie Getchell, a student in the Business College in Bangor, is
Mrs.
at home for the Christmas holidays
John Smith went to Boston last week to
spend Christmas with her brothers ...Miss
Ethel Stone has gone to California to spend
the winter_Mrs. Mabel Tilton lias been
seriously ill— Mrs. Myrick of Beech Ridge.
who recently underwent a serious surgical
operation, is reported as doing well—The
Sunshine Society will meet with Mrs. T. P.
Tyler Wednesday afternoon, Jan. 4th
Mrs. Cynthia Sanderson went to PittslieUl
last week to spend the winter with her son,
Mrs. M. F. Leathers
J. L. Sanderson
and Mrs. M. C. Parsons have closed their
winter
and
are at present with
for
the
house
relatives in Augusta.. Mrs. Nellie Morse
and family of Pittsfield spent Christmas at
the Center with her mother, Mrs. Nancy
Carter_Mr. Sidney Pomeroy and family
passed Christmas in Unity with Mrs. l’oineroy.’s parents.
—

Miss Mary Cunningham has been moved
from the hospital to her sister’s. Her gain
is very slow.Frederick Curtis and
Ernest Maddocks recently got a liue foxMr. Johnson’s woodshed burned Sunday
morning about 4 o’clock. But for the snow
his buildings would have gone. Cause of
tire unknown_John Morrill has bought a
new jumper_Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Marr
had all their children and grandchildren
at home for Christmas.... Eli ('. West, wife
and son of Monroe took Christmas dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim
with Mrs. Beals
Littlefield made Christmas for the Cunningham and Littlefield families.Charles
Walker ami wife were guests of II. P.
White and wife Friday evening.Two
from South Newburg bought Ida
men
sheep here Friday ami drove them as far as
the Centre, putting up all night at E. A.
Robertson. They started for South Newburg at 5 o’clock file next morning and are
fo take the sheep to Bangor to be slaughtered_E. A. Robertson and family took
their Christmas dinner with David Moody’s
folks. ...Fred Brown went to \\ aldo Sunday.

'the Christmas tree and entertainment al
the Porter school house last Saturday nighl
was well attended.
Mrs. Etta M. Chapin of Searsport villagi
was here Christmas, the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Edward Chapin.
Sirs. YV. L. Mathews and her daughters
Bessie aud Dorothy, spent Christmas wit!
her sister, Mrs. Webster N. Staples.
The Christmas ball at Marden’s hall Mon
was well attended am
Carter’s Orchestra of Belfast furnished tin
best of music.

day evening, Dec. 20,
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observed as usual with
Christmas trees and
At
the
Methodist
| other festivities.
church there was a fine concert and
trees for the children Saturday evening.
MORRILL.
!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meader from Au- The little folks carried out their program
finely, the two trees were laden with pretty
burn, Me., spent Christmas with his par- and
useful gifts, and all were happy. Sun:
ents_Fred Simmons, a student at the
day morning the audience room was prettiU. of M., is at home for the holidays_ I ly decorated with crepe paper in the holly
Pearl Berry attended the State Grange at shades. There was special music by the I
Lewiston as a delegate from Honesty ; choir and an eloquent sermon by the pastor.
was
musical
Grange_Miss Mattie Cross from Belfast !1 In the evening there of a special
solos, duetts and
program consisting
is taking a vacation at her parents, iir. and
a short address by the pastor.
and
qiiartetts
Mrs.
John
Cross....Mr. Waters from
Waldoboro was a visitor at Mr. Silas _Miss May Cook of Charlestown, Mass., I
I
Storer’s last week. While there he bought is visiting her aunts, Mrs. Bowden and Mrs.
McAuliffe.. Mrs. Leslie Downs is serious- I
a fine colt of Mr. Storer, which he took
home with him_Israel Woodbury and ly ill_Mr. Bert Crockett is home for a |
his son Frank got into a perilous position few weeks visit for the first time in two
while moving a building last week with years.Capt. V. R. Philbrook arrived
horses. The building slipped forward on Friday, after a year’s absence, and will
the ice, and men and horses became crowded spend a few weeks with his family—Mrs.
has closed her iiouse and
together, with the men underneath. Frank : Benj. toThompson
Malden, Mass., to spend the winter
W oodbury was badly cut about tlie head gone
Iler granddaughter, Miss
sisters.
with
her
He had
and face by the horses calks.
Hilda, will remain here, and board with
presence of mind enough to pull his father Mrs.
Erskine.The Methodist vestry is
from out of danger as he lay within a few
inches of one of the “shoes” on which the undergoing extensive repairs.
was
the
being moved-Amoug
building
many made glad with Christmas presents, NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.
we must notice Comrade Silas Storer, who
Mr. Frank Crockett of Linwood, Mass., |
was the recipient of a very nice fur overcoat from his son, Oscar Storer, Esq., of and Miss Jennie Crockett of Searsport callBoston_Christmas sermon last Sunday ed on friends here recently—Mr. and Mrs.
by Rev. Wm. Vaughan of Belfast_Christ- Jefferson Clark have returned from a visit
mas greetings from the Morrill correspondin the village.Miss Jessie Marden left
ent to all The Journal family.
last week for Medlield, Mass., where she
SEAKSMONT.
will spend the winter.. .Elmer Flames is a
Miss Edith Farrar, who has for a long little better at this writing. He has been
time been an invalid, has received much seriously ill with a lung trouble_Joseph
Brock of Searsport has been in this part of
sympathy and many kind attentions from the town surveying for various parties.
friends scattered from Maine to California. The Christmas tree at the Center schoolEspecially at this Christmas time do friends I house was a great success. Two large trees
almost innumerable remember the suffermy were filled with
present;, Mrs. Marden and
one.
Among these came letters and loving Mrs. Calderwood gave recitations and there
remembrances from the Eastern Star in were several Christmas carols. Mr.
Emery
Liberty, of which order Miss Farrar is a Calderwood made a very jolly .Santa Claus.
member; but the most touching incident _The young people are planning to give
occurred Saturday afternoon, when a little an entertainment soon, to include a
play
girl living more than two miles away came and music.Wilbur and Clifford Staples,
to the door amL asked permission to “bring
Herman Partridge, Miss Bertha Partridge,
in a Christmasnree for Edith.’’ The tree Mrs. Linda Partridge and Fred Lane
little Miss Clara, and
was brought in, and
family attended the Christmas tree at
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Burgess, Clark’s Corner. The children of the Sunday
decorated it in such a tasteful manner that school gave a most enjoyable entertainment
it would reflect credit upon a much older under the supervision of their
superintend,
person. The gifts all came from herself ent, Mrs. Everett Littlefield. The children
and family. The tree was taken into the were trained in singing by Mrs. Charles
sick room, making it look likeabit of fairy- Clark and the songs were much
enjoyed,
land.
Such thoughtfulness in a girl oi
Two large trees were well tilled with useful
eleven years deserves special mention
and ornamental presents.
Charlie Gray
Mr. Samuel Miller is visiting his son Harold made a
good Santa Claus for the occasion,
in Boston
Mrs. Almira Sweetland celebrated her 92 birthday Dec. 19th-Mr. and
Mrs. Daniel Sweetland passed Christmas PROSPECT FERRY.
w ith their daughter, Mrs. Hill, in Union_
Several in this place gave family dinners
The Christmas concert given by the Sunday
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard Ginn
School Sunday evening was unusually in- Christmas,
teresting. The recitations and singing wen had a family tree. Mrs. Mary Smith had a
excellent. At the close of the concert sis tree for the Sunday school, and Mr. and
persons united with the church.
Mrs. N. J. Heagan entertained a party ol
eleven Christmas eve. The house was very
THORNDIKE.
Kev. and Mrs. 11. Small of Brooks ant prettily decorated with flags and holly. A
Edwin Danforth and daughter llattie wer< large basket was decorated and tilled witl;
guests of Mr. and Mrs. William Barlow Dec presents for the guests, who were Capt
24th.Earl Bessey of Brooks visited hii and Mrs. A. A. Ginn, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Barnes, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery, Mr. and
sisters, Mrs. Nathan Berry and Mrs. 0. J
Mrs. G. B. Brown, Mrs. Annie Devereaux,
Rev. and Mrs. K
Farwell, Jr., last week
Mrs. Mary A. Littlefield and Miss Hannah
A. Myers passed Christmas with relativei
in Searsport_Mr. Eben Small passer
Heagan_Otis Ginn and Miss Carrie Kirk
Christmas at home, returning Monday tr
of, Bangor spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Harriman. Mr. and Mrs. H,
Waterville, where be has employment—
U. J. Stevens and family of Bangor, F. L entertained a party of 13 Christmas—Mr,
and Mrs. George Grindle spent Christmas
Philbriek and family, V. N. Higgins am
family, Donald Lewis, Ross and EVelyi in Bangor with their son Arthur and wife
Higgins, Richard Higgins and family am _Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harriman went to
Hallowell to spend Christmas with Mr. and
H. M. Higgins were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Clifton Coggins....Mr. and Mrs. W.
S. F. Files in Unity Christmas day. Mrs
>
D. Harriman and son Evander spent Christand
returned
ti
Charles
Katherine,
Stevens,
Bangor Monday morning by train and Mr mas with -Mr. and Mrs. Melvin B. Grant in
Stevens went down river on a business trip
Sandypoint_W. D. Harriman was in Banlast Saturday on business.... Miss Eller
_Mr. Willie P. Higgins of Salem, Mass.
is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. H
leagan met with a very painful accident
last
Rand
Thursday. While going from the houst
Higgins_Lynn
passed Frida;
to the barn she slipped on some ice anc
night with his sister, Mrs. B. P. Hurd...
broke her arm just above the wrist. Dr
The Ladies’ Club met with Mrs. Peter Har
Emerson of Bucksport was called and set
The next meeting
mon last Wednesday.
the broken bone and at this writing she if
Jan. 4th,will be with Mrs. B. P. Hurd....Mrs
Albert Palmer of Knox passed Thursda;
doing as well as could be expected—Misi
Miriam. Grindle was at home from Bangoi
and Friday with her mother, Mrs. Harmon
Isaiah Bowden wai
to spend Christmas
who is quite feeble—Austin Black, whi
at home from Colby to spend Christmas—
is attending the Medical College in Boston
is passing his vacation with his parents
George Silver arrived home from Bostoi
Mr. Pete
last Friday....Charles Banks was at homt
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Black
from Stomngton to spend Christmas witt
Harmon made a business trip to Lewistoi
.1
his
wife.
returning
Tuesday
night
night,
Monday

j

Christmas

family

was

reunions,

|

1

|

—

—

Mr. and Sirs. Fred A. Scribner, Missei
My ra T., Katherine M. and Percie L. Scrib
their parents
tier spent Christmas with
Mr. aud Mrs. H. T. Scribner.
Miss Florence Merithew arrived by Sat
urday's boat from Peabody, Mass., to spent
Christmas with her father, Wm. M. Meri
thew, and her brother and sister, Archit
and Theodate Merithew.
EAST SEARSMONT.

Mrs. Nellie Townsend and daughter Bes
sie of Bangor are at Ernest Butler’s for t
few weeks_A. P. Heal and grandson
Joseph Donnell, have moved to Lincoln
ville and will spend the winter with hii
daughter, Mrs. Oscar Young.Horace
Charlei
Thurlow has bought a horse
Morse is at work for Edgar P. Mariner
M rs. Arad Mahoney is visiting her sister ii
—

—

Camden—Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Gelo ari
at Newport Centre, Vt., spending the holi
days with his mother... Moody Bickford ii
at work for Ernest Butler.

for

—

—

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Capt. L. M. Partridge was quite seriously
ill the middle of last week—pneumonia was
feared by his physician, Dr. G. A. Stevens,
—but we are glad to report him as convalescing, at this time, Tuesday noon....
The Current Eveuts Club was entertained
December 14th by Mrs. Everett Staples, Jr.,
and on the 21st inst. by Mrs. Daniel Thompson_Capt. ,j. French Hichborn left last
Thursday by Boston boat to spend a
couple of months with his daughter and
husband. Dr. and Mrs. J. F. Ryder, at their
home in Cambridge, Mass....Miss Lillian
A. Simmons arrived home Saturday from
Boston to spend her Christmas vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Roxanna A. Simmons-Mr. Lewis Clifford and Mr. Arthur
Colcord, who are employed among the surveyors on our proposed railroad, came
home Saturday evening to spend Christmas,
returning Monday afternoon to Frankfort,
Where their portion of the “gang” is now at
work. All indications point in a direction
most gratifying to our citizens, who are
anxious to hear the whistle of an approaching train in town_Mr. and Mrs. Edward
N. Uarriman entertained a card party of
village and Sandypoint friends on Monday
Quite a
evening at their hospitable home
company of our young people attended a
on
dance at Frankfort village
Monday
evening—Mr. Bion B. Sanborn is making
some necessary interior repairs in the house
recently leased of Mr. Everett Staples, Jr.,
before occupying it as his residence-On
Monday Mr. Wilson Staples received a telegram announcing the sudden death of liis
sister, Miss Sophronia P. Staples, in Biddeford, Maine, lrom heart disease. Miss S.
was a most estimable woman, highly respected by all acquaintances in this, her
native town; and deep sympathy is tendered
her brothers and sisters in this bereavement-The East Main street division of
our V. I. S. will hold a social and dance in
Denslow Hall on Monday evening, January
2d,—admission 10 cents. The dance tickets
will be but 35 cents. The worthy objectvillage improvement—commends itself to
our liberal handed citizens.
—
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Take LAXATIVE HROMO QUININE
Tablets
All druggists refund the money
if it fails to cure.

Northpoit’s Young

—

—

NORTH SEA RSPORT ITEMS.

the

aid

recently.

Hunter.

Nortliport claims the most diminutive if
not the youngest real hunter in Maine. By
real hunter is meant one who has shot a
deer, moose or bear.
Walter R. Nealley is not much bigger
than the proverbial “pint o’ cider." lie is
12 years old, and weighs all of (il pounds
and towers four feet five in bis boots.
His father, John B. Nealley, is a registered guide and quite a famous hunter and
trapper.

Ever since Walter was big enough he has
roamed the woods first with a bow and
then with an air-gun, then a shotgun.
Last fall his pa gave him a fine 32-40 rifle.
Walter has used the rifle.
He has shot
many rabbits and partridges, taking the
bunnies on the run in true sportsman style
and the partridges on the wing.
Recently the lad was out alone, as he
arrow,

usually goes bunting, and came across a
big buck. The youngster took deliberate
aim anq brought down the deer on the first
lie
try, with a bullet through the heart,
bled the buck.
Then he gathered all the
other boys of the neighborhood and a
horse sled, returning in great triumph, the
happiest and most envied boy in Nortliport.

lit
Ar, ship Acme>
Kobe for Baltimore and New York.
Makawell, Dec. 14. Ar, ship Emily F.
Whitney, Goodman, San Francisco.
San Juan, P. R., Dec. 11. Ar, bark Mannie Swan, New York.
Havana, Dec. 14. Sid, sch, Alice Lord,
Pascagoula; 15, ar, sch. Daisy Farlin, Fernandiua; 23, ar, schs. Samuel W. Hathaway,
Rockport, Mass.; Iona Tunuell, Philadel-

Trinidad.
Table Bay, prior to Dec. 22. Ar, ship
Gov. Robie, Tacoma.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dec. !). Ar, bark
St. Janies, Delagoa Bay (for San Francisco.)
Sydney, N. S. W., Dec. 21. Ar, ship Mary
L. Cushing, Port Gamble.
Santiago, Cuba, Dec. 12. Sid, sch. Harry
T. Haywood, Baltimore for Daiquiri.
Rosario, Nov. 28. Ar, bal k Mabel 1. Meyers, Bridgewater, N. S., via Buenos Ayres.
MABITIME MISCELLANY.

Matanzas, Dec. 14. Sch. Henry Clausen,
Jr., from Philadelphia for Sagua, with coal,
before reported ashore at Cayo Jutia, has
been boated and taken to Sagua la Grande,
after having part of her cargo lightered.
An examination of her bottom will be made
after the rest oi her cargo has been dis-

main boom broken. Both vessels returned
here this evening, and after making temporary repairs will proceed. Sell. Lavinia
M. Snow, Rowe, Bonaire for Rockland, reports Dec. 18, in heavy gale, off Currituck,
lost foresail and jib.
Dec. 11, off Cape
Hatteras, saw a vessel on fire. Will make
temporary repairs here and proceed. Sch.
Loduskia, which was ashore on east side
of harbor, was floated off this morning by
U. S. cutter Mackinac, apparently uninjured. Will reload part of cargo lightered
and sail for destination. Sch. Geo. B. F'erguson, which went ashore in Sunday’s gale,
lies in about eight feet of water, but it is
thought she can be saved. Dec. 25. Sch.
Lugano, when leaving here this morning,
fouled sch. Rothesay (Br), and after getting
clear of her fouled sch. Lois V. Chaples.
The Lugano had main boom unshipped and
reefing plank broken; made temporary repairs and proceeded.
Charters, bilip Edward bewail, Norfolk to Manila, coal, government contract;
sch. Wei Meet, Cuba to New York, sugar,
p. t.; sch. Jas. B. Drake, Philadelphia to
Portland, coal, 75c., ten days sch. Horace
A. Stone, Newport News to Boston, coal,
70c.; sch. Wm. K. Park, Philadelphia to
San Juan, coal, $1.58; ship Acme, Hong
Kong to Baltimore, matting, p. t.; brig
Havilah, Charleston to New York, lumber,
$5; sch. J. W. Balano, Jacksonville to
Bridgeport, lumber, $5.50; sch. Henry
Clausen, Jr., Gulfport to north of Hatteras,
lumber, p. t.; sch. S. M. Bird, Mobile to
Baltimore, dry cypress, p. t.; sch. 0. P.
Dixon, Port Arthur to Philadelphia, general
cargo, p. t.; sch. F. C. Pendleton, New
York to Portland, coal, p. t.; sch. F. C.
Pendleton, Portland to New York, lumber,
p. t.; sch. B. P. Pendleton, Trinidad to New
! York, asphalt, p. t.; schs. Henrietta SimI mons, Woodbury M. Snow and A. W. Ellis,
New York to Portland, coal, p. t.; brig
Havilah, Charleston to New York, lumber,
$5; sch. Horace A. Stone, Newport News
to Boston, coal, 70c.; sch. J. W. Blanco,
Jacksonville to Bridgeport, lumber. $5.50.
BELFAST PRICE

CURRENT.

2 Stores---5 Floors—Main

F'rontenac,
Portland, Dec. 25.
Newport News.
Bucksport, Me., Dec. 23. Ar, sch. Chester
R. Lawrence, Weymouth; sld, sch. Nile,
Rock port.
Clark’s Island, Dec. 20. Sld from Clark’s
Cove, sch. George H. Klinck, for New York
Stouington, Me., Dec. 22. Ar, sch. Sunny
side, Belfast; Windward, do; F'uture, Bos
ton, to load stone for New Y’ork; Annie <!
Reuben, to load stone for Boston ; in port
sch. Mary E. Lynch, loading stone for Bos
ton.

Washington, D. C., Dec. 20. Ar, sch
Ninetta M.
Porcella, Thompson, Hall’
Quarry, Me.; 25, cld, sch. Alice Holbrook
Baltimore.

Newport News, Dec. 21.
Ames, Portsmouth; 22, sld,
Stone, Portsmouth, N. H.
Mobile, Dec. 21. Ar, sch.
Key West; cld, sch. Henry

J. W.

Ferguson & Co.
January Bargain Sale.

For ONE MONTFI
at

beginning Jan. 2nd we shall >.
greatly reduced prices. Look at some of our hars

Dress

Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 23. Cld, sch
Carrie A. Bucknam, Port an Prince, Hayti

Goods, former price,
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Linings, Trimmings, Laces,
Hamburgs, Hosiery, Underwed
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SALE

THE REASON WHY THE BE8

Iron and Brass Castings in New
-—ARE MADE RY Till

and
1

—

DUPLEX ROLLER BUSHIN 00
Is that we use

only

the best materials and know how

n

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone
PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED

GALVANIZING and

i'
Si!

SHIP

CPUnUF S4.3

PCI

»

us great satisfaction to announce t
of the Louisiana Purchase Ext
President
Francis,
of St. Louis, and Milan FI. Hulbert, Chief of the i
Manufactures, have approved the recommendatio
of Awards, in presenting to us the Grand Prize
Award on F. P. and Armorside Corsets for excellent
workmanship and design being by far the most art:
of all the Corset exhibits. Respectful v yours,
BIRDSEY \
For sale by J. H. F10WES, Belfast, Me.

It affords

Especially
Mothers
The Sanative, Antiseptic, Cleans*
ing,•Purifying, and Beauti-

fying Properties of

ROltN.

Atherton. In Brooklin, December 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Almond J. Atherton, a son.
Bowden. In Brooksville, December 8, to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett .1. Bowden, a daughter. Mary

Emily.

Assisted by CUTICURA Ointment, the great Skin Cure, are of
priceless value. For preserving,
purifying, and beautifying the
skin, for cleansing the scalp of
crusts, scales, and dandruff, and
the stopping of falling hair, for
softening, whitening, and soothing red, rough, and sore hands,
for baby rashes and chafings, in
the form of baths for annoying
irritations, ulcerations, and inflammations of women, and many sanative, antiseptic purposes which
readily suggest themselves, as well
as for all purposes of the toilet,
bath, and nursery, CUTICURA
Soap and CUTICURA Ointment
are

priceless.

fold throughout the world. Cuticura Soap, 25c., Ointment, 50c., Resolvent, 50c. (in form of Chocolate Coated
Pills, 25c. per vial of 60). Depots: London, 27 Charterhouse Sq.; Paris, 5 Rue de la Paix; Boston, 137 Columbus
Ave. Potter Drug ft Chem. Carp., foie Proprietors.
tar Send for ♦♦ How to Preserve, Purify, and Beautify."

Sld, scb. Gov
sch. Horace A
Emma S. Lord
Crosby, Carde

Street, Belfast

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEIVB

AMERICAN PORTS.

Ar, sch.

JONES,

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT V I

Dec. 27. Sch. Circle, Staples, Vinalhaven.

neiro.

^

CARLE &

TCI

OF BELFAST.

23, ar, schs. Susan N. Picker-

YEARS!^

*

THb WEl-LMAN AMI MclNTIRE

ARRIVED.

ing, St. Simons, Ga.; Norombega, Elizabethport; Jennie Lockwood, Fernandina; Theoline, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, Dec. 21. Cld, sell. C. I*.
Dixon, Barbados; 24, cld, sch. Fllla M. Willey, Christiansted.
Baltimore, Dec. 20. Ar, schs. Henry F.
Kreger, Pott Tampa; Jennie A. Stubbs,
Rondout; 21, ar, sch. Fannie Palmer, Newport News; sld, sch. Rebecca Palmer, Boston ; 24, cld, bark Auburndale, Savannah;
25, ar, bark Josephine, McClean, Rio Ja-

NEW

FOR SALE IN BELFAST AT

•*

SHIP NEWS.

nas.

t€-

Again.

New York, Dec. 20. Ar, sch. Edward T.
Stotesbury, Brunswick; cld, sch. John I.
Snow, Macoris; 21, cld, sch. Nimbus, Havana; 22, ar, schs. Sarah D. J. Rawson,
Georgetown, S. C.; Robert H. McCurdy,
Brunswick; sld, bark E. L. Mayberry, Port
Royal; 24, ar, schs. Edward H. Blake, Satilla River; Helena, Charleston ; 25, ar, schs.
F. C. Pendleton, Portland; Mary A. Hall,
High Island for Philadelphia; M. C. Haskell, Bangor; 26, ar, schs. Lugano, South
Gardiner; John J. Perry, Rockland; A.
Heaton, do; Annie B. Mitchell, Hurricane
Island, J. R. Bodwell, Hall’s Quarry; Margaret M. Ford, Stonington; F lora Rogers,
Bridgeport for Norfolk.
Boston, Dec. 21. Ar, schs. Frank Barnet,
Brunswick; Thos. W. Lawson, Newport
News; Star of the Sea, do; Jessie Lena,
Philadelphia; Harold B. Cousins, New
York: sld, sch. Henry B. Fiske, Brunswick ; 22, ar, schs. Mary F’arrow, Stonington ; Laura M. Lunt, Brunswick : Daylight,

Candy and in

New, Handsome Boxes for

Produce Market.

_

Philadelphia;

Fresh

charged.
Vineyard Haven, .Mass., Dee. 22. Sch.
Annie li. Mitchell, Hurricane Island for
New York, fouled sch: Margaret M. Ford,
Stonington, Me., for same place, in Tarpaulin Cove yesterday. The Mitchell had
jibboom cai ied away and the Ford had

New York? Dec. 24. Nan Patterson’s
last hope of spending Christmas with her
p rents at their home in Washington vanislied today when District Attorney Jerome
announced that he would not agree to a reduction of her bail.
This was taken to
mean that the show-girl will again be tried
on the
chajte of the murder of Caisar
Young. Her bail had previously been fixed
at $20,000.

I'Ult'l

Chocolate^

phia.
Barbados, Dec. 10. Sid, bark Rose Innis,

j

Will Be Tried

Lowney’s

Hong Kong, Dec.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer.
40 Hay p ton,
9.00^12.00
Apples p bu.,
f.Hides p lb,
dried, p lb,
<>}
2.25' Lamb p lb,
9
Beans, pea,
2.50‘Lamb Skins,
50a75
medium,
BURNED I'd DEATH.
3.00 Mutton P lb,
(CaT
Yel’eves,
20a.22 Oats p bu., 32 tb.
40
Butter p lb,
Charles Rhodes Loses his Life in a Burn- beef, sides, p tb,
Potatoes P bu.,
50Cq.55
6 Hound Hog,
0
fore
Beef
quarters,
ing Camp.
60,a75 Straw p ton,
7.00
Barley P bu.,
ini Turkey p lb.
Camden, Dec. 27. One man was burned Cheese p lb,
15 Tallow p lb,
2a4
to death and two others barely escaped ! Chicken p tb.
Ha 10
from a burning camp in which they were 1j Calf Skins.per lb. 10rill Veal P lb,
14a 15 Wool,unwashed.
Duck p lb,
23
late
last
The
dead
man
is
night.
sleeping
32: Wood, hard,
p do/.,
4.oog:4.5<.
Charles Rhodes, aged 38 and unmarried, Eggs
12 Wood, soft.
Fowl p tb,
3.00
and his companions were Edward Richards, Geese p tb.
16
owner of the camp, and William Coburn.
Pet ail Market.
Pet ait Price
The former’s lace and hands were burned
8'al0:L.me p bbl.,
90.tti.co
while attempting to extinguish the flames !1 Beef,coined,14 p tb, ~20!Oat Meal
4(a5
Butter Salt,
p tb.
It*,
and the latter was cut and bruised by Corn p bu..
67 Onions p It*,
3a4
climbing through a window. The men Cracked Corn, p bu, 6710i1. Kerosene, gab, 15ai6
3a5.\
were passing the night in a shack near Corn .Meal, p bu.,
67,Pollock ■* b,
16til7 Pork p ib.
10
Richards’ home and within the village. < heese, p tb,
1.13
seed, P cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbb,
Shortly before midnight Richards was I Cotton
3
p lt>,
awakened by the flames which had started C< dfish dr., P tb, 5a8,Kye Meal cw
1.30
Cranb
t.,
p qt., SglolShort'- p
from an oil stove with which the camp was Clover Tries,
Seed,
i
p lb.
l3tal4|Sugar
heated, lie tried to arouse his guests and Flour, p bbl., 6.75a7.50 Salt, T. 1.. P bu.,
40
4
succeeded in the few minutes available in H. G. Seed p bu.,
1.90|Sweet Potatoes,
ll!Wheat Meal.
3@4
getting Coburn out, but Rhodes was left to Lard, p tb,
perish. Richards and Coburn were detained
until tliis morning pending the result of an
inquest held by Coroner Charles Swan.
The verdict reached was that Rhodes’
death was caused by accidental burning.
Rhodes body was burned beyond recognition.
Walter is a very cautious hunter and has
great fear of shooting someone or himself
by accident and is more careful with his
gun than most men.—Boston Sunday Globe.

a
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KOBEIGN POSTS.

■

LIBERTY.

Loyal Rebekah Lodge, No. 02,

Pascagoula, Dec. 22. Ar, sch. Alice Lord,
Havana; 25, ar, sch. Harold C. Beecher,
Mayaguez.
Sabine Pass, Dec. 23. Ar, scb. J. Manchester Haynes, Ponce.
Port Tampa, Dec. 22. Sid, bark Frances,
Charleston, S. C.
Charleston, S. C. Dec. 23. Ar, sch. Pendleton Brothers, Carteret, N. J.
A'emandina, S. C., Dec. 25. Ar, sch. Melissa A. Willey, Fall River.

NOTICE.
All 1904 taxes of the town of Searsport not paid
before Jan. IB, IPC5. will be subject to col-

on or

lection by

lsq 3w

a

lawyer.

B. F.

t'OLCOHD, Collector.

Bridges. In Verona, December 8. to Mr. and
Mrs. Zemri Bridges, a daughter.
Can dag k. In Brooklin, December 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas A. Bandage, a daughter, Angie
Matilda.
Dow. Iu Stonington, December 1, to Mr. and
Mrs Simeon Low Dow. a son, Warren Poland.
Gray. In Orland December 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Gray, a daughter.

M A It III GO.

I>1 lie
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Caxoaok.
In South B
Roderick 11. t’andage, agind 3 days.
Dow
In Stouington. 1 *•
Frances Dow, aged 40 v»-;>
(Irant. In R eklaiid. 1 '•
lirant, aged 31 years.
(iHiMH.K
In Orland. i
nice (Jrindle, aged 1«> yem
(I HINDI.K. Ill (>1 land d
laughter of Mr. and M

j
j
i

|

■

j

rears.

?

Ell"
Hutchings. In
Janies c. Hutchings, aged
.Iennkv. In Belfast, I’•
both Jenney, aged 78 yea
>1 adduces
In Rock Ian.’
ley K. (Kelley), wife of \\
15 years, 0 days.
Pitcher
In Woree>i»;
Mrs. Alice Dow Pitcher, t'
Packard. In Kockpori.
Susan ■ ackard, aged 74 \
Pam..
In Searsinoul. I
Mansfield Paul, aged 85 y« a.
In East Burk
Presset
Charles (I. Pressey, aged M
Si r.1.1 VAN. Ill Buckspot!.
•ami Sullivan, aged 80 year".

j

f

j
!
i

>

Andkrson-Bridgks. In Verona, December
24, Mr. Charles G. P. Anderson and Miss Gertrude M. Bridges, both of Verona.
Brooks-O’brikn. Iu Bucksport, December 24,
George C. Brooks, formerly of Ellsworth, and
Miss Lydia H. O’Brien.
In Belfast, DecemEstabrooks-Barrett.
ber 22, by Rev. Harry Lutz, Edward R. Estabrooks and Miss Edna Banett, both of Belfast.
Harris-Taylor.
In/Nelfast, December 20, I
by Rev. D. L. Wilson, John F. Harris and Mrs. I
Nellie M. Taylor, both of Belfast.
Heath-Hubbard. In Verona, December 24,
Mr. John F. Heath and Miss Blanche Hubbard,
both of Verona.
Howk-Higgins. In Belfast, December 24, by
We wish to express our
Rev. D. L. Wilson, Albert E. Howe of Belfast
friends and neighbors for tl"
and Grace M. Higgins of Camden.
n the hour of our recent
Miller-Maker. Id Camden, December 21,
We also wish to express out
Leonard J. Miller and Mrs. Emma Prescott Mak[he beautiful floral offering"
er, both of Camden.
MRS EMMA I 1
Perkins-Jones. In West Brooksville, DeMRS. LA VIM a I
cember 14, Harry F. Perkins and Miss Maud S.
MRS. JETSON M
Jones, botli of West Brooksville.
Rackliffe-Paul. In .South Thomaston, December 21, Howard V. Rackliffe and Margaret A.
Paul, both of South Thomaston.
Robbins-Robbinh. In Rockland, December
13, William J. Robbins and Martha C. Robbins,
both of Rockland.
We wish to extend our hem!
Strvknh-Gkindle. In Bluehill, December ir>,
many friends in Belfast and K
Austin T. Stevens ol Bluehill and Mrs. Amanda
nesses
and sympathy extendJ. Grindle of Penobscot.
Withee-Prkssey. In Rockport, December cent affliction.
Mrs. Almik
of
and
Miss
Laureston
Withee
Blanchard
H.
20,
Mr. AND Mrs
lw*
Mabel Pressey of Rockport.
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